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The almost universal practice among
Nciv Kngland farmers has been to draw
out their uianuie from the barnyard upon
tin land in the spring. The occasional
exception might bo the removal ot the
summer accumulations in ilic fall as a
matter of convenience to be piled in a
large heap in some central place, or perhaps mixed with a corresponding pile ol
muck.
As a matter of course where cattle are
1
pastured through the summer the addiI
l ions to tlm manure
are
heap
coiuparative- !
lv small, mainly troni the
night yarding,
mil tlierelore Irom lack ol material or
deterred by the depth ot snow the farmer
"
aits till spring. When no protection is
en
manure in the barnyard and it
thrown from the barn it is
mixed with successive layers of ice and
it I b. comes a solid frozen mass,
in -noli a state it does not undergo any
•hange either for the better or worse, but
with the coming of spring it is exposed to
new
atmospheric conditions. Thus it
happens that white the farmer is ijuarryut blocks ot li ttf in
cn manure with
'•ilia lab..i tic i.- also almost overpowered
mil: tin ammoniac a! odors that are wastabstain.lithe air.
.: its
Add to this
il.c I •■•t ib.it this severe and
exhausting
ibi r ol removal to man and beast both
a
.0 a lime whim they are least able
a
when v egetation anil gerii
at.on alliance so rapulK that both are
to 1 hitido'.oii to the long drawn out job
rations are needed I
c
i i iat
a
be a voided t his
t
ja
to avi iv
k sli utlit not be imposed upon
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Self-Dependence.

receive, ami the
personal inquiries made, we judge that.
with the majority irom those who keep
hens, eggs are scarce from November
to April.
We have heard such comments
as these, on some statement we
have
made: "I do not understand how hens
can be made to lay as many eggs in the
winter as in the summer, i have never
had such experience."
We have been
asked by several subscribers to give lull
and definite directions for the care of laying hens, especially in the winter. Wo
are glad ol the interest manifested in tins
branch of productive industry, arid will
give some directions, which, if followed
in the care ot any breed of healthy fowls,
will give the owner, on the average, tu
least fifteen eggs per month,
i'he first
thing is light, warm, healthy quarters
fhe windows in the hennery should be
low, and on tlie side lor the morning sun,
so tin
fowls can take an early bath in the
fhe temperature ^should be
sunlight.
such that the combs will not sutler from
frost, and it would be wise to have it so
that eggs will not freeze.
Not more than
lilteen or twenty fowls should be permitled in a eoop twelve teet square, and no
the ii -ua! bunlens ol spring.
I In thoroughly ileeotnposed and liuelv matter how large the coop, twenty-live is
i ed veget dale matter u inch may a number as large as is profitable to run
i
loimd In tin- cellar or yard of a well- together. (Jive them a good dust box of
guni cil barn in early m ini a', is then in dry, tine earth or ashes, and keep broken
See
l- be at I'ondilioli ; it
gains nothing by bone or shell always before them.
that their water is replenished every
iger keeping and thereloii' there is no
a
ii u In
it should U"t at once begin its morning with hot water, and that some
no
ol improvement, out In? placed green stnlf. Mich as cabbage, turnip, clovit will do !ai> most good
wli
It is er or corn fodder is occasionally thrown in
tor them to pick over.
‘p tliat the
on
ssari to
These are little matters, but the} are of
a
jnop. r tale for its reception,
as much importance as the food or the
vinter manuring
Then regularly, and
have been piowed in the breed of the (owls
A h n
listen
t i.
ar .cutpiepared tor corn, such old with proper ci rmomy —say twice each day
feed them all they will eat, and an mor■
tred manure uia. lie advan-ol tlie morning soft food, pieces front
'i mt •:v
applied to. the itrlace, or later
.i
with Ii ’overs tin- table, boiled potatoes, mixed with
pretd nj
bran old meal—the latter used sparingly
t iieiu.
Feed this
with a little pepper and sail.
ars.i
t ran
ns hiv made rnauure
ndi
.it
but may be every other dav, and alternate with bucknitable t
.-i
the
field and pasture, wheat. and you have the best tood we
I i. i,table :
know ot tor laying Item, livery night
lie in:. .1
I ill 11
1 t he garden. In tile
liter case i!
pci ui. adapted to [tie feed corn, whole or coarse-cracked, chang1’lckings of
cn ing alike tor dressing
ing occasionally with mil
i iiui. i.iiii'.r. tci ting the vines through meat or fresh fish two or three times a
a c
iv 1111 c
and when raked oil in the week are good. If you cannot get these
1
!.11.i;cm .idling tin .- hi and keeping the convenient v, ground scraps will answer;
Inr a coop ot twenty lu-iis take a pint oi
!,:'i ic
lr.mi
imtact with the
.Im ;.ui"
*
earth.
scraps, put, them in three pints of water,
leave them over night ; then mix meal
t
tin* *
-ii i-c
"t a priipci Ui eretion
(live tills two or three times
tliciclon-. diifei lit kinds and qualities of with them,
a w.-ek, with bran, potatoes and buck.i",-riiaiiuiv mai be applied profitably to
tin spy ral j ■ t of a farm dm ing the win- wheat. Let these conditions ot care beniie
ti-i
a
ii.
It i- als.i vastly better-for the
regulation. It will not take more
hcaltii "! iliiniaK, and lor all Kinds ol than twenty minutes morning and even! -d i
and ili.m: barns, that accuing, to do the woil,. fhe liens will be
cpl
hearty and healthy under such treatment,
mulations ol manure -.lioiil.l tic removed
..
early as
po ,iblc. W hen ipiantities and il they do not reward you with plenty
of eggs eiiunge the breed, [tlolden Mule.
"I muck, soil, or otiier ubsnrbents arc
h ailed into cellars mid swine are used In
tit t a proper intermixture it can he reThy Driver’s Seat.
i lit.,'! with more -'U'cty.
It mav be said
Hufarmer has tin* following
Scientific
in general h'»w’evcr :iiat the proper place
lor barn immure at all seasons id the year, sensible remarks on this subject:
iupon the surface ot the soil, or just unOne of the anomalies in American ensder the furrow.
loms is tliat ol the driver of a wagon sitting on the right, hand side, while he alWashed and Unwashed Butter.
ways turns out to the right when passing
it matters not whether lie
I lie lull uving explanation of the phi- another team,
is on tlie broad, safe thoroughfare, or in
■sophv <il washing but tor. we lind in the the narrow lane, or crowded city street,
i.ui ir l a nier, ami believe it is as nearliis seat is the same.
Tims seated, it is
e nreet
a
anything we have seen on very ditlieult to see tin; exposed wheels in
passing, those whieh require the eye of
1 lie subject :
tin' driver. Doubtless this is a prominent
:
ilt.ei ti ’i;
been wash■ eause ot' tiie
many collisions between passI .11 iliere;it 11..iit (ha! which has not
teams, and tin- wonder Is that more do
ing
e-ii
washed.
Hie difference between nut
happen. The custom was brought
w
iieil ami unwashed butter is analogous over
by the. Pilgrims, lint, like a Dutch
ih
ilillerenee betweenelarilieil ami unsentence, tiie parts got transposed in the
e. bed
lietonuer
consists
of
sugar,
translation. Across the pond the driver
i'Ui- saccharine matter, the latter of sugar sits on the right, lint always turns to tin•1
> 11
albuminous and flavoring mat- left. In
j
copying the practice we retained
w hie!) were contained iii the
juice ol the. useless part, and changed tiie essen.me mingled with it, which
give a tial, for some unexplained reason. Possiiv. ]'
in addition to that of the sugar,
bly our lathers thought to be consistent in
i'.rowu -agar, thougli less sweet, has more the matter
and, rather than be right-handflavor than clarified -ugar.
When UU- ed in the
driving, changed the latter to
w ashed
there
a
little
butteralways
suit.
At all events, the tiling as now
mi 1 iv ami sugai adhering to Lite butter that
is every way inconvenient, and
practiced
e
t
llavor
in addition to that is
|io.-uiiar
a worthy subject of reform in this
year
f fuie liutter, which many people like
when reforms arc so much in lavor.
And
udo a i: is new. Washing removes all this
since it is easier to change our position on
n iei:;n matter and leaves
only the taste tiie seat than alter the customs of turning
l the butter pure and
simple. Those who to the right of tlio wagon, while we as
prefer the taste of the butter to tlie for- driver take opposite side.
eign ingredients mined with it, like the
a adled butter best.
t iivi
in: C.vm.i: Kki.mi Am.
Wlie)ti1 he a -eriioii i-. often made, and many
er animals continue licaltli\
or contract,
I" -pie believe that water washes out the disease;
very often depends upon the kind
llavor o! tie- butter, hut it only cleanses!
and quality of the food lliey eat, the water
Ife I iitt■
ut the buttermilk, sugar ami
drink or the air they hreatho. It must
mill;
id, which may adheie to it, just as they
lie home in mind that the absent ot vigor
n1
movemg
tront
nr
it
tiie
for- observed in
lardy
animals, dwelling in stables
atter which unulitV it s true llavor.
with fresh air, as
I he fnr r- l butter consists of fatty mal- insullieientiy supplied
well as disease arising from imperfect venlei- which do not eombim- w 11lr water at
tilation. are only in part due to the imperai.m t lliei'i lore In w.t-he-1 :nv:n
ol. and
fect provision usually made for the escape
by it,
ol the narcotic carbonic acid and other
l ie- eifeet oi wa-iiiii.' upon tin- keeping
products .d respirat ion. l’robably the chief
■piaiity of butter depends upon the purity mischief arises in badly
arranged stables
■! tlie water with which the
is
washing
from the irritating ammonia yielded by de-lone
It the water contains no foreign
composing urine and the still more nox.tier that will tilled, the butter, it will
ious, but at present less tangible, products
.p bellci for washing the buttermilk of the
putrefaction of fecal anil other or"lit than by working it. old.
lint if the
matters.
[I'rairie Farmer.
water i
bard irom tin* presence of lime ganic
r contain
that
could
the
anything
injure
1' IlL'll Tlil.l. IN ( 1RXAMKNTAL (iltOl NPS.
butter by ci ntaet with it. washing 'becomes
A correspondent of the Hardener's Montha injury iu-teadot a benetit to its
keep- ly recommends the
of fruit trees
Nothing but the best and purest wa- more generally aboutplanting
the lawns and shrubLer should lie used .about butter.
Very bery. lie proposes clumps of dwarl pears,
lend w.itci is always objectionable.
It is
of quinces, and of plums. These would annot in,we er -a. objectionable ns the water
swer. provided the ground could be kept
Irom we!is which contain a muddy sedimellow and enriched; or in other words,
in ad so lull of
bematter
-is
to
organic
should stand in a large cultivated bed.
-i!»** tainted.
Water standing over such they
borders of gooseberries and currants are
mud tai e- in the taint, and if used for
recommended, lie would alternate the
■'■ashing butter, d sitr- to injure it lor strawberry in beds with the tigridias, gladThere is a good deal cd'
snip: keeping
iolus and tube-roses, Chestnuts and other
water, otherwise good, which is rendered
nut-bearing trees could be planted where
entirely unlit for using about butter by there is «uilioients
pace.
reason ot
ediment at the bottom of the
well.
Various Items.
we

[
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tviiliut; i-ir.e with Dry
V..u-

Earth.

A wail ut' soft burned bricks built up
within a cistern makes an excellent filter.

agricultural writer obThe Jews oi Falestine are giving more
veil iii bull t" lie lice from lice, but
attention to agriculture, ami many of the
net -u the rest <>i the cattle; ami, thinkmost prominent men in .lerusalem are ening over the matter, he came to the conlu-hm that tlio habit ul pawing dirt over gaged in it.
himself must have the effect ot keeping
Any haul steel tool will cut glass with
.’*e oil the hull, amt lie tried dry earth on
facility when freely wet with camgreat
the i st ul the cattle with the best effect,
phor dissolved in turpentine. The ragged
l.ver since reading the above 1 have used
edges ot glass vessels may he easily
nothing but dry earth, and have repeated- smoothed Ihtis with a Hat. tile.
ly put it on entile having lice, and have
A cement suitable lor joining metals to
I’.iind ii pi ileetly efiieaeious, both as a
preventive and as a cure. If in winter I uon-metalic substances is prepared by dislbs. glue
lind it needed, and cannot get earth other- solving in boiling water
Hi e, 1
go into my cellar and obtain a few and o/.s. gum ammoniac, adding in small
'I'hirts (no tear of using too much) and quantities about o/.s. sulphuric acid.
dry it on the ;tove- 1 then sprinkle it over
I'otroleum is useliil for cleaning mathe haei,- irom head to tail, and, the earth
chinery and other articles badly gummed.
working into and through the hair soon Jf
put on the hearings that are not easily
destroys all the lice. 1 believe the earth readied for cleaning; it will dissolve the
to he just as etlicaeious, less
dangerous,
after which they should be oiled lieand lews expensive Ilian tobacco or any ot gum,
lore running.
the acids recommended
| (farmers’ Advocate.
Ceilings that look very rough and manifest a tendency to peel should he gone
over with a solution of 1 oz. alum to one
:{.\isin C'i him; in Cai.ii-oknia.
r. A.
•Mine. ;i viniculturist of Kern county, has quart water. This will remove the superfluous lime and render the ceilings white.
adopted tlic following simple and suceesslul plan of curing raisins in the sun : The
Machinery for the manufacture ot wood
hunches are jilucked, dipped into hot lye
paper-hangings has been so perfected that
and placed upon hoard platforms in the an inch of white
maple or other lineThere they remain from ten days to grained wood can be slit so as to furnish
sun.
two weeks, being turned meanwhile two
-'Ob thin leaves, having the surface and
or three times, when
they are taken down grain of the wood
and packed ready for shipment to market.
Few
ago

an

<

I lie dipping in hot
lye is for the purpose
of killing the ova of insects already
depos-

ited, and preventing further deposits during the drying process, which it effectually does, and also for the purpose o! rendering the skin tender, instead of leathery,
as some varieties are apt to be.
There is
thus no danger ot the raisins being devoured by worms after they are packed.
[Stockton (Cal) Independent.

alloy’ of nine parts lead, two of antimony and one bismuth, expands on cooling, owing to peculiar crystalization. It
is useful for filling defects in eastings or
as a setting ior bolts in stone.

persons

are aware

that veritable

Egyptian mummies are ground up into
paint, lint in this country and in Europo
mummies

are

used lor this

purpose—the

asphaltum with which they are impregnated being of a quality superior to that

elsewhere be obtained, and
producing a peculiar brownish tint when
made into paint, which is prized by distinguished artists both of this and of other
countries.
which

can

An

A fellow in the lockup at Newport,
Monday, attempting to escape through

It. I.,
hole
he had made over the grating of his cell, let his
hands slip, when he caught hv his feet, and died
head down.
a

Weary of myself, and sick of asking
What I am, and what I ought to be,
At the vessel’s prow I stand, which bears me
Forwards—forwards, o’er the star lit sea.
And a look of passionate desire
O’er the sea and to the stars 1 send;
“Ye who from my childhood up have calmed
Calm me—ah! compose me to the end.”

me

“Ah! once more,” I cried, “ye stars, ye waters
< >n my heart your mighty charm renew;
as 1
gaze upon you,
Feel my soul becoming vast like you!”

Still, still let me,

From tlie intense, clear, star sown vault of heaven,
O’er the lit sea's unauiet way,
In the rustling night-air came the answer—
“Would’st thou be as these are?—Live as they!
the silence round them,
Undistracted bv the sights they see,
These demand not that the things without them
Yield them love, amusement, sympathy.

“Unaffrighted by

“And with joy the stars perform their shining,
And the sea its long, moon-silvered roll.
For alone they live, nor pine with noting
All the fever of some diff ering soul.
“Hounded by themselves, and unobservant
In what state God’s other works may be.
in their own tasks all their powers pouting.
These attain the mighty life you see.”
air-born voice!—long since severely ch ar,
A cry like thine in my own heart I hear
“IT solve to be thyself, and know that he
Who finds himself loses his misery.”
Matthew Arnold.

• »

I From Harper's Bazar. [
Sue’s
11Y

Motlior-in-IiRw.

Kl'KK i'KUUV COOKE.

“Oil, mammy. it' lie only was au orphan,
1 would say yes tu-morrow; but I hate—1
hati (lie idea ol a mother-iu-law.
"You might poison her, my dear,” dryly remarked Mrs. Do Groot, a stately old
lady, with snow white hair, and any

amount ot' Mechlin lace about her throat
and wrists over her soil black silic dress.

rious than all was the child's wardrobe,
which she displayed and I admired alter
the trank custom of ten-year-old girls.
There was a rose dress, tho softest cashmere, with scalloped bands overlaying
each other on tin skirt in deepening tints
to the waist, and the sleeves were just
edged with deep green velvet, which also
bound the throat and waist. It was like a
fancy ball costume; but Posy was like a
fairy, and the exquisite tints did not look
fanciful on her unreal beauty. Then there
was a pansy dress, purple velvet, witli a
gold buckle at its belt, and the skirt falling in rich pleats that seemed to form a
rounded outline below like the edge of a
flower, 'there was a thunbergia costume,
the skirt and sleeves of the dedicate bull'
which that flower monopolizes, and a bodice of dark brown velvet like the blossoms
throat."
•■What folly !” exclaimed Sue.
“Yes; hut very pretty tolly. And 1
have not told you the half. There wa a
lily dress, of China crape ; a violet, of purple siik, soft and glossless; and actually
a cardinal flower, of vivid scarlet cloth,
that 1 thought then too splendid to be
borne ; but it was only for a skating dress,
Posy said.”
“Slic grew up very delicate, exquisite
and Iragile, Imt more and more level;,.
It was strange to see Mrs. Schuyler. She
took Tom’s state of mind with great calm,
as if it wore only natural and to he expected. I’o- y had never been in society; she
was very young yet; but Mr
Schuyler
would have expected, if not demanded,
the same homage from every one who saw
her idol. But when she discovered that
Posy loved Tom and wanted to marry him
she was heart-smitten. She could not enShe carried Posy away
tertain the idea.
directly tor a round of summer travel; but
the girl pined so visibly, grew so sad, pale,
and languid, that her mother was terrified
and brought her hack to the Hills directly,
and sent lot us to make a visit there. So
that affair was concluded, and Mrs. Schuyler gave her treasure into other hands to
save it, grudging all the while a day’s absence, an hour’s preoccupation, devoured
with jealous pangs, yet trying to slide
them that Posy might he utterly happv.
But when they really settled into every
day life, she insisted on their living with
her at the Hills, and so secured her own
misery. Tom was a good fellow and a
loving husband, hut lie was a man, and a
man of business, and he had his own at
fairs to attend to, his own anxieties and
troubles, and like the best of mortal men
he was now and then inconsiderate and
snappish. Posy loved him with all her
soul, and would have condoned his offenses and forgotten his slips of tongue if her
mother had uot made so much of them.
She was like a tigress it anything seemed
to approach Iter young to harm them, and
she tlew at Tom, as he impolitely expressed it, like a mad cat, il he ever spoke impatiently to his wife, or forgot one attention due to her. He bore it. awhile very
patiently for Posy's sake; hut human nature is not all enduring, and by-and-hy lie
used great plainness of speech, to say the
least, with Mrs. Schuyler. Then Posy became very unhappy.
She was consumptive like her father, and her life always
trembled oil as delicate a stem as a harebell llower. She might hav e lived on for
years in peace and sunshine, hut the
stormy atmosphere of home gave her no
rest..
Her mother still interfered with all
she did, even when she saw her drooping
day by day. if Tom took her away lor a
journey, the mother insisted on going too,
and Posy could not have the heart to refuse. But traveling was no rest to either
mother or child, and it was torment to
Tom, who began to comprehend the situation. Poor little Posy ! she faded before
their eyes like a weary baby, falling
asleep one day in Tom’s arms, and wearing after death so radiant a look of rest
and peace that I have never forgotten it.
Mrs. Schuyler followed her quickly, worn
out by grief and remorse; tor Tom. in the
first agony ot his loss, told her wliat Dr.
Kvarts said, that peace and quiet might
have saved their darling. Tom hated her
name to his dying day. and never married
again, because lie said one mother-in-law
was enough in a lifetime.’’
“But, mamma, that was an extreme
case.”
“Certainly; hut all the more a warning,
i have never forgotten Posy, and it is to her
my sons-in-law owe my natural forbearance,” said Mrs. He (Boot, with a smile.
“Well, dear, if Harry’s mother is awlul,
I’ll try to he good to her,” sighed Sue.
But tiieu came a ring at the door, and
Sue. heard a voice. It. was her mother’s
turn to sigh now, as her girl ran down
the stairs, her heart in her beautiful eyes,
to meet Harry.

"Hut really, you dreadful old dear, you
know it will be awful,” sighed Sue, passing her little hands wearily through the
dark hinges above her forehead.
"Jlv dear,” said Mrs. JDe Groot, "you
are speaking in a very ill-bred way; but
let that rest. 1 have no idea that you will
ever be troubled with Mr. Grey’s mother,
l'ou will not marry him. A girl who is
daunted by a mother-in-law does not, love
the son enough to marry him.”
"Sue’s pretty face Hushed. Poor little
soul, she had never yet known what love
was; but she liked Mr. Grey well enough,
lie was a rich, kindly, pleasant man whom
she had always known; and when he
asked her to marry him, she did not know
why she should refuse. She hated to hurt
his feelings; and suddenly she remembered bis mother, a disagreeable old lady,
who ruled and reigned over all her family,
and only did not tyrannize over John
because lie lived the life of a bachelor in
the city and hoarded at a hotel.
Hut here was a reason for Sue, and her
mother's words sank deeply into her consciousness. She gathered courage to say
no, and a year after found herself absorbed
heart and soul, in a real love affair, and
accepted Harry Tempest, a young but rising lawyer, with a kind, generous, frank
nature, and a dark, handsome face, without remembering that he had not only a
mother, but a widowed mother, who lived
with him, and could not possibly be ignored or set aside, since Harry was an
only child. It is true. Sue had never seen
her, for during her six months’ acquaintance with Harry, Mrs. Tempest had been
at the West, nursing a sister who was at
death’s door with consumption; and if
Harry had not said much about her to
Sue, it was that other and more absorbing
themes naturally occupied them.
.Mrs. l)e Groot smiled when Susan laid
her lair head in her lap and recited to her
the tale ot her engagement, for she had
seen the end from the beginning, and had
shed her own tears privately. She had
other children besides Sue; but this was
her darling, her baby, her pet always;
and such a pang as mothers know went
through her heart when she saw the inevitable separation approaching, but she had
the courage and the goodness to smile
and sympathize when the girl poured out
this genuine passion, and threw herself
with blushes and tears, into the arms that
could never fail her while they were instinct with life.
After tiie confidence was done with and
Sue had quieted botli tears and joy, Mrs.
De Groot bethought herself of the last
time there had been such an atl'air, or the
likeness ot it, on the carpet, and said, with
the quaintest smile and accent, at once
gentle and mischievous, “lias Mr, Tempest a mother. Sue ?”
“Oli ves! She isn’t here now. 1 never
She is in Chicago with her sissaw her.
ter.'’
“What are you going to do about her ?”
asked her mother.
“Oh, mammy, 1 never thought about
her; ami she lives with hint. How sorry
So time went on, and by-and-by Sue was
1 am ! l!ut I guess she will he nine.”
married
Airs. Tempest came to tlie wed
“Mie may be very nice to Henry, my
and proved to lie a little lady with
ding,
dear. So was Mr. Grey’s mother to him.” cheeks like
roses, and starry eyes, even
“I'm sure she can’t be so disagreeable amidst Lite fine lines of
age, and under the
as old Mrs. Grey,” pouted .Sue, who was a
shadow of silver white curls. Keen but
little spoiled to tell the truth.
kindly those eyes shone on Susan and took
“Susan,” said Mrs. l)e Groot, with con- her measure, and Airs. De (Iroot
congratsiderable gravity, “1 want you to look this ulated herself on the
prospect for her
thing in the lace. You are a young girl daughter, and said, -She is a lady, sue,”
going to a new home, with new people her highest formula of approbation.
whom as yet you know nothing about.
After the. Orthodox, wedding journey,
Mow take a little bit of advice. Look at
which the pair were as uncomfortduring
not
at
Mrs.
when
Tempest,
yourself,
you able and
weary as most people are on
You know you
come to live together.
such occasions, they came home to find
with
to
had
an
have
easy life,
nobody
Harry’s little house bright with comfort
thwart your plans and purposes. Nmv beand neatness—tires in the shining grates,
gin to see if you are really a lady, or only llowers on the tables and shelves,
a dinner
a pretense.”
of wonderful savor and elegance waiting
“You think 1 ought to bear everything,
for them, and a real motherly welcome.
do you, mammy, and never peep or mut"How lovely it is to get home !” Sue
ter?”
eonlided to her husband.
but
1
want
to
treat
“Mo;
you
your
“1 hope home will always be lovely to
mother-in-law as one lady should another.
Sue,” was the beaming response.
Dpn’t recriminate if she talks at you, lor you,
“If I only can get along nicely with
that is vulgar—ill-bred in the extreme
Don't give up your just position, either your mother, llarry!” said Hue, with a
with your husband or in the family.
Re- wistful sort ot frankness. Harry sat down
in the nearest chair and laughed immodspect yourself, Sue, and yon force

respect

from others.”
“Oh dear!

1 wish there weren’t any
mothers-in-law in the world !” peevishly

ejaculated

the

girl.

“Then 1 should be exterminated with
the rest,” smiled her mother.
“But you are so different, mammy.”
“1 hail an awful lesson, Sue, when 1
was young.
You know your uucle Tom
married 1’osy Schuyler when he was a
very young man, and sir2 was only seventeen—just ray own age. You remember
her picture in the library ::t the Hills?”
“Oh yes. that lovely delicate little creature with hair like spun gold, and great
dark eyes, and such a bud of a mouth, half
smiling, like a pleased baby’s.”
“1 hat is tier very counterfeit.
She was
file loveliest creature 1 ever saw.
tier
father died before she was born, anil her
mother only lived for the baby, and, from
the hour she came, just worshiped her.
She was named Kuphrosyne, alter her
father’s mother, but she always called herself Posy, and grew up with that name
attached to her. 1 never saw such affection 11s Mrs. Schuyler’s for that child; it
amounted to passion. She never trusted
her front her sight; she woke in the
night
to look at her; she was frantic with terror if illness threatened her.
She had an
artistic nature, but its sole exercise was
inventing dresses and ornaments lor Posy.
I remember being at the Hills as a child,
and going into Posy’s room—a large airy
room, with two great windows looking
Southward; the walls were white, with a
deep cornice of every spring flower, painted to the life by an Italian fresco painter;
the white carpet was strewn with roses
and violets, the white-wood furniture decorated with honeysuckles and clematis,
painted by Mrs. Schuyler herself in clinging wreaths and tendrils, with clusters of
roses and ivory bloom, and wide blue blossoms looking just fit to pick; there were
curtains of white soft woolen stuff, looped
up in creamy folds by an enameled fern
leaf on either side; and everything else
carried out in the same floral fashion, even
to the lily of pearl shell which held her
rings on the toilette table; but more cu-

erately.

"Poor little soul ! Has it got a motherin-law on the brain already? So it shall."
“Harry !” exclaimed the indignant Susan.

“My dear child, if ‘the Alum,’ as that
little chap in Verdant Green

delightful

calls her, oppresses you, use my revolver
at once. 1 never wili betray you—never!”
And here the wretch wentott into another
til ot laughter more irrepressible than the
first.
Sue flushed to the temples.
“Harry,
what are you laughing at?” she demanded.

“i’ll tell you, dear, on Christmas day in
morning. That’s exactly two months
from to-day. 1’ut it down in your tablets
along with your dentist’s appointments
and giving Sue a very inconsiderate hug,
which nearly shook down the structure of
pull's and braids she was donning her head
with, he left her to finish dressing.
the

Poor little Susan ! life became a disapMrs. Tempest never
to her.
went into the kitchen, never sniffed at her

pointment
new

daughter’s inexperience

or

ignorance,

interfered with housekeeping, or found
fault with the housekeepers. She was
simply a guest in her son’s home, ready to
give advice or assistance, when it was
asked, with wonderful wisdom and judgment, but never intruding, if her children
wanted her society, they could always
have it for the asking ; if they did not, she
was neither hurt nor angry.
She knew
well that a third party is not always welcome, however dear; and she remembered
—what women so often forget—that her
son was now a grown man, with his own
family, and deserving a certain respect as

such; not a boy to be lectured, scolded,
humored, or snapped at as if he were ten
years old, and still under parental government.

She learned, too, to love Sue, the sweet
natured, high spirited, and impulsive
creature, for herself, as well as for Harry’s
sake; and Susan, before the two months
were gone had called her “mother” with
all her heart, and learned to find in her
the same comfort and help she had drawn
from her own parent, if in lesser measure

j

than the life-long and natural tie afforded.
“Oh, mother !” exclaimed she one day
as Mrs.
Tempest sat beside her soothing
her with lender ways and soft hands in the
anguish of a racking headache, “llow
could I ever think mother-in-laws were
dreadful ?”
Mrs. Tempest laughed. “My dear Susy,
mother-in-laws are just like other people.
If a woman is sweet, sensible, patient, unselfish, and good, die will be loved in any
sort ot place or relation ; if she is domineering, high-tempered, selfish, or disagreeable in other ways, her own children
will not love her, or anybody else
It is
not the relation that is in the fault, but the
indvidual. Haven't you found that out."'
■1 don't think I've found out anything
but that 1 love you dearly, if you arc my
mother-in-law," replied Sue, with a very
tender kiss.
“Yes, you have,Sue." put in Hairy, who
had entered the room from the door behind the bed, with an ominous locking
bottle and glass in bis hand; “you’ve
found out at least a week before the time
why ! laughed the day we came home, at
your prophetic troubles. The idea of anybody dreading my mother ! Hr. Mathews
says you must have champagne, madame,
for your headache; a specific, he sa\s it
n.
So suppose you drink a health directly to mother-in-laws”
“Xu, Sir—if you please, I mean.”
“Meekness!" said Harry, in a stage
aside.
Hut Hue went on 'T il drink a health
to e;
mother-in-law with all ray heart.”
“Long may she wave !” chorused II irry.
Sharks.

| From Chamber’s Journal. 1

The hark tribe are remarkably retentive <ii life, and instances are related
which would be almost beyond belief, it
not vouched for by numbers of witnesses,
f or instance, stn individual was caught
witli a line; its liver was cut out, and the
bowels left hanging from tile body, in
which rLate the sailors, as an object ot abhorrence, threw it into the sea. lint it
continued near the boat : and not long
afterward it pursued and attempted to devour a mackerel that had escaped from
the net. in another instance, a shark was
thrown overboard after the head had been
severed from the body ; alter which, for a
couple of hours, the body continued to
use the effort of swimming in various dilections—to employ the conjecture of a
boy among the crow—as if it were lookNext, we have the
iug for its head.
thrasher, which lias obtained the name of
lo.v-shaik, because of the shape of its tail.
The title of thrasher, however, is most appropriate, from its habit of lashing the
sea with its tail, by which it has been
known to put to flight a herd of sportive
dolphins,and even to till the whale witli terror. The porbeagle is another of the shark
tribe, and is a common visitor on the
western coasts in summer.
Then follows
that too plentiful and rapacious lisa, the
toper, known likewise as the white-hound,

penny-dog,
it swims

or

miller-dog. However,

deep, it does

do

j

1

1
!

!

j
j

J

!
i

as

much injury to the lishermen's nets as some of its
congeners. Then we have the smooth-

hound.

or

not

su

ray-mouthed dog, or skate-I
are.
presumed to

toothed-shark, which

from considerable distances, from
the kind of hooks sometimes found in
j them, which resemble those used on the
coast ot Spain.
They feed upon crustacemis animals, lint will take :i bait..
The
1
picked-dog, spur-dog, or bone-dog, lint
eonmionly known as tin; dug-lish, is the
come

smallest,

but

unquestionably
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the most nu-

of the shark tribe. 1: frequents
our coast all the year round, and even in
the severest weather. Then there are the
spinous shark, and i Sreenland shark, which
will not be driven away from feeding up- i
on the blubber of a stranded,
half-immersed whale, although pierced with
spears, but come again to the oleaginous ;
banquet while a spark of life exists. The |
basking-shark also, occasionally casts up
It is of a large size, is
on our coasts.
capable of breaking a six-inch hawser,
and is only taken with considerable dillieulty. Then wo have the rashleigh shark,
the broad-headed gazer, and the hammer
head or balanee-lish, which may lie said
to complete the list of these occasional
unwelcome visitors to our shores.
And now that we have said so much that
is prejudicial to the Squalidm or shark
community, let us see what we have as a
set-oil' in their favor. As a loud for man,
the toper is loutnl exposed tor sale in tlic
markets at Home; and in 1’aris, that city
ot gastronomy, the small kinds of shark,
when divested of their tantalizing titles,
are detected as entrees in the menu of
the most distinguished families. For some
years, the dog-lish has afforded lucrative
employment during the whole ot the summer to liie fishermen from the Naze to the
Cape, it is, however, mostly smoked, and
in this way is considered rather a delicacy.
It. is also dried and split as stock-fish for
consumption in the country, as well as for
exports to Sweden, where it is greatly appreciated. It is likewise elsewhere a common article of food, amid the choice of a
variety of other fish, especially in the west
of England, and, indeed, is valued by
some who are far above the necessity of
classing it with their ordinary articles of
subsistence. It is used both fresh and salted, but when eaten fresh, it Is skinned lielore being cooked
Lacipede. who speaks
slightingly of its flesh, informs us that, in
the north of Europe, the eggs, which are
about the size of a small orange, and consist solely of a pale-colored yolk, are in
high esteem If prejudice could be* got
or er, there is no doubt they would form an
agreeable as well as a nourishing article
of food, as a substitute for other eggs in
our domestic economy.
Hie shark fishery is carried on m many
parts of the Indian Ocean, and on llie
eastern coast of Africa, and recently it has
been pursued on the coast ot Norway.
About Kurrachee, in India, as many as
40,000 sharks are taken in the year. The
back-fins are much esteemed as a food delicacy in China, from 7,000 to 10,000 of
these being shipped to that empire annual13’ from Bombay. In Norway and Iceland
the inhabitants use of every species captured, hanging up the carcasses for a
whole year, like hams, that the tlesh may
become mellow. The liver, however, appeal’s to be strictly prohibited everywhere,
as a dangerous article ot food.
Mr. N. Brabazon, in his “Fisheries ot
Ireland,” in allusion to the large shoals of
sharks which pass annually along the west
coast, on their way from the southern to
the northern seas, speaks particularly ol
the basking shark : “These lisli are worth
from £.'5.1 Lo £50 each ; and when so many
as five hundred have been killed in one
season, this class of fishing should bo well
attended to for the short season it lasts, it
the weather is favorable Lo it, especially
as it is at a time when other lisli are out
of season. The fishermen have a superstition that the lisli will leave the coast if
the bodies ot those caught were brought
lo the shore.”
Mr. 1\ L. Simmons, in his
“Waste Products and Undeveloped Substances,” gives almost incredible statistics
of the amount ol lish-retuso which is either
left to rot on the coasts and putrefy the air,
or thrown back into the sea unutilized
both on our own and on foreign shores;
and he significantly points to its value as a
manure not far inferior to guano, of which
this country alone requires 200,000 tons a
year, and pays upward ol £22,000,000.
Would it not, therefore, be wise tor enterprise and capital to begin to turn more attention to the manufacture of lish-guano,
of which the debris of the North American
fisheries, and those of the North Sea, would
furnish ample material?
merous

Asa is the name of an honorable house-cat
living near South Carver, Mass. His guardians were saved from abject poverty by Asa’s
curiosity, which led him to drag an old stocking out’ of an obscure corner. The jingling
sound produced caused an examination, and
the stocking was found to he nearly half full of
silver coin.

Podro

Soriana.

When President Washington visited Ports
A FACT KIVAt.INi; Till'. FICTION "I CKCSOII.
month in 17b,s the architectural attractions
Between the Island of Cuba and the
of the place were lew to what
they now northern coast ot South
America, there is
are. A hundred years makes great
changes a small
rocky island, uninhabited, except
m this respect, and the visitor of
to-day
will see much that will interest him, par- by turtles and sea fowl, who roost there
at
It was upon this deserted spot
ticularly if he has an antiquarian turn of i night.
mind. Time and association have given that Pedro Serrana, a Spanish sailor of
the sixteenth century, found himseli a
many of the buildings a significance which
renders their architecture of secondary im- cast away, after his ship had been wrecked upon the quicksands surrounding the
portance. But there is a quaintuess, an
island.
about
imposing dignity
many of there old
This island, which lias since gone by
houses which makes them worthy of attention even from a mechanical point of view. the name of the poor sailor who lived
The spacious halls and carven staircases there seven years, is only about six miles
in circumference. When his ship broke
so unlike the smaller rooms and
upright
ladders of our modern houses, the absence up. Pedro, who was a strong and skillful
of hewn stone under-pinnings, for in most swimmer, directed his course to this land,
as being the nearest; but when lie had
cases the brick or wood work rests directthe shore, the spectacle that met
gained
the
solid
walls
oi
the cellars, the
ly upon
his gave was not calculated to revive his
gamhreled roofs and lutlieran windows,
all speak of a different epoch trom our drooping spirits.
The only man left of a numerous ship’s
own.
There are several as line and substantial samples of the old colonial archi- company, lie found himself alone on a
tecture as you will be likely to meet with barren island, whose only elevation was
of volcanic origin, and whose surface was
anywhere in New Kngland
Without fresh
Bet us pause here and concentrate our destitute ot vegetation.
attention upon the Langdon Mansion and water, wood, or vegetables ol any kind,
tlie Langdon family, especially upon Gov- his future life seemed most likely to be a
short struggle against death in the form
ernor John Langdon, sviio with his
personal graces, hi.- diverse accomplishments, ot hunger and tliir-t. Bitterly did he beami Ids distinguished career, resembles a wail his condition, and made up iiis mind
brilliant star -i in those early skies of that it would be far preferable to have
New Hampshire history.
The home and died, as did liia shipmates, quickly, and
without a
In such gloomy meditathe (inventor are excellent
types. John ti 'ii did hejiang. the
night, for ,n his state
pass
Handgun was the beau ideal of a northern
aristocrat, not so formal, stately, and ehiv- of mind, sleep was impossible, even the
alrie as his southern congeners, Washing- pangs nl hunger and thirst which lie sirton. Lee. Mason, Nelson, Kandolph and fered were sullieient to have prevented his
I'.lami, perhaps, for diversity of blood, of rest after the fatigues of the da;,.
With fairly the first light of tlie next
climate, of habits, created varying shades
<d character between the Virginia planter morning he wandered here and thereover
and the New Hampshire merchant; yet the sands, surveying his domain.
lie
deriving descent from the proudest of Pur- found on the shore some oysters and
itan lineage, our hero was asjniughty in crabs, which the receding tide had left
his way as the cavaliers in theirs, and stranded on the beach, and quickly gathworthy of all honor, lie was rich, too, ered enough of them to satisfy nis great
and that wa something' which all of hunger, hut of course lie hail to eat them
those \ irginia noblesse were not, though raw, for as yet lie had no means ot makthey dispensed hospitality under the roofs ing a lire. Such was his food until near
of bouses as noble as their names. He had evening, when he saw slowly coming out
a
whole household ot slaves, (African of the sea a large turtle, which was folbondage was as fashionable then at the lowed by another and another, so that the
North as at the South.)
He had spacious beach was covered with them, lie purwarehouses crowded with mnrehandi.se. sued the one that was m .rest to him and
ifont the windows ol his old counting succeeded In turning it on its back, so that
room near Spring Market,
which over- it was unable to move, and so proceeded
looked the Piscatautia. lie could see the with those that were closest at hand until
whole fleet of his vessels come into port., tin; rest had till been frightened hack into
from China, the Indies, and the Mediter- the sea. Then to quench his liery thirst,
ranean, bearing the silks and wines, and he drew his sheath kniie—such a one as
the lruits and manufactures of foreign all sailors carry even to the present day—
dimes. Here in this grand old mansion and killed one ot the turtles, drinking its
which wo are about to glance at, the art blood. Indeed, his dire necessity forced
of whose building has been lost this fifty him to repeat the operation more than
years, he lived ; and perhaps the discolor- once before his thirst was satisfied, flited walls, the great trees, and the chair lie ting the llesh of the turtles into long, thin
once sat in, will serve to take us hack to
stripes, and drying them in the sun, which
shines so fiercely in these tropical regions,
bis times.
Without these adjuncts John Langdon is I he made a store of provisions which would
Of their shells lie
indeed a mere historic figure, but as we ! last for some time
stand here at the mansion he inhabited, made small water tanks, by embedding
the same trees over us which often rustled them in the sand to catch the fresh water
above his head, he assumes something til of the rains that fell nearly every day
the proportions of an actual personage. throughout that part ot the world.
We can almost imagine him smiling and
tsaved now trom tlm immediate danger
bowing before us and bidding us welcome ot death by famine n thirst, our hero
as he was wont to do in the tlesh, in those j wauled a lire to cook his meat with, more
far-away days of the eighteenth century. than anything else that was net to he
The old Langdon mansion, in fact, posses- | found on the Island of Serrana. So he
ses this paramount charm, there is nothset to work to tiud a flinty rock, whereing modern about—it at once lilts you I with. by tile aid ot his knife, iie might
from the prosaic present and carries you ; strike tire.
Alt the rocks on tho island
back to the picturesque past among the !
proved to he without sufficient silex or
old forms and faces of a (lead generation. ! Hint and he was lain to go hack to "the
Standing on the street and garing on the j great sweet mother, mother and lover of
ancient homestead—at the walls,windows,
men, the sea,” where, after plunging
and carvings, at the little balcony over many times to the bottom without suc1
the front door, supported by two white cess, he at last found two pieces of real
Ionic columns, or wandering in the large Hint ami brought them safely to the land.
fruit garden attached to the house, where 11 v breaking them in pieces, making tinvenerable trees revive memories ot the an- der ot his shirt, and using his knite for a
cient regime, one cannot help being visi- steel, he at last succeeded in obtaining
bly alfeeted. it is the atmosphere of 177b ! fire, feeding it from time to t.me with
rattier than that, of Anno Domini) l.sfii dried seaweed, pieces of wreck, and ail
which surrounds you, and you are living kinds of tlotsam and jetsam that could oe
ill the. old days in company with the state- found on the beach.
Now that lie had a tire, he felt himself
ly and beautiful figure which illustrated ;
them. Alas! dust is all that remains ot j indeed well otf, for lie. could have roast
these figures of lovely dames and gallant meat three times a day, and could signal
gentlemen; it is only as you muse with a passing ship by showing a large column
the murmur of aged trees in your ears, \ of smoke, and sooner or later, he might
that you catch a glimpse of 1 hem to-dav.
In- rescued and sent to Spain, to home and
There is not a great deal to describe in ; fantilv
Such were the thought- that
this old iiouse, which is for the most part coursed rapidly through l’cdro's mind, as
plain, with the exception ol its carved ; lie studiously preserved the spark from Ids
wainscoting*, cornices, ami mantel-pieces, | rude Hint and steel, and fanned the tiny
the mansion fronts Pleasant street, stand- comforter into a Ilame.
Having obtained
ing back a decorous distance from the du t I a tire, his first care was to preserve what
and turmoil ol its rush uml ilnw ol litc. j Imd cost him so much time, and trouble;
(Irand elms overtop the venerable roof. A I therefore, that the showers of rain might
tesselated marble walk conducts yon to i not extinguish it, he built, a sort ot hut
the door through which you enter between over it from the shells of the turtles, ot
the two slender white pillars which sup- which lie had now a great number.
port the gracefully carved balcony, (hi
About three years had I’edro lived there
entering the lmll, which extends through alone, when one evening, at the moment
and
is
the mansion
elaborately carved and lie least expected such an occurrence, lie
paneled, you have on one hand grand re- saw a man on his island—a white man,
ception rooms heavily wainscoted, with who had been wrecked the night beh re,
ornamental corn ices, mantel-pieces of con- and east on a little islet called I.a Serrasiderable elegance for the period, and nilla, near the island of Serrana, whence
other evidences of wealth and taste; and ho had seen Pedro’s lire, and came across
on tlie other, the library and dining rooms
the narrow strait by the aid of a plank of
luniisbed in the same manner. A broad the wreck. When these two met face to
staircase in the hail leads to the upper
taco, Pedro held out his arms to the ilier
apartments and nearly the entire mansion and ciubraeed him tenderly; and they
is decorated with the same elegance as
mingled their tears and sighs over their
The porter’s lodge and
tile lower tloor.
lonely condition, thus united by the same
the tool house stand on either side of the disaster, and without
hope ot release, tor
gate—small, square brick buildings, one this second shipwreck taught them that no
in
at
the
di
dance
of
one
hunheight,
story
step couid approach the island without
dred and titty feet apart.
into
An

Imililiug
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Portsmouth lias shelter-

many people ot eminence as the j
Langdon house. At the door of the generous drawing room the courtly Langdon
has welcomed many a great man.
As
member ot the old Congress, Governor ot
|
New Hampshire for many years, and who i
might have been President of the United I
States if he willed. John Langdon was
one of the foremost men of his time, and
liis associates were like him. Washington
slept many times under ,us roof. Baron
Steuben, when lie landed in Portsmouth
in 1777, though he iirst took up liis lodgings at the Stayers house, was afterwards j
tlie guest of the hospitable Langdon. Lafayette visited there on more than one
occasion. Klbridge Gerry, John Hancock,
tlie brave John Sullivan, Starks, Rutledge,
and others, warriors and statesmen, sojourned here at various times. Louis Philiipee and his two brothers, when exiles
in this country, were entertained at tlie
Langdon mansion. Tlie noble Frenchman
never forgot his visit, and forty years afterwards, when he occupied the throne of
France, a Portsmouth lady was presented
at his court, of whom he inquired with
tender emotions if the old mansion of
Governor Langdon was still in existence.
The noble Marquis de Chastellux, who
served in Count tie Koehambeau’s army
during tlie revolution, also stopped several
weeks once in 1780. He kept a journal
in which he made pleasant mention of his
host and hostess.
He described Governor
Langdon as a handsome man of noble
presence, and a pleasing, refined lace.
Mrs. Langdon was considerably younger
than her husband, and quite a beauty in
her day. Tlie Marquis did not possess the
usual gallantry of his race, or he belied
himself, for lie says that ho conversed
much less with her than with the Govertal

so

“Christmas uaj at night, one hour betoi*
day, is (ho time fixed upon foi our attempt on
Trenton."
So read Washington's instruction.- to his generals, i >ec. 23, 177b. If anyone’s memory fails
to recall what came of this attempt let him
-pi nil the coming Christmas in Trenton, where
they are going to light the whole light over
again in celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the v ietory. Some features will be left
out perhaps, such as repeating the “crossing of
the Delaware,’’and the march over icy roads
with worn-out shoes, and it is expected that
nobody is to get hurl; but essentially the brilliant episode of 177b i- to be reproduced in a
sham battle. All Boston turned out last year
at Bunker Hill centennial: id Trenton, the
whole country could do reverence, for the light
was the turning point ot the Revolution.
.Since the Declaration of Independence, the
July preceding, Washington and hi*- army had
seen nothing but defeat,
from gn,o00 men m
August, his force was reduced in December to
less than 1,000, and lie had been driven from the
Hudson to the Delaware. The country walosing heart: soldier- were wanting; the British having taken New York were* sweeping
towards Philadelphia.
Washington feit that something must be done
in the crisis, and that he had a movement in
mind as early ns Dee. Id i- evident from what
he wrote to (how Trumbull on that date about
the effect “a lucky blow" might have in rousing the spirits of tilt? people, which lie acknowledged were quite sunk by lute misfortune-. A
smart and sudden stroke upon some expos,. \
point of the enemy’s lines might change ih«
whole aspect of tiie situation.
The opportunity was favorable for just such
a stroke.
After pushing Washington through
and out of New Jersey, and while waiting lor
the Delawaie to freeze, the enemy posted themselves at different points on ih upper bank of
the river and wov conecrued chiefly in making
themselves comfortable. At Brunswick were
the stores and provisions; al Cranberry they
tixed a camp for lory recruits; headquarters
and the main force wen* at Princeton: D«»nop’s 2,000 Hessians marched into Burlington
County where they scattered ■•through all the
f .liners’ hou.-es, eight, ten, twelve and fifteen
in a hou-e, amt rambling over tin* whole country’*; and Rail occupied Trenton with hi- per
brigade of three IP s-ian regiment-, each '.on
strong, ila.’dlv within ea-y supporting distance were any of the- post-; indeed Rail declared lie did not wan' supports, and, out of
contempt for tin* running Continentals, w add
nor throw up entrenchments.
lrenton \v;jllh- point Washington decided
to strike ar.
Mis own p >-iiion at tin* time waUis
The mam pari t.*I Ids lorn.* w; s *•.:i 11 u*
Penn.-vlv'ania Milo of the river, at M« monkey
ferry. nine mil-- above Trenton; m arly opposite Trenton, (ien. Kwi nr wa- poste I with
Pennsylvania militia, and at I Bristol ami Philadelphia then- wire still other small bodies of
hastily-eo!IeeteiI troop*. Tin* plan the eommander iti ehief adopted to cany. out hia 11 < inpl" >va- 'o em-. tin- DelaChristmas
ware, alter d.ark. doth ulmve and below I’renton, ru>h upon Kail's lle-sian* in the town,
surround and rapture tin tn, and reero-he could he overtaken.
I :n
itin:.- parI-.;,'
ties below, however, repot1 -'d, jiM Iu*t‘*•!■,? tie
in
move, that the ire prevented th.-ii <*ro.—in
river, and the chances ot‘ the -ueee.ss of tin
main attacking column-wen a-sonling! v proportionately impaired : but there wa- tn» (bought
of giving up tin attpumt
Christmas day was a da- of preparation.
Twenty-four hundred good troop* were >eh et
ed for the expedition—Mark* New Hampshire
men. (Hover*.- and llenshaw*- Ma- a«:h 11
11
Wr(*bl»*s <’onueetieitf. 11 a n« I'- Pennsylvanian-.
veotl'- and 1/tw-on*- \ irginiuu*. nud me: iron:
N'-w York. Foo|- .(i;*e soldier- ami tho- who
had no shoe.- were left !>, hind. Tin- trooptook three dav>* ration-, l or their leader- tin
had the t <»minand«-r-in-(’lii< !'. Dim-. Sullivan,
<>! *ene, Stirling,
Mercer, Stephen anil sr.
('lair, and Col. Knox.with twenty small pit-e.
of held artillery. W a-hington hoped t
be
across tin* river by midnight and at Trenton
bvdawn; but here, too, was the ire nh-tarlr,
and it was four oVIork before troop- and cannon Were sat- oil the Jersey -id-*.
‘•This,**-a\
Washington, "made me de-pair of surpri-ina
the town; but l determined to ]m-h on. at ad
events:** and the expedition pu-hed on in tlie
bitter cold through a driving storm of >tn -w and
sleet, and over a road wiio-e frost-covering
made quick marching impo--il>le. WMien l!irmingham \ illage, three and a half miles on the
way. wa> reached, the force divided, one
column, under Washington, taking the upper
road, the other, under Sullivan, taking the
river road, a mile to the South. The inarch
row became swifter, and wa- only disturbed
by tin1 discovery that tie- priming of the musket- had. in many eases, been wet by tin*
storm.
Sullivan promptly notified Washington of tin- 1'aet. ami Washington a- promptly
replied that he must then light with the bayonet, for the town must be taken. At eight
o’clock, the upper column reached the enemy
outpost, .iu-t on the skirts of Trenton.
The light was already w-.n. The *urpri>
was complete.
Two Virginia otlicers, ( apt.
Wm. Washington and Th-m. .lames Monroe-future President
dashed upo.i the lles.-ian
pickets with the advance eu.ird and drov.*
them in on the run; three minutes later.
Stark's men on the lower road rai-ed a shout
am! rushed in similar style upon the surprised
enemy at that point, ami pushed on to -ei-ure
the As-atipink bridge to prevent Kail’s retreat
The Amerii-an guns under
toward Donop.
( apt. Forrest, directed personally by Washington. 'Wept tin- two main street.- ,>f l'reiiUm.
and gave the enemy no opportunity to form for
effective resi'tam-e. The American* wen* upon
them on all -ides, and K ill*- ellbrt to tight or
retreat failed totally; in the contusion he wamortally wounded, and hi- men surrendered.
In this brilliant exploit Mu Aimuieun- took
nine hundred and forty six pri-onn-. >i\
guns, many trophies, and inflicted a lo-s upon
the enemy <•! twenty-eight killed and eighty
wounded. Their own lo-- wa- three or »ur
wounded, two <»f whom died; t\\<» others altsaid t*» have been frozen on tin- return march.
Oiiieklv gathering hi- pt i-«»iitWa-hiiigtou
marched back ami eros.-e«l t«» bis camp in safety. Tie* tews of this -ueeess -cut alarm into
the British camps, and brought great hope to
the country.
It may .’»•• -aid to iiu\r been the
deei-ive blow of the lb vi-liii:<m. (Cbri-Man
l nion.
»

—

Poland's

overtaken the

gave his famished guest
and drink, and they mutualplenty
ly told each other their various adventures
by land atid sea to pass away the time
They divided the few duties to lie done
each day to provide for the wants of the
Pedro

wrong-doers

w:'li

a

fuii

measure

of retribution, it is alwa\ administering iitth
doses of vengeance which are trouble-ome and
Ha-I
fraught with dangerous consequence-.
the three monarch-who divided tlie old kingdom only annihilated i!i<* race which inhabited
it, they might hu\ e reigned in pea '-* over a *olitmle of their own making; but they let it
‘brokenly live on,* and hence :t series of revolts, sanguinary war-, conspiracies and di-least three oreasiuncontents which on at
tax» d the utmost pov.vr of Ru-sia to -ill -in•
In ITUS, when tin* heroic struggle under Kociusko awoke the mu-e of <' nnpi-i ii t*» a bur-:
of pathetic eloquence which the world wdl
never let
die, in lSii), and ••’. n so lately aISp-J, ii required two \- ars ot tl elUendoils ef<-i the e/ar to e\fort on 111e part of the i,..s
tiUgiusli the eonllagr' i- n and stamp out ilsniouklcring tire-. K en now, \vlu ll civil and
leliui-m.- liln ri\ under its ferocious masters is
a mere mime, when .1 » mbietns and memorialof nationality are prohibit• i, and the language
of the nation i- proscribed, -uni most --I its natural It aders are in exile, -o imle.-ti uelible i- its
vita force t.nai a large army. | rotected by three
of the strongest fortr«"e- fu Ltirope, is m cde-1
X-r is that ali.
to prevent another ri-ing.
Poland*.- o;qiortuniiy, and
Russia's peril iwhenever war appi-etehr- the dominion of the
c/ar the Pole begins to plot, to protest ami P>
threaten, as an ally of any power, no matter
what, which would only repavto the de-trover
of his country a small debt of the vengeance dm
At this moever since the days of Catherine.
ment Russia stands in the attitude of a pmv< r
determined to pick a quarrel with Turkey, an
the Poles are again stirring.*’

great danger.

running

Opportunity.

lit (erring i" tl* parti:ion .if Poland aud itMib-t queni resiills. at) 1'cglMi paper -ays. **!
is impn--il»|e to In-Ip
•-•inp tliat tin* iniqiiitonpurtiiion of Poland has had. sentiment apart,
has not
enduring practical ell-ei-. if i-t

now

to eat

next, but particularly that of collecting
seaweed tor the lire, and watching it unless it should become extinct.
So they lived together several days in
peace, but soon there came a quarrel; the
possessions of the two were parted, and
they lived on separate portions of the island. Not long did this separation last,
however; each came to the other, eon teased his iault and was forgiven; so they
became the best friends in the world—
living together from that day till they
were taken elf the island, tour years afterward.

House Siioi-n. Tht* date i‘ which ll
:
lirst shod with im*t:il h:is i;*■ \.• hr.
ird'sietorily determined. Many li:i\< oii'e nd- I
that primages in Ilmnor pro.. t:ia: the art of
shoeing horses was in pra<ei« ,d uv»- in liis day.
I>nt others declar** licit the paia
-uppoM-d
to indicate this are metaphorical.
tieorge
Fleming, an Fugli-i) veterinary surgeon, has
lne cause ot then' quarrel was Hits: issued a voltino* in which all tht* evidences on
from the fact that neither ot them report- Urn sniper:, from \cnophon down, are carefuled any vessels in sight during his watch, ly collected and colhprd, sc. as to clearly exwhile the other slept, each fancying that hibit both sides of the qne-dioi:. lie makes it
clear that the daring experiment of driving a
the other slept on his watch, L-'rotn sus- n id into the foot
of a horse was not ventured
refrom
coolness
came
coolness,
picion
upon in classic times. There is no doubt, howand
alfrom
that
different
ever,
coverings were in use from
anger,
reproaches
proaches,
a remote period, both in (ireecc and Italy, to
most blows.
the hoof when sore from travel, or
During the four years that these two protect,
over rough roads, but there i^
when
exiles lived together they alien saw ships much passing evidence that these were never
negative
forth
volin
ease
sent
each
passing, and
generally adopted, and that, thev were awkward
and clumsy m construction, and were only Used
umes ot smoke to attract attention, but
It cannot from sheer necessity upon hard and ston\
were, invariably unsuccessful.
in cases of foot-soreness.
be doubted but that these tires were seen ground, or
When we re at l that Poppa* or Commodus
was
but
the
island
as
the
put
ships;
by
shod their horses with gold, it is evident that
down on the chart as of volcanic origin that must mean that some sort or sock or sanand surrounded by shifting quicksands, dal was drawn over and fastened to tin* hoof,
At
the sailors thought that a volcanic erup- plated perhaps with metal on the sole.
Pompeii, lioman stables have been excavated,
tion- had taken place, ami therefore left and in them have been discovered bones of
the neighborhood ns quickly as possible.
horses and the verv holts to which they were
At last a ship came so close to them that tied up, but no trace of an iron shoe. There i>
nothing in ancient literature or relies to prove
they could plainly distinguish the forms ol that
iron
were attached to the hoofs of
the men on the deck and in the rigging, horses in plates
(1 recce or Italy before the fall of the
sucfire
amt
their
they
gesticulations
liy
Western Fmpiiv. The lirst mention of “iron
nor, giving as a reason a strong predisthe attention of the shoes and their nails” occurs in the “Tacila” of
ceeded in
position in liis favor on account of his ■•look-out;”attracting
and a small boat was sent the llmpcror Leo VI., where they are set down
ability at patriotism.
from the ship to investigate the phenome- as among the articles requisite in the equipLeo VI. was reignGovernor Langdon died in 181'J, aged
ment of it cavalry soldier.
non. The sailors carried them to the ship,
and though horse shoes were,
eighty-oue. llis son was tlie last of tlie which happened to be a Spanish vessel ing A. I>. 1)00,
that
in
before
use
time, this is the
doubtless,
race, and the old mansion has since passed
trading between Cuba and the mother first known mention made of them. From the
hands.
Charles
Burvarious
Rev.
through
remains discovered in tumult, it has been well
country. They told their tale of suffering established
that the Celtic nations used metal
roughs, who was the pastor of St. John’s to
pitiful hearts, and received clothing and horse shoes fastened with nails at a much earchurch lor forty-seven years, owned and
but
Pedro’s
and
a
food,
passage home;
lier date, which has been variously conjecoccupied the house during most of his pasdied from excess of joy at his tured, and even placed bv some before the
torate.
“Some stranger fills the Stuart companion
deliverance before the coast ol Spain came Christian era. [American Manufacturer.

throne.” [Fred
chester Union.

Myron Colby,

in Man-

An educated young man went to Missis-

sippi a few years since, llis friends were
proud of him, and said he would be heal’d
in the world before many years. They
were

right; the young

gong at

a

man

railroad station.

now

beats a

were

in sight. Pedro arrived safely in his naWe are glad to set*, that the ladies are
tive country, and from thence went to
for the winGermany, where he obtained an audience again forming reading clubs
of the Emperor, Charles V. T he emper- ter. The reading club is an organization
which discusses the character of Shakeor and courtiers gave him a good deal ot
Portia for lifteen minutes, and the
money, and also an interest in a silver speare’s
mine in Peru; hut he never enjoyed any I best manner ot cutting a basque on the
ot the benefits of this princely gift, for lie bias for an hour and a half, and rarely fails
died at Panama on his way to the mines. to be ol great protit. [Norwich Bulletin.
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Mercy of the Waves.
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l.OSS or THE SCHOONER

SCOTIA—THRIl.E-

From

ly tlio use by the one becomes ;i iireccdcnt for
the other. A standing army at the polls is, in
the nature of things, and on the universal testimony of history (incompatible with free suffrage.
1877.
UKUFAST, THUHSDAY. .TAX 11,
Jts presence there is poisonous. The liberties
of the people wither before it. Universal suffrage, and a standing army to control it. are
PUISI.ISIIED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING modern inventions for the attainment of absolute power. These inventions have twice with—liV—
in the present century brought in imperialism
in France. A hatred of military politics is heWILLIAM II.
reditary with the sturdy race from which we
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
sprang. A century and a half ago the Commons of Kngland, affronted by the spectacle of
Suksokiption Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50, at the expiration ol'the year,
arms at the election polls of Westminster, re$3.00.
solved "that the presence of a regular body of
inch
For
one
Advertising Terms.
soldiers at an election of a member to serve in
square, (one
of length j 11 column,) $1.00 for one week, und 25
Parliament is a high Infringement of the liberA
fraction
of
a
cents for each subsequent insertion.
ties of the subject, a manifest violation of the
square charged as a full one.
Ireedom, and an open defiance of tiie laws and
constitutions of this kingdom.” These truths
U. Niles, No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston, is j are old, but not obsolele.
They are vital still,
agent lor the publisher of this paper, and his receipts as vital as liberty itself, and need enforcement,
and orders are always recognized.
if I mistake not. line upon line.
To say that the government lias blundered
S. M. Petengill & Co., 6 State St., Boston,
through its subordinate general docs not purge
and 37 Park Row New York, are our authorised
the
offence. One such mistake is hardly exAgents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding cusable. A second becomes
something worse.
advertisements.
To disclaim the offense and possess its effects,
and repeat both in one short term, without cen^“Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston, sure to
any onp, savors of something worse than
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
a blunder.

Washington.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

1 By Telegraph and Mail. 1
BETTER BALLOTS THAN BI LLETS.

IMi STORY 01’ TIIK RESCl EI> CREW.
Reports have been circulated that promThose who chanced to see a little party inent Democrats propose a new election
of ordinary looking sailors trudging down as the solution of the presidential ipiestion,
Greenwich street yesterday atternoon, but there is no truth in the report. As a
preceded by an olliccr in the halt military choice between ballots and bullets, howSIMPSON.
half civic dress of the British ocean steam- ever, all good citizens would propose the
to
does
not
hesitate
er service,
hardly turned their heads to former. Mr. Lamar
look alter them, and certainly never express his preference for a new election
thought of inquiring who the strangers over the inauguration o! two 1’residenls.
were and what fate had
dropped them in Prof. Seelyesays the country would loathe
the crowded streets ot this metropolis. the idea of a new election, and would cerVet theirs’ was a truly eventtul history.
tainly defeat the party forcing it upon the
country. And the republican leaders beWITHOUT QUADRANT OR CHART.
to feel the force of this, and they drive
tin the loth ol December last a small gin
less confidently in that direction.
coasting vessel sailed out of the port of CARPET-BAGGERS HOIST BY THEIR OWNSt. John’s, Newfoundland, bound on a two
PETARD.
days’ voyage to Catalina, a little seaport
Under the present constitution of Flortown, sixty-three miles distant. Thelittle
schooner was loaded with lumber and a ida a carpet-bag creation, the Governor is I
vested with the power and authority of a
lew provisions in bulk, and carried acrew
He makes all appointments,
of six men. Immediately after leaving dictator.
port a fog sprang up and a strong west- even the judicial, and lias an undisputed
erly gale began to blow with increasing control of the patronage of the State. Un4STGKO. i'. ROWELL & Co., 40 Park Row, New
force, hike almost all coasters the sailors der the carpet-bag rer/imi this exercise of York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
on board knew nothing of theoretical navauthority has been made to bear heavily attention.
igation, could not even take an observa- on the people. Now, with a Democratic
tion when the sun came out for a few mo- Governor and Legislature, it will be turned
49rBates & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
ments, and relied entirely upon their com- against the carpet-baggers, who will have are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
for the Journal.
pass and their practical knowledge of the the poisoned chalice presented to then.Such men are commonly skilful own lips.
For the present, therefore, the
coast.
ADMINISTRATORS, EXECUTORS UIld (1UARDIAN8
managers of their boats, and, unless they Conservatives will abide by the constitu- desiring their advertisements published in the Jourlose their bearings, know every current tion, which is their sole legacy from (lie nal will please so state to the Court.
and shoal within sight of land, but are carpet-baggers, save and except a debt
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
helpless, when placed amid novel sur- fraudulently incurred, and a system of have
the address of papers changed, must state the
roundings. The heroes of the present taxation which is simply eouliscation.
Post Olfice to which tin* paper has been sent as well
tale pointed their schooner’s bow toward
as the one to which it is to go.
MR. LAMAR'S OPINION.
Cantalina, but when the storm began to
his
Lamar
declares
belie!
that
Mr.
by
drive them to leeward they found themSubscribers are requested to take notice ot tfie
the terms of the constitution and by the date
It
oil the colored slips attached to the paper.
selves in a sad plight. When within fourunder it, it belongs to Congress to Is the only form of receipt now used, for instance,
usage
teen miles of their haven the storm came
to
that
is
lj
means
that
the
it,
subscription paid
Way
count the electoral vole, and that the duty
When a new payment is made, the date will
on so
fiercely that they could no longer of the president of the Senate extends date.
be changed to correspond, and Si I'.SiJ111 U K US A KI
make head against it, and were blown
to breaking the seals in the presence Kl.l.)I KS1 KU TO .SEE til A f Til I I Is DATES AltE
out. to sea alter a brief and ineffectual at- only
OOKKK.lT. Subscribers ill arrears are requested io
of the two houses of Congress.
forward the sums due.
to
beat
in
the
teeth
ot
the
wind,
tempt
up
oni oi ( ir\Ni)i,i:i:'s thick.-.
lively hour lound them further from the
Zaeh Chandler has at the expense of the
shore and more and more powerless to reThe Massage of Couuortiout's Gotpain it, for the sharp blasts were tearing national republican committee, sent an
ernor.
the thin sails to ribbons, and they were agent named lletts to Alabama with a
The eminent jurist, Richard J). Hubbeing borne out over an unknown sea. trunk iul 1 :d' aflidavits, to which he i- orTheir old sails, which were suitable dered to secure the cross-marks ot negroes bard, w;t
inaugurated as Democratic
enough for a careful running along the in ditFerent parts ot the State to the elFecc (iovernor of Connecticut Wednesday. Jan.
shore, were now torn from their bolt that they were intimidated from voting
:;d, in the Senate chamber oi the obi Stale
ropes and rent to rags. Nothing was left the republican ticket through threats ot
lie
violence,
had
a
House at Hartford—the magnilicent new
from
on the little schooner but the bare
already
supply
poles.
The clumsy jollyboat which they hail on Mississippi and North Carolina. The obnot being yet
Capitol
piite ready for ocboard was stove in, and finally picked up ject is if the two houses agree upon an reThe new (invernor occupies
cupancy.
bodily by an unusually heavy sea and car- ciprocity ot throwing out the votes of
ried over the side. The seas washed the States, to have these States thrown out of the unusual position of addressing a Cegdeck unimpeded, and the crew watched the electoral count, to the end of making islature that is politically opposed to him
their constant breaking with a stolid in- it appear that the only way in which the and to the
majority of the people. The
difference. Not so, however, when the people will be satisfied to settle the PresiConnecticut Governor’s message i s a recold grew more intense and tiie water be- dential muddle is to have an opportunity
markalile document, full of wise suggesgan to freeze, as it flowed off the deck. themselves to again pass on it bv their
tions and courageous and statesman-like
This new calamity was felt by all to be vote.
an
imminent danger, lor tiie pumps, WHAT CHANDLER'S TELEGRAM; 1EOVE. utterances.
Unlike the inaugural adwhich lmd been kept going almost conOn the >>tli day ot November last Xaeh
dresses of the several Republican Govstantly. were liable to "be choked by the Chandier, chairman ot the
Republican Na- ernors made that day, this message does
forming ice, and had to be constantly tional Committee,
telegraphed to the re- not
watched day and night. By constant exdodge the great ipiestions of the
authorities in South Carolina,
ertion they were kept free, but it was im- publican
1 lorida and Louisiana a genera! 01 der that hour, but boldly talks ot the reforms
possible to clear the decks or the outside their States must be declared tor
llayes, needed in this critical time in national
of the ship as well.
and that all the troops would be supplied
utlairs, and makes pointed and unanswerCOATF.il WITH ICI
by the authorities here, The fact that he able commentaries
upon the unconstituDay by day a thicker coat formed on sent such a telegram will be proved before
the House has finished its investigation in- tional and dangerous military interfertilt- sides and deck of the schooner,
grow
ing upon the masts a.so, till the vessel to these State: The Democrats have proof ence with the State governments by the
was literally covered to a
height of twen- ot it, and say they will produce it in due federal administration. The rights and
At last the chill of time
They regard it as furnishing the interests of all the States are hound
ty teet from the deck
up in
the cold \v aid and the icy water in which basis for demonstrating that there was a
one, and as this message of Gov. Hubthey were compelled to stand became so conspiracy to count in Covernor llayes
intolerable that the helm was lashed to
bud’: .s the best, inaugural ot the season,
nn : l’liiN’c n till Alt tmia
windward and the deck was deserted, exThe Secretary of War transmitted to the and as nothing which concerns any one
cept lor the few hours when it was abso- House Friday the annual report of the ex- ot tlie States in its relations to the federal
lutely necessary to take a turn at the penditures and operations ot the
Springcan be a matter of indifferOnce the captain was
pumps.
swept field armory tor the last year. The total government
overboard, but heeaught by chance at the
ence
to
if may be profitable to
another,
were tj!:l;50,4i'4.07, ot which
bulwark as he was borne along, and held expenditures
Sid,odt was for the manufacture ol arms, give particular notice to this model documi, despite the terrible strain on his arms, and
$14ij,d4d.(il lor arming and equipping ment
till he could lie pulled in liy his friends. tin*
militia. The principal productions of
I lit* sell-poise t»l' tint American people,
Another man was wrenched off in like
labor at the armory works were Id,top
lit lie also was saved
manner,
by the Springfield lilies, calibre 4d; 20,007 steel so (.|'um exhibited to the surprise of I .rsame strange fortune which befriended the
bayonets and scabbards, and dl.uo.l Met- eigu nations in crises which would in
captain. Their own private provisions had calfs
cartridge blocks.
other countries liave produced :is their
been used up before they had been three
Till. Ill.TI I IN Ul
HIT. .SENATE I.OITS1ANA
least result threatening puhlic commotion
days out, and recourse was had to the
1N V KSTKJ A TINT : (■( >M MITTE K.
supplies in the hold. These were princiand violence, is the fitting subject of a
From private letters received liere Ironi
pally hard bread and beef, with a few
in connections
pounds ol Hour and sugar. The beef and Senator llowe, chairman of the Louisiana congratulatory paragraph,
with
the
order
and
dour they could not cook, for
it
is
learned
general
tranquility
though they investigating Committee,
that the committee will not return before which marked the recent
could manage to keep up a little lire,
hotly contested
they
It was the intention of the
were unfortunately without a supply of the 20th inst.
and acrimoniously conducted Presidential
water.
On setting out from harbor,
they committee to be back a week earlier it election. Nearly nine millions of votes
had a tew gallons of water in a small cask possible, but Senator Howe thinks that
were polled in
but some of this was
thirty-eight States, reachunluckily spilled, they cannot make a full investigation lieand the precious residue was hoarded for tore the date indicated.
ing Irom ocean to ocean, without tumult
the most imperative need. While
GOV. GROVERS TESTIMONY.
or disturbance; and Gov. Hubbard
lying
rightly
in this helpless condition a lew
days after
Jan. 0. In (irover's tes- remarks that without this popular sellWashington,
leaving port, a vessel was sighted bound timony
he said that lie never repoise and regard lor law, popular govwest, which came within a mile and a half ceived ato-day
brief from New York in
printed
ol them. The schooner’s
jack was dying relation to the Watt's case, but received ernment would be impossible, and it it
at hall-mast—a
signal of distress—but it a printed briel from some place and
were possible, it would be a curse.
In
was unheeded
by the stranger. The day son unknown to witness. This brief perwas
every State where the people are left free
was somewhat thick, but the
was
captain
a collection of
English decisions, it was to govern themselves, they are contented
certain that his vessel must have been
a compound of
conflicting decisions—-wit- and
seen, though he make no complaint of
law-abiding; if there is danger ot reness received no instruction from New
what seems a cruel desertion.
York pointing out the way in which he volt, says tlie message, it is only where a
The vessel was beaten about
by the should act in relation to the Watts case.
government of fraud is maintained by exwinds and sea for liiteen
long davs. The
There were no arms in the State house
ternal force.
The undeniable truth is
wind did not moderate
and
appreciably
or in the private house of the witness on
the sea did not fall
during all this time, the day of the meeting of the electoral stated that the people of the I'nited
f inally, on the .'list of last month, the
long
or any time afterwards.
Witness States under honest laws honestly adminwished lor sail was sighted, and a steamer, college
knew of no funds being telegraphed from istered are the most obedient and
the Auconia, ol the Anchor line, bore
loyal
New York to Oregon to pay the election
down 11pon them.
in the world. They are accuspeople
managers’ expenses, lie knew of money
Tin: MINI. llKI.AVKM HF.SCIT:.
being sent to Ladd and Hush at about the tomed 1.3' education and habit to respect
1 li«! si x
freezing sufferers on die school) time ol the meeting of the electoral col- law, simply because it is law, and do not
r watched with
need forever before their eyes, as some
beating hearts the great lege._
Watts testilied to his resigning this
steamer as she answered their
and
signal
other peoples do, its visible symbols in the
came
gradually round to windward of post-oflice by telegraph, and its accepttheir little ice bound boat, A boat was ance on the loth of November.
shape of swords and shoulder-straps, lint
lowered without much
Kunion was again questioned to whe- perhaps it must be confessed, says the
ditiiculty and came ther
he knew Mills and Helton, and as to Governor-—and the confession
]>ulling up to them. When it touched the
may he
side ot their vessel they threw themselves whether Helton knew anything of Hie §.s,made without, shame—that with a govinto it with the impulse of
OOo matter, and Itunion said he did not
perishing met.,
noL even
going down again to the cabin to know the man by sight. There was never ernment founded on fraud, force, and
tv e their lew
personal effects. Suffering any talk between Helton and himsell about usurpation, they have less patience and
and dost bitten
they were landed on the this §8,(100 check or about bis (Kunion) exercise less forbearance than any other
deck ol the steamer, and at once received coming to Washington.
Runion’s refusal
on the globe.
The complications
every attention and kindness from her to give the name of the party giving them people
the §8,000 check will be reported to the which have arisen out of the wicked plot
officers and crew. Captain Robert
Douglass Munroe
brought them safely into port Senate, with the request that net ion be to set aside the verdict ot the people in
yesterday, and they are now being cared taked to compel him to answer.
the Presidential election are justly regardlor at the British Sailor's llonre
CONGRESS,
through
ed
In Gov. Hubbard as menacing our rethe kind agency of the British Vice tonThe House adjourned Jan. bib without
snl.
the names ol the saved crew are
publican system of government with a
business of importance.
George Heed, master; William Reed, first transacting any
grave peril. He thinks the situation apmate:
William
K. God.Joseph Carpenter,
peals with peculiar lorce to the patience,
Maine Legislature.
yer, Mark Solton, and William Steed,
reason and sober judgment ot the people
seamen.
Cov. Connor was inaugurated Thursday
To
honest men of both parties—and espenoon of last
week, ami delivered his
second address, a synopsis ol' which will cially to honest and patriotic Republicans
Steamship Ashore.
he found in another column
The cere- —he makes this forcible and patriotic apLong Branch, N.
,lan 7.
monies took place in Representative Hall,
i lie trails-Atlantic
peal, coupled with its elosiug definition
steamship Amcric|ue,
from Havre tor New York, came ashore and were witnessed by a large number of of what
“rcvolution”_may sometimes conSenator
Blaine
being among
at Seabright at about lour mi,es north of spectators.
in the existing case at Washthis place. She struck atabout threeo'cloek the number. The message was warmly sist in, as
this morning. There were » cabin and 51 applauded at its close.
ington
The order to have a special Chaplain for
second and fourth-class
We are lace to lace with a legal question depassengers, and
1C- officers and crew, all of whom, with the Senate, after a brief discussion was pending on riie interpretation of an ambiguous
and the old method is continued. phrase in the constitution—a question requirthe exception of three of the crew were defeated,
In the House Orrison Burrill, (l)era.) ing tiro impartiality of the judicial mind, and
saved
and cupidities of the
will he given the seat from the classed untit lor the petifoggeries
Soon alter the ship struck the
On just such a question as
mind.
captain towns of Fairfield, Mercer and Smithtield. partisan
this, a government guided by passion, and not
ordered a small boat with a crew comThe vote of Mercer will be thrown out on by reason, can easily go to wreck. Revolutions
posed ol officer Briliowing and 11 men to account of not
are sometimes like the avalanche which
on
the
ordered.
topples
voting
day
convey inlormation to the shore and obA bill was introduced in the Senate and with the weight of a man's foot. Is it not high
tain assistance. '1 he
of all parties, instead
steamship then was pushed through both branches to correct time, then, that good men
only 70 yards from the beach. The boat certain clerical errors in an act ot 1*71 for of remaining shut up in party camps and id the
bigotries of purtv politics, should, in the presstruck the beach, but the undertow and
the relinquishment to the I hi ted States of ence of such dangerous possibilities, make
the floating >ce together, there
truce with each other and common cause in the
being titles to lands for sites of light stations.
much of the latter, upset the boat, and
iuteresf of peace, law, and order/ Let us not
The official vote for Governor is reportthree of the crew were lost. One of the
in a time of peril mistake partisanship for pated as follows:
riotism, passion for courage, nor party for
bodies was recovered. A crew from life
Whole number of votes,
136.823 country. Amongst nations which govern themstations 3 and 4, were on hand, and sucfor
a
choice,
68,413 selves, if the law is wrong, the people change
ceeded soon afterwards in throwing a line Necessary
it; it fraudulently administered under legal
Selden Connor has
7.7,867
to the
and
aid
of
the crew of the
forms they change the administrators. Revoluship,
by
John C. Talbot,
611,423
tion is the last necessity of natious, and is a
the
life car was soon drawn on
Amerique
Almond Cage,
.720
crime except when forbearance has ceased to bo
board.
The passengers, at lirst, were
a virtue. But let it not be forgotten that revolu13
Scattering,
afraid to get into the car, but Mr. Cornell
iiotli branches have restricted the lime tion is not always the uprising of the people
Jewell, who was a passenger on board,
against, the ruler; it is the insurrection of force
and his wife, got into the car and were for the reception ot petitions or orders for against the law. This on the part of the people
those
for
redress
<■
I
except
is sometimes a duty; on the part of flic ruler it.
safely drawn ashore, after which all the legislation,
and grievances to the Irttli inst.
is always not only revolution, hut. treason and
passengers and most of the crew were wrongs
infamy.
State
oilicers
were
electThe
following
landed, live or six being in the ear at a
Further on this excellent, message says
time. The captain still remains aboard ed : Secretary of State, Summer ,1. Chad(leneral, J. I’. Cilley; that, it will not ilu to assume that the
looking after the vessel. All the mails bourne; Adjutant
Attorney (leneral, Lucilius Emery ; State
and specie were safely landed. The
ship Treasurer, K. 11. Hanks,
might of a standing army makes ri^ht.
was in charge of a
pilot taken on board
The following arc the Kxecntive ('oun- “Assumption must not he all on one side
yesterday, about 137 miles from New cilors
and forbearance all on the other. If there
York. The sea at that time was smooth,
First District—K. C. Farrington.
hut afterwards the weather thickened
is not enough of sense left amongst
party
up
Second District—George A. Freble.
very much, and was so when the vessel
for just and reasonable concession,
leaders
District—Charles
A.
Fourth
Wing.
struck. 'The conduct of the crews of the
there is folly enough for anarchy and revoFilth District—Andrew Lacy.
life-saving stations was of a most eflicient
Sixth District—Charles Buti'ani.
lution.”
nature, they being promptly on hand, and
Seventh District—L. it. King.
Near the end of the message there is a
by their exertions saved every man that
The Flxeeutive Council to-day reported
was on board.
Had the boat not left the
so lull
of vital truth that alon
the
paragraph
claims
of
certain
towns
adversely
ship all would have been saved.
for reimbursement lor money paid the though it is long we cannot forbear reState as bounty to men iurnished on the
'fhe KUsworth American says on
producing it here entire:—
Wednesday
last, Mr. tVm. Webber of KUsworth, left home quotas ot said towns. The claims were
It is vain to say, even if it were true, that the
for the
purpose of chopping wood on Newport referred to the Council by the Legislature military interference of the government—which
Mountain. Not returning as usual, search was of 1870.
lias been confined not to it single state, on the
made for him and he was found lying insensible
Both branches then adjourned to Tues- call of its executive, but lias been practiced
beneath a tree, from which he had evidently
whenever
and wherever the administration has
fallen. It is supposed that he ascended the tree day the !l(h, in order to make up the com- seen
lit, in the heat of a political canvass, to orfor the purpose of dislodging another tree which mittees.
der its battalions
has wrought no harm, or
he had felled upon it, and in some manner
that the troojis have acted with moderation and
slipped and fell to the ground, striking his
Minnie Lonsdale, a young actress, died from forbearance. Such instrumentalities are untit
head and rendering him Renseless. He will burns caused
by her dress catching tire on the to tie used in a free country, even by a good
probably die.
stage, at Newark, on the night of the 3d inst.
ruler, much less hv a had one: for unfortunate-

[

—

I'he Governor also says that lie is un
willing to admit that the people’s ballots
and the right of local self-government are
at the mercy of federal artillery; and
therefore lie protests against any and all

of the

Death

Old

Letter from Washington.

Commodore.

Vanderbilt is dead and buried at last;
there is no doubt whatever about that,
lie is as dead as was Marley and he “was
dead

as

ated

as

a

door-nail.” The event creon Wall street, it had

sensation

no

been discounted there; and all
financial operations concerned in Vander-

already

bilt have been conducted for some time on
the basis ol this result as if it had already

died at Staten Island, where she has resided for the last half century. The de-

education;

emphatically

a man

people's choice,

credentials,

or

or

the organization,
of the legisla-

membership

He recommends that

ture.

our

senators

and representatives in Congress be requested to propose an amendment to the
constitution making the President ineligible for two consecutive terms. Gov. Hubbard tersely remarks: "Let ns avoid the
indecent possibility ui a President at-

,

boats and was captain of a third—plying
between Mew York and his native Staten
Island, down the bay. He married at 19,
mill tiis wile helped him “make money.”
lie vapidly
controlling position
as a steamboat king—setting tip competing lines to Hartford and Albany, and to
to

rose

n

Hoston and Philadelphia, and compelling
the existing lines to break or buy him off
lie gradually extended his dominion—

tempting to inaugurate himself in a deputed accession by the use of a standing controlled the Nicaragua and Isthmus
army." He hopes that the usages of the route before the building ot the railway,
camp will disappear front civii adminis- and owned steamers on the 1’aeilic side,
tration with the soldier who has introduced them. He hopes that something
may l*e done in the future tor the morals
of public life liv the purification of the
civil set vice, something for trade l,y tinancial reforms and
with

payment
Ihiug to

a

of

resumption

all

spot ie

prudent haste,

-ome-

the

Orleans and

the route between New

ou

(ralveston, and

on

trorn New York to

ing

a

hand al

independent line
Aspinwall. Alter tryan

New \ ork and

Liverpool,

finally retired from the water,

lie

like

alter he could lind no more
worlds to conquer, and with $40,000,000
i’hen lie struck the
in ills possession,

Alexander

people of the
southern states then- liereilitarv rights of railroads, and rapidly became the “railself-government, something tor honest road king.” How much wealth he did ac
government, the reign of constitutional cumulate, nobody' seems to know. He had
law, and the peace and prosperity of the enough, at any rate, to do what he did not
restore to

people.
President Giant lias expressed the desire llmt such portion ot the Genet a award
as remains attr-r the judgments have been
shall be invested in United States
bonds, the interest thereof to be used for

paid
the

of

encouragement

shipbuilding in lieu

of subsidies. This is rather a late day to
try to make amends to the ship building
interest for the iviekt-d policy which has
crushed this business- -a kind of enterprise
which being ot national importance ought
have been t.. tered carefully
But d the fund could be righttnlly used

always

to

for our

interest

navigation

it would tic

ot benefit to Maine above all olhei -.tales.

But id

Congress has

course

right

no

to di-

vert this money for such a purpose.
I he
whole business of ibis award lias been

here.

bungled
tin*

sents

Mu* citizen

i nited

well said:

who repreGeneva lias

Slates at

“As the matter now stands

the arbiters appear responsible lor cheating the British Government out of a iarge
sum. which tin* American Government,
declares

was not
properly claimed, but
which it declines In return to the rightful
owners.”

A Maine exchange sitv.-* this is "a gnml time
read Longfellow's Snow Hound." It is a
good time for tho editor to read lie* title-page of
this poem and see who wrote it. [ Boston Post.
to

That

means

Hut

us.

<//</

Longfellow

write

a very nice poem about a
young fellow who got snow bound, lie was a little
cracked, probably, but he started out with
a Hag
inscribed “Kxeelsior,” and was
bound to climb some mountains. An old

gentleman told him that be had better not
try it; a peasant remarked to him that it
was dangerous; and,
strangest of a!!, lie
wouldn’t hear to a young lady who advised him to stay with her. lie didn’t go
to the dogs, but the dogs went lot* him
next morning, and the foolish iellowHull Utrictl in the

snow

was

found

“by—the faithful hound
That’s the case we referred 1". The
moral is that people hud better stay at
home during wintry storms. We know
that Whittier wrote something about a

(Quaker lamilv that got covered up in
and hadn’t spunk enough to dig out

snow

—hut.

we

The

don’t take any stock in them.

of poverty in the cities grows
keener and more pitiless every day.
I’lic
long-continued hard limes—the result ol
vicious mismanagement of the govern-

grip

ment—are

actually driving

men

to emi-

grate—to leave this eotinirv ol vast and
almost infinite rcsonrees, for lands where
better ride prevails. A tegular line of

emigrant ships has

been established from
New York to New South Wales, in Australia ; and the lirst. vessel is to leave New
York. February 1st, with 'oi.i passengers.
There are many applications for berths,

but only those who have some trade or
occupation, or have relatives in Australia,
will bo taken out.
i’.aeli emigrant is
charged ■sto passage money, and on arrival at Sydney, New South Wales, will
be forwarded at expense of the colonial
government to any part of the colony.
The whole executive and legislative
in Florida is now in orderly
operation, since flov. Frew, the lawfully
elected democratic governor has been
peacefully inaugurated The legislature
is democratic by a majority ot seven in

machinery

the senate and ten in the house.
Probably
the republicans holding certificates on the
fraudulent returns from linker and Flay
counties will be expelled, and the eats

given

to the democrats whom the

people

elected
A member of the famous Polaris
expe(
dies ter. is willing ami

dition, Mr. ii.

anxious to go with thirty
the

plan

ol

men

Captain llnwgato

the North Pole.
plan is to colonize

to early out.

discover
The main feature of the
to

% company ot men within the Arctic circle. the party to first lipcome acclimated and then search out. the

pole.

A

gentleman

in

Knglnml

is

also

anxious to go and nail the Hag of Britain
on the North Pole.
Punch suggests that
the most feasible way is to let the flaw fly
there.
excellent, resolutions

on national affairs
Democratic Committee of this State at its meeting last week.
The plain words ol these gentlemen are

were

adopted hy the

spoken with the clarion voice
'Phe whole in

a

nut-shell is

of

Truth.

something

like this—Samuel .1. Tilden is President
elect ol these United States, and cannot
legally he counted out.
Of course. Blaine was nominated for
both the short and long terms of the
United States Senatorship. That is a

pleasant family party
What the

over

republican

want,—an honest count.

at

Augusta.

leaders do

not

do much at—and what lew rich men do—
use ids means to relieve the want and suf-

fering of

his fellow creatures.

he established
which bears his

I

a

name

suitable honors have been
ory,

However,

Nashville
At this institution

niversity

al

paid

Ins mem-

by Bishop AlcTyeire, the faculty and

the students,

despatch from New York say that it
estimated by those in positions to judge

A
is

correctly that Commodore \ anderhilt was
the ownei ot securities having a present
market value of about $8o,GUd,0(K» and
that of tins total fully
mo,out consisted ol stocks and bor.ds of the New York
Central and Hudson lover railroad

it is

the wheels creak

peculiar

on the face ol the returns, is kept
sight as much as possible by the rejml.lican newspapers. The returns regularly certified under the broad ^eal ol the
States give the Jtemocrutic candidate.s l.s.Y

out ot

votes, which is

a

of the whole

majority

electoral college.
If the two Houses cannot go behind the returns the case i« settled in favor ol Tilden.

If

they

can

go

behind the returns, Louisiana and Florida,
perhaps .South Carolina, will be shown
to have given majorities lor Tilden elect-

over

produces,
can possibly

alone

and every variety of vehicle that

cuts

easily through all defences.

so

This after-

this poem,

a mile of walk to shovel.
He tic ks his pants
into his boots, buttons up his overcoat, pulls his

cap down over his ears, gets into his mittens,
and goes into the barn for a snow shovel. He
may have a noticeable scarcity of Bibles in his
house, and his wall- may be as bare of chrotnos
as the ivory head of a cane, but in Ins barn,
you will find a full complement of snow
shovels.
hovelling snow with an iron shovel,
is like eating molasses candy that has not been

toilettes and beautiful

faces
added to the general tableau, and yvlien it was
all over people went home laughing gaily
It
will be repeated to-morrow.
If somebody

sufficiently boiled.
like iron tilings to

would only begin throwing the light dry suow
as the cohfetti are thrown m Venice during
the Carnival and in New Orleans during the

-ingular spectacle

thm 01 two men ot

opposing patties

as

Governor ot Louisr-um, was wituesseit in
New Orleans on Monday last
(ien.
Nieholls the Governor eleeted hy Ihe voire
and votes ot' the people was inaugurated
l<V the democracy, in the presence ot
twenty thousand persons and amid great
enthusiasm, (in the other hand Packard,
the creature ot
Kellogg, Grant and Ihe

returning-board, went through the farce
inauguration, in the presence of two

ot an

hundred people, and guarded hy a heavy
loree of police.
No lighting took place.
The President has not. yet recognized
either Nieholls or Packard as Governor
Gov. Conner’s inaugural address will be
found to lie very dull reading except to
the statistical mind.
Our worthy Goveris too careful,—he ought to tell us
what hr thinks of the present, rascally

nor

actions of his party leaders.
On Monday the democrats held great
meetings in difterent parts of this

mass

h « art-load of snow that has been
leaning
against tin; door, tumbles over backward- into
the entry, but is speedily thrown out again, and
then the real work begin-.

than we do.

There is

To-morrow Alts, ijrant gives her iirst reception, and we shall all go in pile ol the bitter

snow.

you are curious to behold' yon may study the
fashions from different sections m our own

girl can pull up her stocking when she is running without stopping during the opcrati.m,

country, and philosophic as yam please about
individual tastes among foreigners and the
manners of everybody.
The group in the
blue parlor to whom you make your lowest

but such is the fact.

Having now discovered which wav tin- wind
is, lie proceeds to shovel, so that not more than
half the snow Mows hack into his face, and at
last he has the satisfaction of (hiding lie has got
the corner of the house,

lie pauses a
moment to breathe, and rest his back, which is
as tired as a cart-wheel, lie leans on his shovel
and contemplates his work with pride. All at
once hi- thinks lie hears a dap of thunder, and

nearly

of course -he is

lo

|

.Mother, may 1 go out to skate
no, my ponderous daughter—
The i«*e is too thin to support your weight,
A ml you’d suffocate under the water
The Providence Tool I'ompany are putting
aboard steamer Lotus at the Brooklyn doek
as many bayonets and -cab
bards, manufacture I t**r the Turkish govern-

70,000 ritle** and
ment.

The accounts of the disastrous lailure of tin
herring tisherv on tin western roast of New
foundland are continued l*v the latest adviceMany of the inhabitants are already in absolute
destitution.
The ice emteis' strike at < at.-kill, N. \
wuresumed Friday with increased vigor. From
40u to 500 men, with clubs, paraded the street*
in defiance of orders from tin authoritn
muk
ing incendiary threats

Major, the wife murderer by poison i, vvuhung, Jan. th. at <uncord, S. H. His .rim*

eommitted in 1*’*. He lid not make th
• onfession.
He is believed to hasalso murdered bis wife’s sister, in I-*>0.

was

expected

paper notes this fact con*erniwr
l ive false alarm of rue on f'olumhiu
yesterday afternoon was caused b\
young lady with cardinal red stockings fa!.in,
out of the back scat of un open wagon
\

wesit-rn

ho-*-

street

..

A profligate young son of wealthy parent* on
Henry street, Brooklyn, robbed his father-.
house of a large sum of money, and lied, in
company with a disreputable female, to Lana
da. He now writ *s home and asks forgiven*
The Governor lias nominated Freil I Hi- h
*
ards of I’amden for Land Ageut, vice ]
Burleigh, resigned: ( I Alien of t »r«»no foi
member of the Board of Agriculture Nathan
L. Perkins to Recorder of the police court *1

Bangor.
Tin* Pre-idciit «»i Maim* Senate, >peakei
the House. Attorney-*tenoral, Adiutaut-Genex
al, Judge of the uperior <burt for < umberlan 1
county, and member off Vmgres* from the First
District were ill in
dl> g*. at Bowdoin tngeth
er.

Burjvt \\i», Jauuarv
vhoonel Walter «
Hall of Rockland, while lying at «»wi’s Head,
her
anchorand
fouled
with schooner
dragged
Aluiomak, breaking in stern and quarter rail.
The Almomak lost bowsprit, headgear and sutained other damage-.
< \mi>k\, J uiuarv c
Schooner Willie, ot m
Andrew-,
apt. W in. <'arson, from v*t. Ai
drews for Boston, with potatoes, struck on
Pulpit Harbor beef. North Haven, Saturday
night, and \v< id t.* piece-. The crew waiv
saved, being picked up b\ a boat from
hoom*i
-*

Gray Eagle.

the next, instant lie i- struck down—by lightning, lie fancies. When lie conies lo his senselie linds that about live tons of snow have slid off

Her

health i- said to have
date of In- elevation.
hi- office is reported
instinct-.

After-dinner <»ratoi

"11'' in tin* wonderful

insight inter 'iiman nature that IHcken- getthc pull over Thacker.v ; but on t'other hand it'in the brilliant -hafts o' -atire, t’gether with
tile roof, burying him under it and breaking off keen -ense o' humor, that Hickory gets the pull
the handle of bis shovel, and as lie crawls out over Thaekens. It's just thi-. fhickerv is th
azure bows, and clasped about the neck a gold
humorist, and Dackciis is the -atirist. But. t
and linds ids path tilled full id' snow again, ter
chain glittered. The sleeves, reaching to the
all. it'- 'b-urd to instoot am comparison In
down
as
solid as Homan cement, he tween Hackery anil Thickens.
-«* none vs atiny wrists, were fastened with fairy bracelets, jammed
“instooted."
[London Judy.
and on one little linger,gleamed a diamond set picks up the pieces id’ his shovel and returns
costume

New Year’s day was of tinest texture and daintiest, broidered work oyer a slip
of pale blue silk. The dress was fastened with
on

about with
there
scene,

turquoise.

tmhj

n

the house as discouraged as though he had
walked two miles to buy a postage stamp, and
then found the office closed.

Somehow while 1 looked

the sad remembrance of

came

a

to

similar

iji'ur ((</«, when little Alice P.ol-

From l.a/arus to Dives the transition is natural, and I happened to overhear tlie other
day a chat which was highly amusing. There
sits behind a Congressional desk a portly aldermanic gentleman whose wealth is almost tahulous.
His broadcloth is of satin gloss; his hat
of irreproachable shape and shine; bis boots—
(O dear! they are made by a fashionable bootmaker, but not all his skill could make those
dreadful feet shapely, so I liasl better not have
mentioned them.) but his fat hands are stuffed
in delicate kids, and he walks with almost as
consequential a roll as does Hruoe the
Senator.
to

a

ed.

In

dusky

Pullman ear, he was confiding
friend the way his success had been achievHe was proud of his career and quite wila

ling every one in the vicinity should listen.
Said he, “I was a poor boy; I run
errands,
heM /tosses (his own pronunciation)
steep out
offices and such like, till a lawyer made me his
messenger, l always could see through a millstun, and Mr.- found I understood quicker than his older
clerks, so little by little I had
his conlulence, and I learned the tricks of the
trade pretty well. I Ac;> my eyes open and

by-and-by when I
new neighborhood,

found a nice
I told Mr.

openiu

in

a

he might
open a branch office for shavin notes anil (loin
mortgages, lie thought about it and t/ire me
the chance, though I was only twenty-two. 1

makin #110,000

a year.

That didn’t suit

reported that (fen. Gongstreet has me; I knew I could do better, so I moved
down into Wall street, and bless you ! I make
Kellogg party in Louisiana,
#30,000 now on a single case very often. This
declaring that Nieholls is elected.
liti(jatin is very good business if you underIt is

Jan. 17th, and 18th.

peculiarity about shovelling
which end of the path you be-

nor how the wind i- blowing, nor which
way you throw the snow, the first shovel-full
will always blow back into your lace and down
your neck. There is no way of explaining why
this is so, any more than there is. whv a school

are

deserted the

Augusta,

one

\o matter

gin,

among the pleasantest events of the season. You meet the face,
that have grown familiar, and yon -ce the faces

was

The Editors’ and Publishers’ Association
of Maine will hold its annual session at

will stick to it

a

and

there would be much more general
and we need to laugh much more

country, and spoke with no uncertain
begun mukin a little money; then, litlyatin on
voice regarding the attempt to betray the
my own account, till by the time I was thirty I

Republic.

The snow

magnet. Having selected
shovel, he proceeds to the door and opens it,

a

os

elaborate elegance.

what makes it all the mow
that there probably i< no

rardinal McClo-kcv’failed trout the
The publicity attending
to in; greatly against hi-

steadily

fart

has fallen during the night,and his heart sinks,
as he remembers that he has about a
quarter of

■

I.ITIUATION.

the iiiailgura-

am

To the man of family, the snow storm implies the greatest terror, lfe rises in the morning and finds that about eighteen indies of snow

three superb affairs drawn by four horlr has been the day for senatorial calls,
from many a carriage ladies looked out

most

(i rant's tirst move after leaving thechair will
be toward Cuba.
He want- to see the place
where Tweed took out his hairpin- and wept

one

truth in it.

two or

dressed with

Mr. Blaine bagged the republican nomination
for senator, in the Maine republican legi-lative
caucus. I i>t Friday, according to programme.
It was “by acclamation.”

to

touehiug, is tin

childish face* and there were

smile loo.

but

not her only Min, although her greatest one, for
it turned out that she lacked that essential moral article, a character. This is the legend about

could he eosely tucked awav in great fur
robes, bounded along brimful! of audacious
happiness: then came the family sleigh over-

rose-lips

was

write a poem
foolhardy enough
But on her way to the printing oitiee
she froze to death! This is the clearest ease
of retribution on record, ft came to light at the
coroner’s inquest, that writing that poem was

tmi

cold, for these receptions

A serious fire is raging in the coal mines at
Cykens, Pa., and it eunnot tie stopped, except
by flooding. Fight hundred are thrown out ot

when lie remembered /ion.

never

person
about it.

appearance was almost as great a novelty as
the absurdities, for there i- so little opportunity for sleighing that few people own sledges,
and so many were out that we fancied they
must have heeu ordered by express from New

knap, throned beside her beautiful mother, received equal homage.
I’ray Heaven u happier
future may be in store for the baby ol the
it is not, very likely, therefore, that
ors.
White House!
The New Year receptions
the American people will tamely acquiesce
were not nearly so many as usual, and the
in the plot of the conspirators to count out storm
prevented persons from going out whose
the [’resident of their choice, if it, shall be lists were already written. Knthusiasm will
carry one a long way, but not the most ardent
attempted as now threatened.
wish could make a dress coat and light kids
Lite new Congressman from New York. comfortable in the midst of
whirling snow.
David Dudley field, will take a leading Even carriages are of little use, for one must
part in tke coming election debate in the plunge through snow hanks to reach the curbHouse. .Mr. Field was a republican up to stone and altogether sacrifice the shine of Day
it Alartin's best.
the beginning ot the lieturning Board
Every one observes Unit there are very few
business, and had given a square vote for
ladies in Washington this winter. Those who
and
the
of
rest
the
Hayes
republican tick- have already become familiar with its ways
et last November.
Hut the proceedings care very little for repeating the same experiin the South so disgusted him that he ence season alter season, and tlie depression in
swore off Iroin his party at once.
His business attairs doubtless keeps away many
election to Congress took place on the _d who would like to try its gaieties. Merchants
of the lack of trade, and cusinstant. He received four to one of all complain bitterly
tomers liinl fault because in the limited stocks
the votes cast in the district.
of tins winter they cannot lind exactly what
they want. I have already spoken of the very
(lloueester, .Mass., is not only the larg- few
lobbyists in the corridors of the Capitol,
est lishing port in the world, but a
very but 1 have not told you of the figures one docenterprising city in other ways. The latest see there, whose pitiful looks make our hearts
proof ol this is the action ol a society call- ache. The ragged wretches who till the North
ed the Women's Centennial Home Indus- gallery with their disgusting presence make us
amid all their apparentdestitution
trial exhibition
This organization has shudder,bill
cannot help noting that they are in excelyou
prepared a box, Idled it with historical lent
flesh; that there seems uo lack ot tobacco,
documents and committed it to the city and that
they rather enjoy the luxury of a povotlicials to be held tn trust for the women erty so absolute that no one expects from them
ot 1'bn.
Among other things the box decency of auy sort. Co down, howeier, near
contains photographs id' the city's exhibit the door-ways and note other groups of women
and young girls, who try to hide their despairat Philadelphia, and of
prominent citiing faces and miserable hats under scraps of
zens; letters from ttie* mayor, postmaster
shabby, faded veils, t heir thin calico dresses
and other ollieials, to tike otlicers who
cling about them in a way sadly suggestive ot
may be m power in F.iTti; copies of the scanty clothing; the shawl or superannuated
sprightly Cape Ann Advertiser; history water-proof tells n- own story ot hitter need.
of the city, addresses from the ladies of They are some of the discharged clerks from
the printing bureau, striving for influence
to-day to those of one century hence, and
which may give them another position. Reother valuable documents
This box is to
spectability has not yet become to them an unremain sealed for one hundred years !
known good; they cannot hear to quite give it
\\ hat a valuable collection it will be for up, and in drowning we are told that in
jhe
those persons, yet unborn, (if the box and brief struggle lies ail the pain and fear.
ubits contents survives conflagrations. Ac ), rait to sink, and the horror is past. Is it not
who after the lapse of a century, shall greatly so in human living ; Defeated, battled,
yet hoping still, we strive for some desired good
read the doings of
to-day. The compar- so long as any weapon is left, and only when
ison ot tlte two periods os t».o oreat for
despair lias seized do we yield the fruitless concontemplation ; hut, undoubtedly the Jour- test. The misery that hides iiself and shi i nks
nal ot that day will mal e mention of that from observation is often greater than that
whii h we see.
box.
iii

employment.

was

Tin' masks of tlie afternoon were specially
joyed. I Pulling along beside the carnival
cavalcade were the elegant turn-outs whose

little

always

as

person who undertook to eulogize “Beautiful snow,’’ and that

en

laughter,

During the recent terrific gale, a full clotheline of freshly washed linen, headed by a red
flannel -Dirt, passed over Wareham, bound

a

State, from Maine to Minnesota, and whenever
any of it gets down the back of my neck, I make
the same remark in one state that I do in the

busily stuffing a huge ballot box; the
grotesque the out-lit the louder the cheering that greeted it from the crowded sidewalks
where patient people forgot the cold in the contagious fun. When the Departments closed
adding their thousands of clerks to the crowds,
the splendid Avenue was well-worth seeing.

d/oi'(l< pi

The vote authorizing the Mayor of Kllswortli
issue bonds in payment of aid voted to the
Shore Cine Railroad, has been rescinded.
to

made it a point to be. around whenever
there was a snow storm, and I could write
about it in five languages, if I only understood
the languages. 1 know how snow looks in every

more

whose brilliant

An explosion occurred at Dupont’s powder
mill at Wilmington, Friday, demolishing one
building and killing a French employe.

east.

other.
ri here

a>

to

The Danbury News suggests that a “profanity car’’ should be attached to every railroad
train, as well as a smoking-car.

much about it as anv man of my
I know all about it for more than
fifteen hundred miles in a stiaight line. I have

I know

were

so

John Call, the murderer of “Wild Bill," w
sentenced, Wednesday, at Yankton, Dakota,
he licnged on March 1st.

complexion.

clanging out spasmodic tones of woe ; another
rude one on runners was labelled the “Returning Board of Louisiana.” A number of apparent darkeys wearing white crape-bound hats,

million dollars.

a

lunch of cold victuals, aud tell
them what I know about “Beautiful Snow.”

into rude runners and drawn by the most melever endured a sad existence.
Beneath him swung a huge dinner bell

ses.

of

sort

ers as a

ancholy mule who

rosy

Otis 1). Swan, a Wall street broker, lias absconded, leal itig debts amounting to about half

Beautiful Snow. As I sit looking out of
the attic window, trying to see over the drifts,
there drifts into my mind a few frost bitten
ideas, which 1 am going to serve up to my read-

every
conveyance. The funniest thing was a log of
wood raised on four slanting sticks fashioned

flowing with

“.Shave for cents-- has now aroused the rage
of the Brooklyn barbers, and they are organizin' agin’ it.

ItV OUR GEORGE.

the Avenue presented a brilliant array;
that could scarcely be shown in any other

The light graceful cutter where

i 11 Michigan a tract of 1.010 acres was the
other ilav sold for ten cents an acre.

Observations of Men and Things,

noon

fork.

Generalities.

ab-

Anna S. Hitstkd.

On entering the house he linds his wife running around with tubs, pails, wash bowls, and
towels, and learns that the gutter has frozen up

and

1 lie

as

they have found the crowded rooms and society
chatter any better than these rpaiet hours have
been to me. Any way I haven’t all the party
finery to put away which is a blessing.

its surface with that

sound intense cold

an

LATE.

understood that the bulk ot this vast, prop- salaam i* of course the most interesting, and
erty is to be kept together, and that pro- just now it is heightened by tlie sweet baby
vision lias been made for re-investing the presence of Fred tirant's little daughter .lulia.
The darling is in the arms of her nurse, lookaccruing interest on his favorite securities.
ing upon all the passing faces with great wonI’he fact that Tilden and Hendricks are dering eyes, hut she meets only smiles and her
elected

ijuitc

bells still floats up from the Avenue, and many
carriages are bearing homeward the tired revellers from the evening’s delight. I wonder if

as

It is late dear friends; the moon is making
the snow look white and colder; the chime of

lady was the Commodore’s senior one
city, and we called it the “Carnival.” One side
three
by
years. In many respects Vanof the Avenue has the new pavement, making
derbilt was the most extraordinary man of
a superb road-way, and flying along its smooth
his day and generation. He had no school surface came
sort of ingeniously comical
was

was

of the “Bells-bells-bells” has been quoted till
we can all say “tintinnabulation” without stopping or stammering. The snow has come to
stay apparently, for it is frozen so hard that

ceased

lie

“g”

Knglishman’s misplacing his "hs.'’

surd

happened. The old Commodore expired be placed upon runners speeds, if it can, or
last Thursday morning, and he received a slowly glides, if speeding be out of the question!
very unostentatious burial on Sunday. He while Its passengers wrapped up almost beyond
lacked but four months of reaching the recognition, try to enjoy themselves hugely;
but their noses are red and their eye-lids stiffenage of 8.'!. It is a singular fact that within
and 1 know how the toes out of sight are
ed,
twenty-four hours ot Vanderbilt’s demise, aching, for not all the sunshine in the air can
his oldest sister Mrs. Charlotte Egbert take the
edge from the keen piercing cold that

who learned by contact with others, and
by the development with his own native
At the
manner of federal interference, or claim i sagacity, which was wonderful.
18
of
owned
two
even of interference, in
he
either
age
sailingboyish
determining
the

that poor innocent litllo

the Journal.
Correspondence
Washington, Jan. uth.
All the air of Washington is filled with a
most unusual melody and Poe’s musical rhyme
of

stand it; if you don’t you had better let it alone”
—and he wagged his head solemnly. X wonder
if he understands as much about law making
as

he does about

“litigatinHis enmity

to

on

the other side of the house, and the roof is

leaking.

netting

a

ladder and

axe

he

climbs

the

to

of the house, and chops away during the
of the forenoon, while his wife is inside the
rooms bailing out the water and trying to keep

eaves
rest

the house from foundering. Itv dinner time he
is madder than a piece of red calico, and after

clearing the gutter lie shovels the snow from
the roofs of the bay windows and shed, and

An intelligent looking colored man walk,
into a iiutfalo otiice the other dav with a slatin liaud, on whieb In- wrote
1 am deal' and
dumb. I Mease help me." Hut there happened
to be a sharp-pointed tack, end up. in the chub
on which lie was invited to sit, and as he jumped about live feet in I lie air, bis speech was suddenly restored.and lie went on uttering language
totally unlit for publication.
Colonel T. W. lligginson -ays that -oeiely oi
the sort which makes Newport gay in siimmei
is of very little influence compared with the
power of a speaker or writer. "To he at tic
head of a normal school," tie says, "or to toprofessor in a college where co-education pr<
vails, is to have a sway over tlie destines oi
America which reduces' all mere ‘social potion' to a matter of cards and compliments and
pages' buttons,"

thaws out the conductors with

a tea kettle ol
hot water, and then rushes down town and
hires a man to go up and shovel out his paths.
As far as I cun discover the onlv possible

good to he derived from a snow storm, is that
when it occurs on Sunday il furnishes a man id
elastic conscience an excuse for staving at
home from church. A little snow systematically arranged in a box, is an excellent thing to
puck poultry in for winter’s consumption, and
a snow halt is a good thing lo wear for a short
time
one
a

on the end of a frozen nose, but most any
would be willing to forego the pleasure of

frozen nose, eat less

poultiv, and attend

church oftener, rather than he afflicted with
much snow.
There win it church festival held ill our

s o

lia!j

and when ii broke up at midnight a
snow storm was raging, ami the wind

recently.
severe

blow ing the snow so that one eouhl hardly
see his way along. * hie ofthe parly had some
little ilistanee to go, and had several articles to
carry, but possessing a good deal of determinawas

tion he considered himself equal to the occasion.
Bidding ins wife follow in his tracks, lie stepped
out on the w alk ami sank into the snow up to
his knees. The w ind was blowing like a Bite
Insurance prospectus.

In one hand he carried

milk-cans, and in the other

a cakebasket, while under his arm he had one of the
largest sired platters. On Ids head he wore a
a

!

couple

ot

tall hat, and it required considerable ingenuity
on his part to hold his head so that the w ind
would not blow

his hat olf.

lie

struggled

along through the drifts, till on turning a orner, his wife stepped oil the walk and disappeared from sight. As he turned lo help, her a
gust of wind caught his hat and away i! went
rolling over the top of the snow. As Ids hat
parted company with him, he made a grab for
it, and in so doing let slip the cans, which went
rolling away in opposite directions, and in trving to save them lie dropped the cake basket,
and

as

lie wildly

lute bed for that he fell over

himself, and the platter slipped from under his
and striking edgewise, disappeared under

arm

the snow

leaving

word as to which way it
went.
Having lost his whole cargo, deck-load
and all, he organized himself into a wrecking
party and started in search of his wife. After
no

rescuing her, he

next made for his hut which
black eat playing hop-scotch iti tiie
snow.
He found it full of snow and emptying
out what he could, he jammed his head up into
it, and returned for the cake basket. That being tied up in a white napkin he did not lind it

looked like

a

The

gossips

ot

(rothani have

sweet morsel to roll under their

tongues; while the busy newspaper
■

wing

ot

Fancy

to

llap

in vacati

the

Henneti-May Allair. Mr. .lames <b
don Hennett had been engaged to .Miss
May, daughter of Dr. May of New York
city, and the marriage was to have taken
place on the T1 inst.; but for some reason,
probably best known to the parties most
interested, the ceremony
ed.

Mr. Fred

May,

Being bundled up considerably and exceeding inad besides, together with the exercise
of shovelling and walking, the snow ill liH hut
had melted and the water was running ill little
streams down his neck. His boot legs were also full of snow which was trying to prove an
alibi, by resolving itself into water and drowning his feet so they eouhl not testify against it.
On arriving home, as he sat the platter and lantern down on the table his eye lighted on a
hook entitled “Beautiful Snow."
lie didn't
make any remarks, hut lie took that hook and
opened the stove-door, and. when Hint door

lady, felt called upon

perform

to if

something,

so

afternoon (a week ago) hr
made an assault upon Mi Hennett with a
eowiiide, in iron! of the t.'nion Club House

According
ed in

a

to

telegraph,

the affair result

duel between Messrs

May. which

Henm-tt and

Monday u
Station, Delaware May is -aid
to have been slightly wounded in the right
brea‘d near the shoulder joint
wa-

fought

on

Slaughter

in the case of Mr.
Stacey, formerly Se>
rotary ot State, who sued the l’ortland
Press tor saying that he was drunk on a
certain occasion, the jury gave a verdict
of one dollar damages ami
twcnty-fiv.eents costs.
It lias not
vet transpired
whether Mi.
now considers Ins reputa-

tion established
The Kooklandt (pinion is having a itutu
rel with the ( nmdeu Herald. Speukiug •
the lott.'ts

nt

tiie latter tlie i

I

opinion editm

says
'sieli grammar amt -vntax are enough in
make the" hones ,>t Lindlev Murray turn in then
ofHu anil to make nlh
11 • v get ns on his hiii t
legs ami howl.
■

t’robabl.y the Kook 1 and editor
opinion as to why “old Colby

lias lus

would
“howl” it he had him in that anomalous
posit ion

iiwn

We give accounts this week ol
tearful casualties

on

the ocean
season

who go down to the sea in

deeds, and,

as

It

mailt
is

a

tor those

ships

The Tot Hand Ad vertiser has

a

depart

the recording ol good
wicked as the World is said

be. manages to keep its record welt
tilled.

to

The Wahloboro News says “Happy New
\ ear” to its readers with a picture ot the

editor, holding a glass ol wine in his hand
W-h-y, Mr. Miller !
Since the capture of Boss Tweed an ex
tradition treaty between Spain and the
United States has been concluded at Mad-

rid.

drift.

now proved that the Crow Indians
both swindled and neglected. This
part of Grant’s "Quaker policy” has given
us most of our Indian wars

so

It is

not

Wednesday

on

closed again two dollars worth of literature
was going up the chimney, and he says that if
he is ever interviewed to buy another copy
some one will hear Hie brittle thread of life
snap in that vicinity, and another book agent
will have dropped out ofthe binding.

were

was

brother of the young

incut devoted to

home.

1 he

v

occasion of till tiiis clatter is what is called

shovel and lantern lie returned for the
platter. After digging over about a quarter id
an acre he found the platter and started for
a

coi

in the absence ol facts m
which to base their reports- allow
I’ll e

particularly dis&st.erous

ing

a

respondents,

lie stepped on it. The milk cans next
claimed his attention, and after a time lie obtained an interview with them. Me then proceeded home and deposited his cargo, and Inktill

now

wagging

She put mi her new bonnet, and they wont
out to drive. Descending a hill, they encountered a team, and he pulled up the horse so suddenly that she pitched head first into a snow
The bonnet looked as though an omnibus had run over it. If a man had met with a
similar accident, he would have made the air
blue with cussing. But she only mildly re-

monstrated, “Lord, William, why did you stop
short I”

Now* of the
slide

who

Boys
rested.

City

days have lengthened
perceptible increase.
rite

Will the soft weather of

quarter ol'

a

to

Button up your

ar-

Sunday

phia.

Monday pass

and

place
li is reported that
.>ple in the city this

I

new

a

and

I lie sidewalks

there

From three to four

pond on

their
I

e

great many poor

are a

winter.

dry

and

I

lu-

ih<-

st

of

>rm

Sunday,

-d.i

io,

p.

.•

,ig,

,.|

-Vit
it.

odd 1

Belfast!

officers ot

in

are

well execut-

man

in

Ha/cltine & Bickford have contracted with Messrs,
llazeltine & Co., for :;,0i:0 tons of ice, to be shipped

postponed to Friday

How-has been

building.

Belfast entraps a rat daily in his cellar,
and mercifully warms the water before drowning
the animal.
A

\t.

n«

nmg

ru>t alia turn of tin

new

silver.

commenced its .January session
.1 ud.ii•• Horsey in the chair.

Probate Court

11

dance in the

circulation,
composition metal, but lacking the ring of

ed in

railroad durclear the track.

to

a

Counterfeit dimes

the Belfast

over

with

Thv teachers meeting will be held at the High
School room on Tuesday evening Jan. 10th.

the east side of the river.

train went

-now

loads of potatoes arri/e in

embroidered pocket-handkerchiefs are the
rage at present.
Mr. Castle will dedicate the completion of his foun-

Bickford have commenced to cut ice

Ila/eltiue &

to be

Hand

Tuesday morning were icy,
for travelling.

on

car

seems

city daily.

this

large sign

wretched condition

.1

former quota-

The general drift of things nowadays
snow-drift.

of business.

their

er

placed

at

our

tions.

Walls will put new and secure locks upon
the county jail in this city.
n\

price of potatoes remain

The

Co. have

Birthington’s Wash-

Schr Eveline, of Belfast, is frozen in at Philadel-

Sheriff

Hazeltine

occurs on

day.

a

day of .January?

tin- first

The Florida

predicted.

is

overcoat, and thaw out your chin.

The next holiday
hour,

an

many good resolutions have you broken since

How

early Spring

Au

be

.January thaw?

the

i«»r

and Connty.

sidewalks ought

the

on

to

would suggest that the steamer building in
::.i> city lor tin* Castine and Brooksville route, be
named the City ot Belfast,
\\

Jacksonville, Fla.

“They

looked like rosebuds tilled with

the pretty conceit ol
heart’s lips and teeth.

fhe third lecture of the Belfast

lover

a

touching

snow,” is
his

sweet-

lyceum course will j
He asked her how she felt, and she answered:
delivered on next Monday evening, by Hr. F.lmer
“Happy, happy—oh, so very happy!” She had benail. Subject—“The Modern Idea.
gun the year with a new set of teeth.

night
a

to

and

i-n

a

watei. tbr the

-i

lie

I

!

ii

our

l!

iu

Some observant wretch, after a bad dinner, has
made the discovery that piano-playing has sadly in

wind, freezing the

hundred and

one

on

on

driving

terfered with the art of

Church

ham

above,

principal streets make the highways
no place tor a race course, is it,

Hi

A

.1 oluisuii charitalde

I U

illy lias relieved, the past year,

the
in-

line, while corn, flour aud potatoes
in abundance come to this city.

bequest of $500
persons and

The Committee who hail the

disbursing of the
fund sent to relieve the sntferers of the great con
flagration of lN 'i, will make a report of their doings
at the next meeting of the city government.

trustee-.

drought

int»-j

v\

audio

W

>irv,
fa

tT-

inc

a long time
experienced,

m\ >moice

\pi b'ivi
t .n.

Jewett and Hiram

in ;ar>
tin.- pastor, Rev. J.T.
i.hirw;ni?m and Divine Purpose in Nature."

i;<

,n

i.

t

followed by the usual social sing.

oe

wintriest of

winters, and the weather
ivl. ov' who have jU9t put in a pc
a
iii.*t ii,..'
: r
'.ugn --ionai aid ;o another North Pole ex-.in ion have e\ Jently found the Northwest Passage
an 1 i- ft the back door open.
1

B

■

i.i»

a*ir. r on

1

.iip.

creet

;-1

h

e

pays it-

own

received

Ytirough

an

1

ot

Cha>«

A man
in»

t

costs,

Charles A. Pillsbury
nion, a

other

oi

Beliast,

is on

the editorial

daily paper
published in Washington, D. C.f of which the Hon.
staff ot The l

lor

Montgomery

Blair is

new

Democratic

editor.

Mr.

Pillsbury

is

a

of rare ability, ol large newspaper experience, an able and forcible writer, and is a valuable
addition to any newspaper corps. We wish him
young

hud

.ho

i«*

belated husband,

sir.es.”

i»

.»

u

—

withdrawn by ploin-

Masons

girl is when
chad that holds

of

standing on the door step,
assorted
crying, “Throw down some key holes
comes a

last week elected officers in

were

happiest moment in the life
in possession of a lover, a

twice at once, and a pa who trusts to her experience.
It will be sad for her when that lover be-

which the jury dis-

.n

ims been

r,

she ii

the ensuing
Podge
\
Clark, W M. .PC. Townsend, S. W.;
t ha;.-, ,i
V.
ii. ii. ioibe-s. Treas.; -J. K.
J
A. Paul,
B. M .N we.,mb, S. D
v.

jih\

o.

Sole

carriage,

a

tofu

loilowing

lie

damage-

The

against the Beuast

wife

uii't

:u

tor

winpao

a

inimitable

The lire inquest, composed ot Dr. Brooks, A. G.
Chase, lor the purpose of looking
into the late incendiary lire, has been in session a
portion ol two weeks, and will not close their sitt.ngs until next vrhek, when they will report to the
city government. Some twenty-five witnesses have
been examined, the result is not known.

Initarian church xuxt

tie

at

an

Bird

boat lor the route

a

anjenjoyable impromptu con-

gentleman from Philadelphia—who
whistler—carolled the “Mocking
in line style.

tambonoi-,
is

She Is

trips lor the winter.

l oiks had

cert, during their dance Tuesday evening. The usual
orchestra wie supplemented with an organ and

been running ou the
between this city and Brooksville,

routr

\oung

t he

Ilouell that P-.

ntinu- t her

'li-c
>

h

nm.

needed.

is

-tearner

u.ii'

f»y tin- slight rain

lls and cisterns have for

aim

rain

;ie

broken

was

Pittsfield and Libbs of Burntransporting 7,000 bushels ol potatoes over

tions to the main

li ha- been disbursed bv Daniel Faunce*

0

are

city for shipment to a market.
I hey are enterprising men.
The freight traflic of the Belfast road is good.
Large quantities ot hay are sent from the way sta-

May oi

.in;

stoves.

the railroad to this

break neck

at

managing cooking

The Bark Brothers of

fifty hogs

laundry

of tin*

use

'-Ini' that insist

ing'-r-.p'.

d

holding

istern

i-

r

old north-west

making \»*ry good sleighing.

-n -h,

a

•i

<

Huy ford will build under his block,

v-

.Mr.

Monday changed

-oft ea-terJv weather of

m-

h.-< n trumping about town, went
day wit ii a pieci ol brown paper

man

success.

called to the notice ol Ji. H. Moody,
dealer in drugs, medicines and fancy goods. Mr. M.
keeps a stock of only first class goods, is young and
enterprising and will be found gentlemanly in his
dealings. Give him a call—Set- notice of Springfield
tire insurance company ol which Fred Atwood of
Attention is

gang of mail
been made in
New York city. The driver of Dodd’s express mail wagon, John Defrees, was in
league with persons who would with his
connivance take mail-bags from the wagon
while it was on the way from Jersey City
ferry to the Post Ollice. Defrees has been
in the employ of Dodd’s express company
tor ten years. The other arrests are James
Crawford, John Kelley and Mary Jane
Collins. At the rooms of the woman were
found several large bundles containing
probably oOnO letters, nearly all of which
All the bags thus
had been broken open
taken were lrom mails arriving by the
Erie and other roads
Pennsylvania
through Jersey City. It is known that
checks amounting to $lo.000 sent from
merchants in Philadelphia to merchants in
Boston, have been stolen from letters and
cashed by the thieves or their confederates.
One letter found in the trunk of the Collins woman, referred to a check for $2000
mailed at Philadelphia, December 28th,
by Nelson Brothers A Co., of Philadelphia
to A. J. Tilson of Boston. On the 30th of
December it was paid by the Commercial
bank of Philadelphia on forged endorse-

important capture ot
pouch robbers, has lately
Au

a

ment.

the thieves in
the checks was as
follows: The robbers would take one sent
co ri-rht
o\«r tin* same route
by a firm or an individual in Philadelphia
agam.
to a New York or Boston house. It would
l.i otfceers ol Aurora Lodge D. of L. were put*
be payable at a Philadelphia bank.
The
a
makes
is
The
good
agent.
company
11 -1u led on Friday evening ol last week by \V.
Winterport,
indorsement of the payee would be forged
i- the tirst in the field with
Atwood
and
w
exhibit,
1».
i>.
M.
ii.
Alter the i-emnouieb were
Castle,
on the back ot the check, and beneath the
statements.
omp eted the company sat down to uti oyster and
of the payer would be well counlet.u supper, and a
vet”
«njovable evening was
Joyously expectant he took hU seat at the board signature to
terfeited,
give the bank evidence that
parsed.
ing house table. Then—
that the drawers of the check indorsed the
He raised his knife and paused! A ghastly stare
A -’giit that should he a warning to e\il doers was
indorsement of the drawee. Thus fortified
Gleamed from his eyes like moonbeams through a
Witnessed one ilay last week, when six prisoners in
shutter!
it w’as safe for a member of the gang to
in
ot oriicers, were taken from the county jail,
I watched him. moveless,
that fixed, strange
the check at the proper bank in
present
■i.m
mled m pairs, and publicly marched through
l shuddered a* I saw his lips set there
where it would be cashed.
Philadelphia
streets to tin Ci.nrt House, to receive trial and
Repress the shrieks his startled soul would utter! The real number of these stolen checks
Whut saw lie? Nothing but a woman*- hair—
lltellCe.
will not be known for some time, because
l was in the butter.
A- w..i i*.
'reu in our advertising columns, Mr.
it will be some time before many houses
Charles A. Piper, while driving a team loaded with
t dwaid sibley, lute »»i tin* tirm ol K. Sibley it Son,
will write to know about balances which
met upon the highway in the suburbs of Belfast
hay,
eei: admitted a?
iuto
the
tirm
of
partner
they may suppose to have been neglected,
Isaac Jackson with Ids soap teum, and a controversy
\ < *.
i'his will make a very strong and en
when the debtor has before sent a cheek
arose a- to which should turn out and let the other
tinu.
...lid
will
a
•■rpr.sing
undoubtedly develope
in settlement. It is supposed that the
.seized Jackson by
dismounted,
Piper
pas-.
Finally
v
1
ill-iilea'.
large
checks in Philadelphia were all presented
the collar and gave him a shaking. The case came
ii. ui
Knight, the man who '<* mysteriously dis- before l'rial Justice Wallace on Monday, who fined by two persons, and the police are lookfromthi- eity last week lias since returned.
Piper $1 and eo-ts, which lie paid. It is perfectly ing for them, having pretty full personal
!:■
hat from tin morning ho was in Belfast
rej..
easy to avoid these collisions upon the highway if descriptions for a clew.
util he found himself in New London, Conn., a few
One of the first stolen checks presented
you only observe the rules. When two teams, proi■ v' utterwnrd', all wa< a blank to him. He can give
ceeding in opposite* directions, meet stem on, both was refused by the paying teller of a bank
account
f himself whatever.
because he did not know the genuineness
are bound to port helm and pass port side to port
1 n- re -vii! i.e
iiisiderable le'- ice cut in this city
side; but the one on the starboard tack is not bound of the indorsement, which the person who
winter than there were l:t't. a portion of last
to throw itself out of command. Piper should not
presented it claimed to be his.
umui
harvest 'till remain- unsold. Last winter
have grappled with his soapy friend; he might have
••it 1 should get the signature of the firm
-i*i*
bad small experience in the business and a
known that he would have had the suds knocked
drawing the check in my favor beneath
ibis
u-on they have a large
out of him in the way of costs, but should have oburg- stock ot ice.
my signature would that be sufficient ?”
k ..t experience, and are content with a small
served the above rules and brought his hay in with
the presenter asked.
amount ol ice.
a clean freight list.
“Yes,” was the answer, and the check
11. il.. make up of the committees on the part of
was returned with what purported to be
House and Senate, we notice that Senator
Supreme Judicial Court. Waldo Co. the desired indoisement. Thereafter all
It. urdmun of Belfast, i' chairman of Committee on
the other checks were presented in this
kin si to

heei oi

the

tin paper oil,
H• w-.nted !<•

«.1

(.

his hoot.

When his wife

discovered to be

t wa«

a

dollar

The method

employed by

obtaining the money

Gov. Connor's Address.

Investigation.

Washington, Jan. 8. The special committee of the House appointed to investigate the election in Florida, returned to
this city this morning. The committee
left Washington on the 8th of December,
and has therefore been absent exactly one
month. The members in Florida divided
into two sub-committees, and these subcommittees examined in all some 200 witnesses.
The committee cannot report before the last week in January. Tne work
of the committee was very thoroughly
The Republican members called
done.
more witnesses than the Democrats, and
both sides did their best to bring out the
facts which prove whether I'ilden or
Hayes carried the State. The testimony
shows that Tilden had a clear majority of
90 votes, leaving out the desperate fraud
in Alachua county, by which over 200
fraudulent Republican votes were cast,
and the frauds in Leon county, where 70
fictitious names were placed on one of the
voting lists and polled by the Republicans.
It appears from the statement of the evidence by Democratic members of the
committee that they will make such a report of the facts as to convince fair-minded persons that the Democrats errried the
State, and that their victory would have
been admitted on the day after the election but for the command issued from
headquarters that the State must be counted for Hayes. Important developments
are expected from
Florida during the
present week. It is 1 ibely that the Democratic State government will take the
ground that as the late Returning Board
did not comply with the order ot the
State Supreme Court in recanvassing the
vote, therefore there has been no legal
canvass, and that a canvass by the new Returning Board will be ordered, and the result, showing a majority of votes for Tilden, certified to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives in Washington.
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In his inaugural address Gov. Connor begins
bv alluding to the inactivity in business which
has prevailed in Maine in common with the
rest of the whole country. Still the chief resource of the State has kept faith with the sower of the seed and yielded rich harvests; sonic
manufacturing industries and branches of business have been exempt from the prevailing
dullness, and there remains to all the hope and
promise of the near dawn of prosperous days.
The laws have been well enforced throughout
the State, and every department of the Government and all public institutions have been elticiently and economically managed. The receipts’of the Treasury for the year amount to
$1,310,(105.411; balance in the Treasury Jan. 1,
1876, $377,093.84; expenditures tor the year
187(1, $1,293,377.00; amount in Treasury I)ec.
No indictments have
31, 1876, $394,422.27.
been found in any of the Courts during the
year for any capital offence, it would be obviously unjust to draw from the experience of
less than a single year a sweeping aud conclusive inference as to the comparative cllieacv of
the law passed by the last Legislature abolishing death as a punishment for crime, and the
law it displaced. I am glad, however, to remark the evident fact that the substitution of
imprisonment for life for the death penalty has
not been followed by an increase of the crime
which it is the object of the law under consideration to punish, or any instance of crime encouraged by the mitigation of the penalty. The
receipts of the Land Office for the year ending
November 30th, were $42,399.77, front the several sources and on the various accounts specified in the Land Agent’s report. Conveyances
of 22,304.3s acres of land were made to’aetual
settlers.
Lands to the amount of 13,054.69
acres were contracted to actual settlers; of the
remaining State lands 26,773.39 acres are unsold and 127,665.97 acres are in possession of
actual settlers and are to be conveyed when
the settling duties shall have been performed.
No new sat ings banks have been organized the
past year. Since August, 1875, four of the sixty-four savings banks in the State have become
insolvent and been placed in the hands of receivers, and three others have suspended payment.
One ot these latter, the Waterville Savings
Hank, has resumed payment by the action of
the depositors. No arrangement has yet been
accepted by the depositors ot the two other
banks. The amount of deposits and profits of
the sixty banks doing business was, on tite 6th
of November last, $27,819,764.70, a decrease
during the year of $4,264,549.58, including 81,029,963.95 of deposits placed in the hands of reeivers. The number of depositors decreased
during the year 10,705. The present number
is 90,621, and the depositors average #300 to
each depositor.
Twenty miles of railroad
have been built the past year; eight miles by
the Piscataquis Company in extension of their
line from Abbot to Hlanchard, and twelve
miles from Fort Fairfield to Caribou in the
town of l.yndou by the Aroostook River ComTite Railroad Commissioners report
pany.
that the roads in the State have continued to
improve in condition and management, as
evinced by their remarkable exemption from
accidents. The statistics of the common schools
for the school year ending April 1st, 1876, do
not differ materially front those of the preceding year. They indicate, however, a continued
interest and progress in all that relates to (Item.
The sum of $1,053,497 was expended for public
schools, to which the State contributed the
available amount of $375,852.
Eighty six
school-houses were built during the year at a
The Governor calls attention
cost of $164,399.
to the necessity of a rearrangement of the intef-1
rior of the
ate House, and makes a variety of
recommendations of local interest. The address concludes with an allusion to National
politics, as follows: A heated Presidential
contest has not been followed, as is customary,
by the acknowledged election of the candidate
of one party and the ready submission id' the
defeated party to the result. Hut there is no
present reason for foreboding. Partisan clamor
will be hushed in the majestic presence of the
law of the land when the time comes for it to
manifest and assert itself. We cannot doubt
that the tribunal upon which devolves the set
tlement of the vexed question, composed of
men chosen ot the nation for wisdom and patriotism, will establish the right by clear proof
of law and ancient custom, and that the general voice of a law abiding people will accept,
their decision.

Clippings.
The New York World gives the following
from Mr. Hewitt: "l believe that Tilden and
Hendricks have been elected, and 1 bedeve that
they will be so proclaimed and inaugurated.
Hut, in case there is a contest, and should civil
war threaten—and only in case civil war was
threatened—l should prefer a civil to a military
contest. 1 would rather appeal to ballots than
Not unlike sentiments are exto bullets."
pressed by other democrats, and, in a conversation on tiie subject, Mr. i.uinar said that he
deemed a new election preferable to the inauguration of two Presidents, or an attempt to inaugurate two Presidents.
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N. II. Hubbard vs. Horatio Twitched.

Mr.

A [.nit? lucking -t ranger who came to this
city on
sinrilay, gave In- mime as Perkins, and announced
ms calling a- a lecturer, caused some little excitent among a lew who thought it was the geuuine
I I.
l! was recently announced in the papers that

John W. Richards vs. Daniel Dutton. Action for amount of four months labor. Verdict
for defence.

■

inhabitant* of the Slate of Maine were to he in
d with the presem
ol' 1.1 i Perkins in their
ml l-\ hence the mistake. It was not l li.
i-

••

After

a r* cent aiijuurninent of the Police Court in
eity, the .Judge found upon the floor, beneath a
chair that was occupied during the trial by one of
Ih-lfast s staid citizens, the picture of a fleshy, rosy

i..

damsel

apparently

ing.
Fred

about

the mantel above the

S

twenty. It now
judicial head of the

ivy, he fixes his ga/e on this guardian angel. He
ihow ever, give t to the rightful owner, who will

in.

[.rove

property,

he

diaries Haugli, assault and battery.
Kdward F. Gillett, rape,
ddiomas Haugli, assault and battery,
li. F. Tucker, innholder without license,
c. 15. Mahan, cheating by false pretences.

lid lor the

forthcoming History
■t Ut-lfa.-t i~ tilling with
gratifying rapidity. It is
-ate to say that no other book possible could or
would sell

so

well in thi-

vicinity

as

does this

and entering,

t

xc.

subscription

mdway, breaking

diaries Haugli, malicious mischief.
William McFadden, rape.
James Stone, assault with intent to ravish,

it, and when the,Judge is wrestling with law and
idence ami wislie- to temper his judgment with
w

Hubbard.

\ prdid for claim it! $4.
The Grand Jury came in on Thursday, with
the following indictments—
Alpheus A. Woodbury, breaking and enter-

■iii-

looking

Wallace.

C. C. Crarv vs. It. I*. Clewly. To recover
for constable services. A little appealed case.

to*
th

Ac-

tion to recover charges for professional services.
Verdict for plaintiff, $30. Hubbard for
himself. Wallace for defence.

ids, of this city, is a member of the Committee
Railroad', on the part of the House.

Joseph Sanborn, innholder without license,
ltoseoe H. Mitchell, inholder without license.
Geo. W. Adams and Frank J. Greenlaw,
breaking and entering.

com

g mas ter work from the able pen of the Hon. Joseph Williamson. Ji will b< u magnificent monument to our city and to the author. While consid
.a

Geo. W. Adams and Frank .1. Greenlaw, who
red merely as a vohitm it will be a tine specimen
pleaded guilty to breaking and entering h [dish's
uf the book-making art. A- it is a positive fact that
store, were sentenced to Slate prison—Adams
volume- ol this History will be offered lor sale to two years and three months, and Greenlaw
to two years and four months.
alter its publication—lor the work is not to be stere•lames Stone was tried on indietment for asotyped we wish to urge upon those who have not sault with
attempt to ravish Mrs. Hunt, an old
gned tie- subscription li-t the necessity of doing lady of 72, found guilty, and sentenced to five
ii you do not happen to be waited on
so now
by years in State prison.
ne agent, leave your name- at this office and we
Fred Ordway pleaded guilty to breaking and
will forward them to him.
entering the Grange store in Waldo. Alpheus
A. Woodbury, lor the same otfeuce, stood trial
ihe schooner Massachusetts which sailed hence
and was acquitted.
Ordway, at the Police
tor Baltimore on the 9th of October la*t, with a carCourt hearing, swore that Woodbury was not
go of potato.-s, had progressed on her return passage I in the burglary, and before the Supreme Court
1 swore that he was. This
to tills city, as far as Provincctowu, Mfi9.s., when
discrepancy let Woodbury out.
■die encountered tin* gale of dan. c.i, and drifted
In the suit of Beal and wife, against the town
u-ihore about three miles north iiom Highland l.ight
of Knox, tor damages on the highway, referred
( ape Cod.
a
oon after going ashore, she comto Hon. N. H. Hubbard, an award of $300(1 has
menced to break up, und the crew were obliged to
been given.
Marcia A. Campbell vs. Francis J. Bailey.
take to broken pieces of the wreck, ou which
The
parties in this action reside in Monroe.
they drilled to the shore, with the exception of the
1’ltl. accuses the deft, of being the father of her
colored cook, who was drowned. Capt. Kenniston
illegitimate child, born Jan. 25th, 1875. This
•vas carried to the life-saving station in an iusensi
action excited considerable interest, it having
(<1p condition, but has improved rapidly since. The
been tried once before at the last April term,
vessel had a cargo ol li.ixio bushels corn to Woods,
when the jury disagreed, at which time it was
fully reported. Verdict for pltf. Fogter. McUathews &, Baker, which was insured. She was 53
Lellan.
tons register and was owned in Kockland.
Reuben Abbot vs. Philip P. Scribner. ParIke horse attached to the milk sleigh of John
ties reside in l nity. This was to recover for a
Walton, on Saturday morning, got frightened near balance claimed to be due on an account for
beef furnished deft. V erdict for pit!'. $41.48.
tie* bridge, charged up tlie steep hill to the City
Johnson. J. Libby, Jr.
Point road, tnen turned towards the city, with the
I.AW DECISION'.
icigh swinging from side to side and the milk cans
Judge Dickerson announced in Court on Mondancing jigs. At Custom House Square the animal
the following decision in cases pending in
turned down Main street,
everybody on the route day
the Law Court, originating in this Countygetting out ol the way with great alacrity. Turning
Inhabitants of Stockton vs. Ira H. Staples.
into ( ross ~treet, this furious
dairy on runners upset Plaintiffs nonsuit.
if sell upon an unfortunate cat that was
crossing the
street, crushing out the feline’s life, and spilling the
Louisiana
..

|

miik

in

the

Poor puss

snow.

iug taken the milky way
1 he milk team driven
..

erturned
I

iii
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Wki.k

in its

midst, hav
of cats.
also

quantity of milk.
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This is the “week of

prayer*’—January 7th Hth. The i.vangelical Alliance issued the following programme for guidance
of ministers and others

Sunday, January
ship (1 John i. 7).

7

Sermons—Christian fellow-

Monday, January 8 Thanksgiving and confession,
hi review of the past year.
Tuesday, January 9 Prayer for the Holy Spirit on
the universal church (.Joel ii. 2h); for its deliverance
from error and
corruption, and its increase of faith,
activity, holiness ana Christian charity.
Wednesday, January lu: Prayer for families; for
tfie

unconverted;

for

sons

and

daughters

at school

and college, and for those abroad; for any in sickness, trouble, or temptation; and for those who have
been recently “added to the church.”

Thursday, January 11 Prayer for nations; for
rulers, magistrates and seamen; for philanthropic
and benevolent institutions; for a pure literature,
the
spread of sound education among the people,

and the maintenance of peace.
Friday, January 12: Prayer for Christian missions
to the Jews and gentiles (Luke xxiv. 47), for Sunday
schools, and lor the conversion of the world to

Christ.

Saturday, January 13: Prayer for the observance
of the Christian Sabbath; for the promotion of temperance, and for the safety of those “who go down
to the sea in ships, that do business in great waters.”
Sunday, January 14: Sermons—One Lord, one
faith, one baptism, one God and father of all (Ephesians iv. 5-6).

New Orleans, Jan. 8.
This has heen a red-letter day in the history
Gen. Nieholls, the victorious
of Louisiana.
standard bearer of the Democracy in the recent
was
inaugurated as Governor at 2
campaign,
o’clock, amid the wildest enthusiasm. Twenty
thousand people aided in the ceremony and
drew the Governor lo the impromptu State
House in a carriage. The most perfect peace
prevails throughout the city, and the new administration is selecting Us State officers. The
Oily Government is in full operation. No man
whatever his race, color or previous condition,
can suffer injustice in this State under Gov.
Nieholls’ administration.
INAUGURATION OF PACKARD.
New Orleans, Jan. 8. There was little excitement in the vicinity of the State House today attending the inauguration of Gov. Packard. A heavy force of police were on duty and
admitted those who had passes. Not over 200
persons were in the streets. At 1 o’clock Gov.
Packard entered the House of Representatives.
Many ladies were in attendance, and the band
played “Hail to the Chief.” After the Legislature was called to order, Gov. Kellogg, introduced Packard and made a short Bpeech; after
which Packard read an address. There was no
enthusiasm the people staid away thus testifying by their absence to their contempt for this
President Grant hesitates
farcial occurrence.
to recognize the Packard government, having
learned a lesson from his meddling with Louisiana in 1874.

way.

the one overshadowing question of the time.
Thev make no reference to the returniiig-board
iniquity, or to the use of government troops in
states—and for all that their readers, now or
hereafter, will find in these valuable documents,
thev would never know there had been any attempt to fradulently set aside the result of the*
presidential election. [Hartford Times.
Governor llubhurd believes in Jetlersonian
His inauguration was devoid ol all
pomp and display, and contrary to the immemorial custom of Connecticut governors, he refuses to wear the cockade which was invariably
attached to the rich titles of his illustrious predecessors at the election parades and during the
season of the general assembly.
[New Haven
Union.

simplicity.

Sinking of the Steamer Montgomery.

early hour Sunday' morning,
while the wind was blowing almost a
At.

an

and while a fog which in the language of some of the seamen was so
The Democratic State Committee of dense that it could be cut with a knite
Maine assembled in Augusta Thursday, was shrouding the lace of the Atlantic,
the steamship Seminole (plying between
and organized by the choice of Eben 1<\
Boston and Savannah) came in collision
fillsbury, Esq., for Chairman, and Col. with the steamship Montgomery, Capt.
.John D. Anderson of Gray for Secretary. Winters, ol New York, sinking tiie latter
The darkness was
At its meeting the following resolutions within seven minutes.
the darkness of midnight, intensified by
were adoptedalmost every cause which could shut out
Whereas, a widespread fear prevails the light, and the terrible suspense both
that a band of conspirators is attempting crews suffered in the awful moment imto overthrow our constitutional system of
mediately following the collision is spoken
elective government by substituting the of with a shudder
by all of the survivors.
fraudulent certificates of corrupt partisan Most ol the men were
asleep in their
Hoards
in
several
for
States
the
Returning
bunks, and when the shock came only the
votes actually given by the qualified elecfew who were on duty knew what was
tors, therefore
tho matter. There was a rushing to and
Resolved, That the mass of reliable in- fro on botn vessels for a few moments; a
formation from private and public sources confused
shouting of orders, and a generjustifies the opinion that Samuel J. Tilden al state of agonizing uncertainty, until afand Thomas A. Hendricks were fairly ter the
lapse of a few seconds those on the
elected on the 7th day of November, 187ti
knew her to be doomed,
Montgomery
ot
a
all
the
electoral votes of while the steadiness ol the Seminole
by
majority
gave
the thirty-eight States, as well as by a assurance that her condition was not critlarge popular majority of the popular ical. Then it was that a rush was made
vote of the whole country, to the offices of for the latter from tiie decks of the sister
President and Vice-President of the United
ship, and almost at tiie moment when the
States, for which they were respectively terror-stricken men know which way to
/til
to
desupported,
attempts, therefore,
lly for safety, the Montgomery sank, carfeat the popular will by counting in mirying down many ol those upon her and
nority candidates for these high positions consigning thirteen human beings to a
should be persistently opposed by every
watery grave. The survivors, eighteen
legal and constitutional remedy, to pre- in number, were partly rescued from the
vent such a monstrous crime against the
water, partly taken from the boat, and a
rights and liberties of the people.
number of them escaped by clambering
That
we
demand
that
ConResolved,
upon the deck of the Seminole. That
gress shall honestly and impartially ascer- vessel soon after steamed on her way to
the
tain
result of said election upon the Boston,
bringing the survivors from the
same principle and through the same prowreck with her.
cesses by which the results of all previous
DETAILS OF THE DISASTER,
National elections have been ascertained
The collision occurred about fifty miles
and declared since the foundation ot our
Government; and to the popular will to the eastward of Cape May, and a little
thus ascertained and declared the sixty after 1 A. M. on Sunday, the Oth inst.
thousand Democrats of Maine will render The Montgomery was about eleven hours
willing obedience, and they will impera- out of New York and bound for Havana,
tively demand the same from every citi- with a crew of twenty-seven persons, four
zen of the Republic.
passengers, and an assorted cargo, conResolved, That if conspirators are now sisting of flour, bacon, lard, potatoes,
allowed to succeed in reversing the actual grain (3000 bushels), macaroni, onions,
vote of two or three States and counting plaster, etc., and valued at about $100,them for candidates against whom there 000. The second mate was on the watch,
is a clear majority, a similar proceeding and all the lights were burning, although
at any future election can be applied to the people ot the Seminole claim that the
ten, or any number of States necessary to mast headlight was only faintly glimmerretain power in the hands of the ruling ing. The lookout on the Montgomery
party, and elective government in this claims to have heard the whistle, seen
the light and a moment alter felt the
country would be at end.
Itesolved, That we denounce the use of shock of the collision with the Seminole,
the army by the J’resident of the United as his first intimation ot her proximity;
States to control elections, to interfere in certain it is that the Boston vessel’s bow
the organization of State I.egislatnres and struck the Montgomery on the forward
to menace the representatives of the peo- quarter, and, crushing through the heavy
ple in Congress assembled as a flagrant timbers as it they had been glass, opened
violation of the Constitution, demanding a gaping rent in her side, through which
the unqualified condemnation of all citi- the sea poured in torrents. The Seminole
zens who desire the
preservation of popu- at once reversed her engines and swung
lar lreedom and the perpetuity ot repub- alongside of the Montgomery, and as soon
lican institutions.
as possible a boat was lowered, but the
New York steamer sank before aid could
Schooner Wrecked.
reach her. Nine men of the Montgomecrew succeeded in getting a foothold
Camden, Jan. ii. A letter received hero ry’s
on the other vessel and were thus saved ;
from the Postmaster at Georgetown, Ale.,
five were taken from a boat which floated
reports an unknown schooner stove to
I rent the wreck as the ship went
on
Small
Point
and
washed
ashore, away and
pieces
three, Henry Osborne, John
which answers in every particular to the down;
McCluen and K. 11. Jenkins, were taken
.James Garcelon, of Camden, which left
from the bottom of another boat to which
this port before the galo last Friday. The
they were clinging. The other man resof
crew, composed
Capt. Jesse Cob, Wm. cued
was John Munro, who was found
Foye and James Pendleton—all of Camon a piece of timber.
The four
den—are supposed to be lost. She had a floating
passengers, who were Spaniards and no
for
of
and
Boston.
No
cargo
hay
potatoes
record of whose names has been preinsurance on vessel or cargo.
served, were lost. They were warned of
the danger seemingly in time to have
A book has just been announced in England
by a Mr. Duck. Probably it will be bound in reached a place of safety, but they failed
muslin—a sort of canvas back. [N. Y. Herald. to do so.
A good companion tome for Mother
The winter session of the State Board of
Goose perhaps.
Agriculture will be held in Newport some time
in February. Interesting papers followed by
Portland had thirty-seven fires last vear, los- discussions will render the meeting of interest
and value to farmers generally.
ing some $131,400.
Maine

Democrats,

.Loss

gale,

of

a

Maine Schooner.

BELFAST

The Secretary of
State lias received a letter from the U. S.
Consul at Liverpool, giving the particulars
of the loss of the schooner Ifelia ()■ Gates
of Damariscotta, Me., which was run into
aud sunk Nov. ith, in the English Channel by a British steamer
The facts related under oath by the pilot and captain
of the schooner show an exhibition of careless indifference to human life on the part
of the officers of the British vessel, which
should meet with universal reprobation.
The accident occurred about 7 o’clock at
night. The schooner had all her lights
burning and adhered strictly to the regulations governing the rights of way. The
steamer kept her course regardless of the
schooner, which hailed and signalled, and
when she struck the Gates, which sank in
ten minutes, offered no assistance, though
the wives and captain and steward were
on deck
screaming for help. The pilot and
captain of the schooner called to the officers of the steamer to throw a rope in
order to get the women off, but no notice
was taken of the appeal.
The pilot succeeded in climbing on the steamer where
he seized a rope and threw it on the
schooner whereby the women were hoisted on board the steamer. The crew of
the schooner then clambered up the side
of the steamer as best they could and no
lives were lost.
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the disease,
Pierce’s Pocket Memorandum
liooks are given away at drug-stores.

The medicines of the Humphrey Homeopathic Company which we commence to advertise

to-day, are carefully compounded by a reliable
association, that has done business in the same
location for many years, and have a high reputation with those who adhere to that school of
medicine. They are elegantly put up in small
space, very convenient for household use or
travelers, and emprise remedies for all human
ills, according to the theory of Halineman.
"oil. my back!” How often we bear these
words. Pain in ourbacl;. nine times out of ten,
arises from Kidney Disease. Hunt’s Rkmkdyj
as directed, will cure all Diseases of flie
Kidneys. Bladder and Urinary Organs.

used

Intallible Eye Wash cures Swollen Eves.
The G rand Central Hotel, New Yorl;, the
largest in the city, gives its guests the choice
of rooms, ami otters a reduction of rates on all
its floors.
Several of the oldest and best of first class
hotels in the great cities have made a reduction
in price, to meet the just demand of the times.
In Boston, the popular American has reduced
its rates on two hundred rooms, and affords the
best accommodations at a most reasonable rate
The Grand Central Hotel, New York, has
exceeded all its former prosperity by its well
timed and judicious concession to the popular
demand for reduced rates. It made the first
reduction from $4.00 to $2.50 and $3,00 per day.
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proved the fallacy of several maxims which
have for many years obstructed the progress of
medical science. The false supposition that
‘'Consumption is incurable” deterred physieans
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Fare Powder,

Hair Brushes

advantage to call and examine my STOCK of
GOODS before purchasing elsewhere, for I am selling good* at

Bottom Brices.
A penny saved is as good as a penny earned. Give
us a call at 54 .Main Street.
Sign on the window.
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MOODY’S Vegetable Bitters the best in
the market.
DR. R.

GARMENTS!

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff,
The

only reliable

Remedy.

Catarrh

A full Stock of Wax Flower Material, Physician's
Prescription and Family Receipts carefully com-

s.

Butter—We quote tine New York and Vermont
butter at 30a31e per lb; good lots of Northern butter at 24a27e, common do at 20a22c; choice Western
dairy packed butter at 25a2Sc; msll and store packed
Wester
ranges from 20u23c for fair to good and 1 la
17c per lb lor common.
Cheese—We quote tine New York and Vermont
factory at 14al4 12c; good do at 12 1-2 13 l-2c, and
common at llal2c per lb.
Eggs—The market for fresh eggs is quiet and tinmarket is firm at 33a34c, with occasional sales of single boxes at 35c.
Beans—The market is quiet but prices are firmly
held at $2 25a2 37 1-2 per bush for choice lots of
mediums, and $2 75a3 00 per bush for pea beans.
Yellow eyes sell at $2 37 1 2 per bush
Poultry—The market is firm to-day »t llalCe for
choice lots of Turkeys, and llal3c for lair to good
ones. Geese ure very dull at Salic; Western chickens
and fowls very firm at 10a 13c.
Potatoes—The supply of potatoes at the roads is
small, and Jacksons are selling to day a! $1 05 per
bush ; Hose are firm at $1 0 >a 1 10 per bush.
Apples—Apples are in fair demand at $1 00a 1 75
per bbl for New England fruit, and $2 00u2 25 per
bbl for fancy Western Apples.
Hay and STRAW—We quote Western hay at
$15 00a 17 00 per ton, and Eastern and Northern at
$10 U0a20 00 li>r coarse and $15 OOalS 00 for line and
medium. Straw is selling at $21 00a22 00 per ton.
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DEBILITY.

Vital weakness op depression : a weak ex'
hausted feeling, no energy or courage, the result of
mental over-work, Indescre ions or excesses, °i‘ some drain upon tlie system, is always cured by HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPA HIC SPECIHC No. 28. It tones up und invigorates the system, dispels the gloom and despondency, imparts
strength and energy,—stops the drain and rejuvenates the entire man.
Been used twenty years with
perfect success by thousands. .Sold by dealers.
Price, $1.00 per single vial, or $5 00 per package of
live vials and $2.00 vial of powder. Sent by mail on
receipt of price. Address HUMPHREYS’HOME-
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fTMIK third Lecture of the Course for the Winter
JL of isro and IS?:, will be delivered in Pikrce’s
Ham., on Monday Evening, dan. 15, IS??, by
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OPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY,
Iv'^h
'.lie ISdOADWAV, NEW YUKK.

To all who are suffering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c., I will send a recipe that will
This great remedy
cure you, 4 1'EH OF CHARGE.
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Key. Joseph
T. Inman, station /). Bible House Aew York CBu.
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For
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very great number of eases
apparently desperate ones) by
Sclienck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone; and ill oilier
cases by the same medicine in connection with
a

Sclienck’s Sea Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills,
or both, according to the requirements of

one

the case.
Dr. Sehonck’s himself, who enjoyed uninterrupted good h -illt ti for more than forty yearn,
wan supposed, at one time to he at the very gale
of death, his physicians having pronounced his
ease hopeless, and abandoned him to his fate,
lie was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and,
since his recovery, many thousands similarly
affected have used Dr. Schenck’s preparations
with the same remarkable success.
Full directions accompany each, making it
not absolutely necessary to personally see Dr.
Scbenck unless patients wish their iungs examined, and for this purpose he is professionally at his principal office, Corner of Sixth and
Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every Monday, where
all letters for advice most be addressed.
Schenck's medicines are sold by all druggists.
The most harrowing symptoms of Bronchitis
and Consumption, are palliated and relieved
by inhaling the hot vapors of the solution ot
ow25.
‘Forest Tar,” It cures Catarrh.
To Southern ami Western travelers to the
Centennial who intend visiting Mew York will
find the Grand Union Hotel, opposite the
Grand Central Depot, one of the best Hotels
in New York to stop at. It is so near the depot that the traveler is spared all annoyance
and expense of carriage, baggage and expressage hire, while its location is such that street
car and stage lines radiate from this point to
all parts of the city. It has elegantly furnished
rooms, has all the latest improvements, and is
run on the European plan.
Travelers visiting
New York, or on their way to or from the
CENTENNIAL, will rind this hotel par excellence in every respect. It is under the management of G. F. A W. D. Garrison, and has
become one of the most popular Hotels in the
1 \r
city of New York.
No Failure Known !
There is no ease on record where Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry ami Horehound
has failed to give satisfaction. On the other
hand, wherever it has been used by our people, iu severe colds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping-cough, and consumption,
they are enthusiastic in its praise. Containing
no opium or other dangerous drug, it does not
constipate, and is safe to administer in all conditions of health.
This is an important announcement, and the suffering arc advised to
heed it. Trial size, lOets.; large sizes, f>0 ots.
amt One Dollar. Sold by W. O. Poor A Son,
sole agents for Belfast. A. ,7. .Iordan agent for
Orland, H. I!. Stover, agent for Bucksport.
Also agents for Prof. Parker’s Pleasant Worm
Syrup, which is sure death to worms, pleasant
to take, and requires no physic.
Price 25 cents. Try it.
Wonderful Success,
It is reported that Boschf.k's Uerman
Syrup has, since its introduction in the United
States, reached the immense sale of 40,000 dozen
per year. Over 6,000 Druggists have ordered
this medicine direct from the Factory, at Woodbury. N. .1., and not one has reported a single
failure, but every letter speaks of its astonishing success in curing severe Coughs, Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or any disease
of the Throat and I.ungs. We advise any person that has any predisposition to weak Lungs,
to go to their Druggists; It. If. Moody, agent
for Belfast; Kittridge, Rockland; Fletcher,
Camden;-, Waldoboro; Smith & Sons,

Searsport;-, Bucksport; Robinson,
Thomaston, and get this Medicine, or inquire
about it. Regular size, 75 cents; Sample Bottle, 10 cents. Two doses will relieve any case.
Don’t neglect your cough.
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Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough ami
Purifying the Breath.
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In this city, .Ian '.*th, by Rev. .1. A. Ross, Mr. Am
brose 15. Hanson of Palermo, and Aiiss Hattie A.
Dickey of Belfast.
In Frankfort, Dec. lMh, by I'pon lreat, 1-i
Charles Beal and Abide E. Kingsbury, all of F.
In Rockland, Dec. 25th, Air. .1. Crocker Tolman
and Miss .Jennie H. Colainore.
In Rockland, Dec. '.Oth, Mr. Clarence E. llall and
Mattie T. Wilev.
In Rockland, Dec. *_*.• th, Mr. (ieorge Ii. lleushaw
and Miss Lizzie D. Robinson, botli of R.
In Rockland, Jan. ltd, Mr. Adriel K. diner and
Miss Alelvina M., second daughter of Alden l

Winterport,
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The number of vessels belonging to, or bound to or
from ports in the United .States, reported totally lost
aud missing during the past month is 62, of which
10 were wrecked, 16 abandoned, 8 burned, 1 sunk by j
collision, 3 foundered, 3 capsized, 1 sunk by explo ;
sion, and 1 is missing. The list comprises 7 steamers, 3 ships, 13 barques, 4 brigs, and 35 schrs, and
their total value, exclusive of cargoes, is estimated
at $7**0,000. December has been more disastrous to
navigation interests than any other month, with one
exception, for two years; in March last the number
of reported losses was 00 with a value of $1,600,000.
Of the December disasters, over one-quarter of the
whole number, or 16, were Maine vessels, as follows :
Schrs Gen. Mead, of Belfast, Mary Louise, North
and .1 1* Ames of Bucksport, William Arthur of Port
land, and F. A. Heath of Bangor, wrecked; Cherub
of Uittston, Annie Murchie, Mary .1 Ward, Trott
King aud Emma Pemberton o! Calais, Annie Jane
of St George, and Alice M Allen of Harpswcll,
abandoned; Ocean Wave of Camden, Utica of Portland and steamer Alice Virgie, of Georgetown, burn
ed. Of vessels belonging to, or trailing with United
States ports, 440 suffered total loss during the year
1876, thereby incurring a cash loss of $7,890,000;
March was the most boisterous month and July the
least so, in the latter only 13 losses being reported.
The totals for 1875 foot up 373 vessels, with a value of
$7,612,000; for 1874, 351 vessels, value $8,786,000; for
1873, 559 vessels, value $11,783,000.
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Case Morocco, of 20 large vials and Book,
These remedies are sent by the case
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Address
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Humphreys’ Homeopathic Medicine Co.
Office and Depot, 502 Broadway, New York.
For Sale by all Drinrfflst*.
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Over-Coat Goods 1
Of all description-, which

we

will make to order

at

short notice.

LADIES CLOAK GOODS!
In great variety cut and made to measure at short
notice. Those in want of any of the above Hoods
will save money by buying ot us.

ENOCH C. HILTON, Merchant Tailor,
13tf

oi Main Street.
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54 Main Street

Dress and Business

We

imime, iniimn/.a,

50
20. Whnupiugf-t nngrh, violent coughs,
50
21. Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
22. Ear Discharge*, impaired hearing,
SO
23. Scrofula, enlarged glands, Swellings,
5rt
21. General Debility, Physical Weakness,
50
and
25. Dropsy
scanty Secretions,
so
20. Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
27. Kidney-Disease, travel,.50
28. TS'ervous Debility, Vital Weakness, l 00
29. siore Mouth, Canker,.50
30. I riuarv Weakness, wetting tin* bed, 50
50
31. Painful Periods, orwith Spasms,
I oo
82 Disease of Deart, palpitations, etc.
00
St.
Vitus’
1
33. Epilepsey, Spasms,
Dance,
50
31. Diphtheria, ulcerated sore throat,
35. Chronic Congestion* and Eruptions, 50
....

.MAKATIMl'. 1.0S8KS.

before.

R. H. MOODY, Corner of Main and High Sts.

....

J'l.

ever

of

specialty made

Custom and

general use far twenty yrars.
I■;verywhere proved the mast wAFi:,
*Th fid,, litoxoti nil, and r. 1 1'U’i i-. vi
medicine* know n. They arejust a hat
the people nanl, savin?; time, money.
siekne*s nil(T^nifferin•-?.
Fwry single
specific tlie well tried prescription of
an eminent physician.
Cents.
Nos.
Cures.
2 >
1. Fever?-, Congestion, Inflammations,
25
2. Worm.-., Worm Fever, \Vonn C'uie,
Cryinsy-Colie, or Teething of Infants,. 25
25
4. Diarrhoea, of Children or Adults,
25
5. Dysentery, Griping, Bilious Colic,
25
c. Cholera-Jlnrbn*, Vomiting,
7. Coutyh*, Colds, Bronchitis.25
25
8. Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,
25
9. Headaches, Sick Headache, Vertigo,
ltd Dyspepsia, Bilious Stomach.25
25
11. Suppressed, or Painful Period;-,
12. Whites, too Profuse Periods.25
2:5
13. ('l*OU|l. Cough, Difficult Breathing,
25
1-1. Salt IChciiiil, Erysipelas. Eruptions.
25
15. Rheumatism, Hhe.imatic Pains,
55
Pi. Fever anil Asroe. <'hill Fever, Agues,
17 Pi lex. blind or bleeding.5h
IS.
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HUMPHREYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS

Jan 5tli, schr George Shattuck, Comery, lor Boston with 234 bales hay, by Pitcher & Gorham.
.Ian 7th. schs P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s
Harbor; Helen Marin, Loyd, for Fortress Monroe
for orders with 2,300 bushels potutoes, by Pitcher &. \
Gorham.
Jan Uth, schr Gentile, Barter, Isle hu llaut, with I
a full load of produce and goods in general.

buy your

Christmas Presents

Box, 4586.

CURES

SAILED.

6 DY’S

IVIO

THE MILE POWEE

Jan 4th, schr Robert Ripley, Lamb, for Baltimore
with U.-’OO bushels potatoes, by Woods, Mathews &.

H. JOHNSON & CO S

H.

1877.—llw’Js

Address,
THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,

BELFAST.

Block Shoe Store.

published, in

A T

and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents, or two postage stamps.

Jail 7tli, sehr Gentile, Barter, Isle an llaut.
Jan 8th, sclis Wii'iuiu Stevens, Elwell, Port Johnson and Bucksport, to haul up; Mary Brewer, (of
Rockland,) .Stanwood, Rockland, to Libby, Parks &
Co., lor potatoes.
Jan Utli, schr Earl, Cunningham, Boston 5th inst.,
with a cargo of general merchandise to order anu
<10,000 ft lumber to Mathews Brothers.

Hayford

*.
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Treatment, and Hailical curt* of Senii
nul Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea, induced bv .Sell-Abuse, Involuntary KmI'Siou^, impotency, .Nervous Debility, anil Impedi
ments jo Marriage generally; Consumption, Kpilep
sy, unit 1 its, Mental and Physical Incapacity, &e.—
( l KVKltWKLL, M. 1)., author of
By HOB KIM'
the “tireen Book,” &c.
lhe world-renowned author, in tliis admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awlul consequences of Self-Abuse may be
effectually removed without medicine, and without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual, by which every sufferer,
no matter wlmt his condition may be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
i&T*This Lecture trill prove a boon to thousands
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In Searsmont, Dec. 2i:th, Air. Elisha Wiley, aged
70 years and 7 months.
In North Haven, Jan. 1st, Thomas Cooper, aged
78 years. [During the year 1870 there were eleven
deaths in this town. |
In Westville, N. S., Dec. 12th, Frank Young, of
Palermo, Ale., aged do years.
In Troy, Dec. doth, Delude, youngest son of Freeman 1). and Helen Alyriek, aged 1 years.
In Rockland, Dec. 27th, Erville, 11., only son of
Capt. James and Harriet Jellison, aged 0 years,1.)
months and 5 days.
In Rockland, Jan. 1st, Abigail, widow of the late
Robert Kilpatrick Shibles, of Thomaston, aged GO
years, ('• months and 24 days.
In Salem, Mass., Dec. doth, Capt Robert H. Sinionton, aged 25 years, 11 months and f» days. Remains brought to Rockland for interment.
In South Thomaston, Dec. 20th. William F. Kellar, aged 85 years and 7 days.
In ITiiou, Dec. iciii, Fo>umi A!., dau^htci of All.
and Airs O. A. Bartlett, aged 21 years and d mos.
in Warren, Dec, 10th, Airs. Catherine Weaver,
aged M years.
In Waldoboro, Mary, widow of the late Philip Benner, aged 72 years and 0 months.
In Warren, Dec. 18th, Mary Winslow, late of
Rockland, aged 50 years.

Thick Boots!

Javi.

THE

bepaidfor.j

Custom Made

FRANK UN B. SW1F 1

Belfast, Dec. -1, 1S7*».—3mos\’>

DWIGHT R. SMITH, President,
HALL, Secretary.’
A. J. WRIGHT, Treasurer.
FRED ATWOOD. Agent.

s. .i

Obituary not ices,bei/oii(t trie Ihite, A ume and Aye

The schr Lois V. Chaples, of Belfast, from Jacksonville Dec 6th, for Bostou, put into Newport K I,
on the 8th inst., with loss ot boat, etc.
A despatch from Provincetown states that the
body of the seamun who was drow-ned from the schr
Massachusetts, Irom Baltimore for Belfast, Me, lias
been recovered, and is in charge ot Undertaker
Knowles.

all kind constantly
on
hand.
«t-irHive me a call and satisfy yourself.

Perpetual

$765,672.21.

Out'landing Losses,

1J1 ED.

OF

Candy, Nuts, Figs, Dates, Oranges, Lemons, and Fruit of

ASSETS:

Brown, Esq.

PORT

CONF'E C TIONERY !

$1,515,672.21.

In Rockland, Jan. dd. Mr. Joseph Kirkpatrick and
Miss Abide M. Barnes, botli of Camden.
In Thomaston, Jan. 1st, Air. Henry H. Bucklin
and Alias Olive E. Condon, both of T.
In Thomaston, Dec. 2'dd, Air. Richard I. Shihles
and Miss Nancy E. Barter, both of T.
In St. (ieorge, Dec. 25th, Capt. Wilson C. < alter
uiul Aiiss Angeline Siiuinons, both of St. '.
In t niou, Dec. 20th, Air. Aubert A. M. < lair and
Aiiss Clara E. Leach, both of Hope.
In Atkinson, Me., Dec. .’.1st, at the residence <d
the bride’s mother, bv Rev ('. W. Sleeper, John H.
Sanborn of Dover, and .Aiiss Minimi S. Stocker of
Atkinson.

SHIP

Also Dealer in all kinds

Tofmecoes, Family <Groceries, Teas, FoftVcs.
Sp/ees, Sugar, Ffieesr, Mutter, Lant,
Vinegar, Filter,
and everything usually kept in a first elass st«• r

*750,000.00.

SURPLUS

MARRIED

must

public.

Annual statement, January lat,

sSinosbi

CIGARS!

Has leased the New Store, No. 37 Wadlin’s Block,
Main Street, where he invites the attention ot'the

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Inhaling forCatarrh,Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale

SWAN & CO.

\Y. B.

With increased facilities for transacting our business and with Integrity ami fidelity to the interests
of our customers, we hope to receive a continued
liberal share of the public’s patronage.
SWAN' & SIBLEY BROS.
Wli 1.1 \M B. Sw W.
A. Cl’TTF It SIBIKY.
I'.DWAIU* MBI.KY.

Sore

or

Manufacturer, Wholesale and Retail Dealer iu

CHOICE

Swan & Siblev Bros.

Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
Tar Soap,
Forest
Tar Inhalers,
Forest
or

Franklin B. Swift,

of the iirm
partner In
name will be

as a

Inhabit ion for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

or

West Townsend, Yt.. May I t. l-wi.
Messrs.
W. Fowle & Son:
"in the Spring of 1847 I took a severe oold,
which settled on my lungs, where it remained
without relaxation. I was then in Massachusetts, and growing worse and becoming unable
to attend to my business, 1 returned home and
commeced searching in earnest for some medicine which would restore my lost health. 1
consulted physicians, I tried many remedies,
hut obtained "no help, but daily grew worse. 1
had a terrible cough, and raised a good deal of
blood. 1 had profuse night sweats, and severe
pain in my side. I continued in this state for
months, and became so weak that it was with
great difficulty I could walk, when 1 was advised to try wTstae's Balsam of Wild (Tti:i:ltv, and to my great joy I soon found that this
remedy had arrested the disease. 1 continued
to use'the Balsam to the extent of live bottles,
and have since then experienced no difficulty
of the lungs. 1 believe the Balsam saved my
life, and I shall ever hold it in high estimation.
Yours truly,
Lewis I’iiki.i s.

ScHENCK’S 1*1 l.MONli

prices ranging

supply of

ALSO A FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Hair Oils,

500 at

or

tfd.OOO Gold is offered for any remedy for
.1sth'ou</hs,Co/d.s, Bh-tiUitii of the I.uYtps,
iu‘ Consumption, showing one-half as many
testimonials of genuine cures in tlie same length
*

week ago, at

his

descendants, he got tired, and said, "l.et’s unit,

of time

market.

Perfumery

f orking Oxen—Not much call for them and but
a few pairs in market for sale.
During the winter
months, a lew pairs each week is all the market re
quires. We have not heard of any sales of Working
Oxen this week.
Store Cattle—Yearlings, $11 to $15; two year olds,
$T. to $27; three year olds, $25 to $45 per head.
Prices upon small Cattle depend upon their value
tor Beef. But few stores are offered in market for

one

fresh

—A N D

Knives,

Jan.

Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 800; Sheep
and Lambs 2875; Swine 0500; number Western
Cattle 040; Eastern Cattle —; Milch Cows and
Northern Cattle 100.
Prices of Beef Cattle per 10U lbs, live weight—Extra quality $0 OOaO 50; first quality $5 50u5 87 1-2,
pecond quality $5 12 l-2a5 27 1-2 ; third quality $4 02
1.2a5 00; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &e.,
$2 60a4 25.
Brighton Hides8 l-4av 1 2cper lb; Brighton Tallow
0 1 -2cper lb. Country Hides 7 l-2a*e per lb; Country
Tallow .» l-2a5 l-4c per lb.
CalfSkins lOallc per lb; Sheared Sheep skins $1;
Lamb Skins $1; wool Skins $lal 75 each.

Sheep and Lambs has been about the

a

Hats, Caps

Fa)in/ Good*,
Cattle

just received

Has

very

The -Forest Tar Soap" removes Pimples,
cures Chapped hands.
was

C. W. HAXTE?

Shoulder Braces

$1.30a0.00

spf>inosl5

Kruptinns, and

When Adam

large Stock and great variety of

A

Again!

The best and most durable

00
25

Butter Salt
Plaster

C-

Good

TRUSSES !

*5.00a5.5o
$3.00a3.50
$1 25

8al0 Shorts per ct.

;0-'

Drugs and Chemicals !
Genuine PatentjMedicines!

Pure

$0.00a7.00

Li

Pollock

-C

loal2

jiSaO

Round Hog
Pork Backs
Lard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod

DRUG STORE!

lOaOO
► 7a8
Salt)

"Old Reliable.”
There are many reputed remedies lor that
very prevalent disease. Chronic Nasal Catarrh,
hut none which have given general satisfaction sale.
and bocome acknowledged standard preparaMilch Cows—Extra $55a95; ordinary $25a50 per
tions, except Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy. It head. Most of the Cows that are offered in market
continues to enjoy au unprecedented popularity. for sale are of a common grade. Prices do not
This reputation has been earned through the vary much from week to week.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West and
permanent cures which it has wrought, having Maine
were all owned by Mr. Hollis and taken to the
proved itself a specific in the worst forms of Abattoir to be slaughtered, 'trade for Northern

It is notable that all the republican governors

(including Hayes), in their annual messages,
this January, prudently slum all discussion of

I.

interior

The

are

*o:

C-

City

now

Mills!

manufacturing

Plaster at our Mill on the East
Side, at the rate of FIFTEEN
TONS per day, and are ready
to fill all orders for same either
in bulk or in casks, at a VERY
Farmers and
LOW PRICE
invited
to call
arc
Grangers
and examine our Plaster before
purchasing elsewhere.

HAZELTINE & BICKFORD.
Belfast, «lun. .'5, 1K7—Jniosii?

NEW FIRM!

Iy28
UNDERSIGNED having formed tt co-partin business under tin* name and style of

THE
nership

HOLIDAY

G-OOD8

a

—A T

H. H

JOHNSON & CO’S.

Hair Work.

Mrs.

o. h. venner

announces

that

she will leave the city in three or four weeks,
and wishes all those who are in want of hair work,
to give her a call before that time.

Hair Wove, Curls Made, Old Switches
Made Over, and Hair ^Colored to
any Shade.
Also persons that have left work with
to call for the same.
tf2f»
Belfast, Dec. «1, 187fi.

requested

Hazeltine & Go..

her,

are

leased the store oil Main street, formerly ochv J. B. Wadliu, are now prepared to oiler
well selected stock of

And

cupied

FAMILY CtKOCERIES!
Corn, Flour and Meal,
Pork, Beef,
Kerosene Oil,
Lard, Hams,
Tea, Coffee,
Tobacco,
and Spices,
and all goods usually ki'ijt iu a first-class Grocery
Store, at wholesale and retail, at us reasonable rates
as can be had at any storu in the city.
Our Stock is purchased for Cash, and by strict integrity and fuir dealing we hope to merit a fair share
of patronage.
sa-Give us a call.
BEN HAZELTINE.
N. E. KEEN.
Dec.
Belfast,
S2, 1W6.—2Stf

Wrecking

Tired.

Ship.

Great

a

Hundreds of men, women and children,
saw at Ocean Grove, X.
on Tuesday a
When tin- <l:iy with all iis splendor, all itsbi uutv, all
-In.
There was a heavy
genuine
shipwreck.
fades away, and leave■* us standing in tin* shadow ol
sea on, and the
great ship lijukan, a Northr night.
And wo turn with wistful longing to tho purple
wegian vessel, two months out from Lonfields tha: lio
don, in ballast, for New folk, took a pilot
Wlu-re tho sunlight in departing leave* its glory in
aboard oil' Barnegat Light at il o'clock the
; lie sky,
Just before daybreak
filing up ti»* clouds like bastions full of lire along previous night.
the west,
land was seen, ami ten minutes afterward
And ; in o.iriy star ol evening gleams upon theii
the ship struck. The pilot seemed amazlading oro.-t,
Thm wo t-« 1 that something brighter, lairor -till
ed, and Captain Hanson undertook to
s
lii out of sight,
command the ship. Both anchors were
When- the b« auty and the glory wili not lade away
let go. The pilot and the captain had an
And that .-oim where in he distance, in the beautiexcited discussion, and the pilot admitted
ful Beyond,
< htr beloved and departed hold us still
by some that lie didn't see land until a few mosweet bond;
ments before the \essel struck.
Being
A: d across tin- gold and crimson of 1 he evou’ug1
under full sail, the shock was tcrrilic.
changeful track
We can almost hear the music of their voices HeatAt daybreak the vessel was seen by pering back.
sons on shore, who hurried to the beach.
idl me dreamers, snv. w hat i- that we fed, but can
Life-Saving Station No. 7, was almost denot know
The six men breakfasted late
serted.
With the-e craving' halt of rapture, half of sorrow,
about a mile away, and were sent for.
haunt us so
Wliat these pictures half immortal ne’er described
In the meantime the ship's mainmast
by brush, or word,
gave way. Then the foretopma.-T went,
If- w hich al! the liuman spirit ol a mortal is stirred
and alter this the topgallantmast disapi« il ino. prophet, do they lead us to the looked for
“by and by,
peared The snip careened to the seaWhere no mortal o
has parted back the shades of
ward
1 lien the residents ut Asbury
prophecy
»h, ye ill earners1 oh, \e pi ojihets 1 w hat yourdreain
Bark and Ocean Grove aroused themand prophecie>,
selves.
l'lie crew of the lijukan were
W hat to rne tlie light an 1 fading ol the ever cluing
visible on her deck, Jo men besides the
What to me the glorious leaut\ in tilt eloudiaiid in
three ollieers i aptains Bussell and 1 >rumthe wa st.
\\ hih with everv heart u-a! moauiii-j for tiie price- mond White, at great danger, braved the
less }>., >u of /.V.7
heavy sea with their iishing boat and saved several of the crew
It. was jo minutes
of'.1 iielore the life-saving station men arJewels of
and Devotion. rived at the scene: then Hie ship was almost obscured by the sea.
They went to
the beach with ropes, but said they could
I»n*]i, drop, slow Pars,
A nd bathe those bounteous h*,;
not get their boat, as they had no horses.
U bieli brought l'roin heaven
I hey dragged ui" mortal iiinvi). and alter
the news ami prince .»s' p«-.ua
much delay lived the line to the sinking
If
mercy t'» eu!ri• at
ship, hilt it fell short. The hshermeu,
1
cry tor vengeance
with tin* 1 Ion (ieo. \\
''in dot ti in N
fatter-on ami
ccu.-v
I n V“iir d< » p hoods
John lirinvn,
(':i]it. I’itney Curtis,
1'i-nvn all in> faults and 1< arriieoiioi'e S. Woolley, Captain itainer,
\• r li t hi" r\ i•
in Imt through iu\ l< ai
and llev. \\ T. Abbott, and others, wen!
to work, and a second line was ii\ed. this
{ liiit a- i*-in never
rliangi*. »opinion* '* 11«-1 :
time successfully, and there wa a heai tv.
!i ir:ii• 11 r-- ;i!• only developed.
in

hiii.cn

m.

<

(ii)Ki..

■«

1

Thought

■

When \\i- have well ilniii* .somethin^ we
In-.lilt'd i,( do. !i(tw nnirh belter we feel’
lf<
!

rii lm t wlio i- eonfont w ith the lei~ti iIn- wealth id Halutv.

onlent

•;

I

li-

11

lil! i or a |nd’" Hi > oil |o\ e to
hitter fruit will fall in your lap.
«

it

or

m.:! word i> an easy oblation but not to
peal, ill l'e’ j 11 i re only oil r -ilence, which eo 1~
A

nothing.

it-

We, lym.r

«iirsel\ <• l>.\ open our own
harm, wlm-li the wi
power.' deny u-. for our
"O liml ye
own %rood
profit bv I.>'inir our
pravei s.
l iberal tnind" are open ti. mi\ i.dion.
I ;bia! doftrines are rapubli- of improvement.
Ihere are proselyte- from ailed m bin none
iroiu supf r>ritio)i.
-1 i

mt oi

tliou wilt -peal. bold I \
then tli >u inii>, sutler.
iiltereth tliou
then
thou halt l>e comforted—for faith, tin ennfc
i-*n thereof, and the < r*>
foil >w upon one another. ! Luther.
it

est t In hi

\

lien

—

iahili!} in ehlir* he

"l

element.

.Many

\.

important

ha
been saved by
-imply taking him bv tin- hand and
concern
for
hiwelfare.
The r< digevpiv ;-ing
mu that keeps men apart \- a -ham: that which
firings men together is genuum
mine

one's

a

man

W ha! i- this world'
A divaili Wilhili
dream. A we grow older each b-p has m
mward awakening.
I'll.* youth awake as he
thinks, from ehildhood: the full maun man
■I'
tIi*■ pu; nils of youth ai-ionarv
I or
the old man look: on manhood a- a leveri-li
dream.
Not aloin- to know bill U> a< 1 a< .•rdili
b>
the know I d _■ ■,
thy de-tinalion," proclaimthe \oiet* of thy inmost soul, not for indolent

■■ntemplatioii
brooding o\ er

and
eniot

stud}

of

thyself,

nor

for

ion- of piety—no, for action
was given thee: thv aetions. and thv actionalone, determine thy worth.

Injustice

very hard to bear. Y. t vve must
all learn to expert it ;im| suffer il as calmly as
we ran.
To have our best deeds turned and
twisted into
\ 11 ones; m have our nets and
word* utterly misrepresented; to have those
turn rold to ii- for whom we have always felt
die warmest friendship, i- only the fate oi huis

manity

has said that if the pagans of old
locomotive they would have worit.
It wa- hard for the < hristian civ-hipped
ilization of the day to refrain from open homage to the mighty < orliss
engine enthroned in
Machinery i I all. Vet thi- i- precisely the danwr into which the present
day i- drilling; that
n shall how down and
worship, not, indeed, the
work, but the working, of its own hands. Tie*
*ne truth wiiidi the world is
needing to learn ihat < hii-liaiiit v i- the soul of the life that now
'-, that all its intellectual
growth is merely the
body, and this material gain simply the apparel
•>t that bod}
The soul once lied, then* will remain only a dead body, tricked out in jewels
and garments of cunning workmanship. < m
thi- Thanksgiving Day St. Andrew was the
preacher, and this was his text: “What shall
:t profit a man il he gain tlie whole world and
!“'•«* hi- own -on!:-'*
iThe Churchman.
>ome

had

one

-ecu

a

Passenger Pigeons.
I’"1' nisiiv days the fresh
morning air )ia<I re'uiiiiile.l with flu- dull humming of the
jirairie
hirken-. and an unbroken iine of
snowy
-ehooncr-." as the emigrant
wagons are
died on tile prairies. had slowly Moved westward.
These wagons were followed hy droves
"I rattle; and the eattlcwcie
driven l.yhrown.
dnstv women, harefooted, ami scantily elothed
in hi lie drilling or patched and
laded chintz. I
li id looked enrioiisly at the
labor-saving ehnrns
hi vvhicli blitter was made
hy the mere motion
•I
If lolling wimoiis; 1 had
ijuostioiml tin*
-'Ugh-looking fierniaiis and Norwegian-, wtio
1 'I t en eon id
not speak a word of l
inglisli: and
I Was never weary m
watehing for the hri'dit
1,1
the dingv-laeed little ehildrin, who
ometiini'- peeped from the wason-.
Wlien
hese Weary travellers hailed
by the wa.v-idr.
ed tin ir gyp-v tires blazed out into thinight,
w toil v\ iki sweet
singing was home aero the
prairie oil Ihe evening breeze!
I'.m one day I
forgot my slow p|,addinInelld-. Ill tie
y, ilelili lit
of’'watching Ihe i-~
lire el a iiiiihUnde ,,f travellers u
in. could no
mol,- l,e numbered than tie
sands upon the
seasliore. What a eommotion the “In -trap1
mad-- that eariy flay
morning! 1 vvasl art led from sleep hy a voice
The
crying.
-"-oil!" and a s! range sound, like tiiernsh|
ol a -i rung wind, came to my ears.
The
■
was toil of
living birds, and for hours I
at. tied the Hitmen ,- Hock
pass oyer that little
1
line village in
Minn. sola. ’I lie birds flew
o'' ]o"
and hundreds of th-m alighted on
tree- in passing.
They often alight in such
number- that great branches are inok- n olf.
aid sometimes tin* pigeons are enished to
■v iii.
the lields liordering the river were
-■eered with them: hut they
only stopped pi
e
I. apparently, or perliaps
pick up a little
Mod, and were again on I lie wing. As these
,ieim’hineuts ot tin- va-t army ol
pigeons ro-e
horn the ground, with a
great flapping of
wings, oilier- alighted; meanwhile Hie main
li't! is \\ :iv
pH.ssiii;- slr:n.iilv n\vr our
't ile proia --ion seemed
eiidle-s, for the day
Wore on and still the
swili-wiuged bird- rustled through Hie air, and still the
coming flocks
looked like delicate pt m illings on lliellistant
sl.v.
it was a rare day for
sportsmen. In-tead of roosting in a
neighboring forest, as vve
had hoped, the pigeons Hew over into Wi ran-in.
Hut every day through the summer sir.
'locks foraged among 111.. grove- alio
,s,
amt their shadows swept over
sunnvslop -ami
holds ol wav ing grain, like flitting cloudI roni their nesting-plan th, birds flew
up
over .Minnesota, Iowa and
Wi-emisiu ii, .m-l
flood; hut they alwaj returned a the-no
went down, though the I'uo-t vva>
huielreds of
elites distant. Audubon says itiat these
pigeons
navel at the rate ot a mile in a minute and
that
ii one of them was to follow tin*
fashion, and
hike a trill to t urope, it could cross tile
ocean
in less than three
days. When they fly tbromdi
He- woods, tile sound of their
wings is almost
,teateiiing: an old farmer compared it to the
roar ot b n thousand
threshing machine- Hut
'piite as wonderful as iheir speed is ih-i great
power of vision these birds possess.
-Mhev
eiurney through space, they can overlook hundreds of acres at owe, and iheir
sharp eyes can
discover at a glam-e vvliethor
..ounlry lieIieatii them is barren, or supplied vviih the'food
i hey need. I In- piece oi woods that the
pigeons
-ejected in which to rear their
voting is ihree
nr lour miles wide and ten miles
long. Their
nests are in every tree; sometimes
more then
nest*
could he seen in one tree, in each
idly
ot these trail nests,
carelessly woven of a few
•wilts, two white, shining eggs were laid.
Wlien Hu- young pigeons or
sipml,* are alinosf ready to tty, comes fluexciting time
known iis robbing the roost.
.Men arni'lIn-in-e'ye* wit.li long poles, with
wliieh they upset
.he nests; the poor
sipiatis fall to the ground
and are. easily caught in
large .piuntilies.
Iiiercan then lie kept m
cages, fattened, and
killed as they are wanted.
The passenger
pigeon does not migrate from one
part of the
country to another to find a warmer eliinate.
■jit only in seareli o| food. So many of these
birds lire killed every year, for the
New York
and other markets, that it seems as if
they mii-t,
gradually disappear. Hut they multiply very
rapidly, and Audubon thought that
nothing
but the destruction ol our
forests could lessen
lheii-number. |Seashore anil Ihairie. I,v Mary
I
I haclier.
■

■

■

■

A

gladsome cheer on the beach. Surf boats
belonging to the A diary I’ark tool Ocean
(hove people had Marled out, and, alter
all. the line belonging to the life-raving
station was not needed.
When Captain
Hanson believed that ill hi crow were
II re Is to be landed, ho
tailed for the
shore.
Ike lljukan had nearly rareened
out of sight when lie bade !,.,i<;woll to hij
vessel
As Ik* readied land he discovered
that a
man was missing.
Everybody
■

stared

the

ship, and

saw

a

man

ling
eers

light

to

fHI

Liitl y

11 bapprm <1 mil mi south 11 ill, iinm I li<•.i ami
miles from .Maple slieei. Tin man anl if w-'
located il anywhere near .Maple street ln*M eut
our luugs out. ami although w
dearly love the
truth, we love our Site more, and have therefore violated the truth at least seven! v-iive
times in locating thi- item, in older to -aw our
life, winch is d< ar to a community that we
love to -erve. Well, the man*.- wife hud taken
up the carpet in the hath room the day before,
and puL all tile crooked taeks in a saucer, and
put it on a < hair. Il is a marvelous thing win
women will always save lacks that come out
of the carpet, although it is :1 matter of record
that out of the countless millions ol taeks thus
laid by, not one was ever used again save in
the soies ot the bare masculine feet. They, the
lacks, not the feet, arc* slowed away in -••.ueerup on high shelves, in dark closets, and in all
sorts of out-of-the-way places.
And on these
dusty perches they remain until the corroding
hand of time, and du.-t and spider webs, and
dead llies. and Hakes of whitewash and old bits
of rosin, and chunks of sealing-wax, and old
steel pens, and similar accumulations, have
tilled the saucer to oversowing, when it is
taken down and thrown away bv the woman,
who petulently wonders who under the sun
put all that trash in the .-aimer and stuck it up
there. And nine time-out of ten she charges
the crime on her husband. The tenth time -lie
declares it was the hired girl.
And ahvavs.
before the saucer of crooked lacks is -towed
on
the
it
is
stuck
around
for three
away
shelf,
<>r four davs on chairs and in comers of the
rooms, spilling out occasional tacks on the carpel of every bed-room in the house which till
the masculine soles with agony, and darkens
the air of the bed-room with inartistic but forcible profanity. Nothing is so painful as a rooked tack in the middle of one'.- foot. A broken
heart doesn't hold half so much anguish, ami a
boil is a blessing in comparison.
This man who lives so far from Maple street
bad a splendid bath, ami when he had rubbed
his -kin into a glow with a crash towel, as
rough as a pig’s back. Ik gathered his soekand backing up to the only chair in Hr- room,
sat down to put tlmm on.
I.verv tack in that ‘•aimer saw him coming
down.
Kvery last tad; smiled in anticipation ol the
denoumeiit, and stood on its head and reached
for him.
I.verv last solitary individual and collective
lack fetched him. got him and held to him.
Me dropped hi> socks and rose from that chair
with abruptness, knocking his head against the
ceiling. He came down and waltzed wildly
round and round the room, shrieking and
yelii-. gvrating manly with his arms, while his
♦■yes stuck out .-<> far they hung down.
Jle
how ird until the neighbors besieged the house.
>et In* wouldn't let anv of tlmm in. At bed hit'll died away, but they mild hear hi- bread.
In--, between In set teeth. v\ bile at. short interva'-s would conm a yell, supplemented with tin
I ’uark.
Then's another out."
I:i about
ihrce-<|uarlci> of an hour the veils .am* d entirely. the window was opened and a du-w, r
ol lacks tell over the assembled and wondering
multitude, while a large saucer -kimnmd a.a otlm street ami smashed le/ain-t the id‘- ,,j’a
house opposite.
Nobody know vvliat ail the man, ho In* will
not toll any one a thing about it.
Hut. he take
his meals olf tlm mantel-piece, all He
a me. and
when lm sits lie sits down on hi hip, for all tlm
world as though he wore a ‘die I I,a. I ." Halm doesn't. Il' a tacked back that ail- him.
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Plaid Dress Goods!
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Stuck Broker-.

WELL,
Hahy

IS CUTE!

THAT

>oup, made 1.Lohimon 1

&

bo-

n

j

steady work for one
or two enterprising men
or women in each county,
.on for outfit worth sTJU.on,
(JO.,

w

in

Wa-Iiiiiifton str«.*et,

.■?!i v«»sl <'ar«lh, with name,
% $
^ K\c» i*
-1“ > &*><•:
pw-'-paid. I., .lu.N'LS ,v (J<
Xa.-sau,
New York.
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Belfast, August,

Hay ford Block,

No. 2.

While fraud holds carnival in public places.
And voters growl like earthquake’s mullled shock,
flic ladies congregute with placid laces,
At the Nexv Boot and Shoe Store, Hayford’s Block.
’fis Boots—not Ballots—claiming their attention!
With little heed to politics or news,
They pay their cash, and get, without dissension,
“J Fair Return” in well-made hoots and shoes.
At Hayford’s Block, in finest Curacoa,
French Kid, Serge, Satin,—sale or custom made
They find the style to suit the ball-room Hour,
The parlor, or the public promenade.
In thick solea boots their boys may brave the weather;
Their girls in safety face the wintry storm ;
In Kip, Calf, Cowhide, any sort of leather
I heir husbands toes may nestle snug and warm.
Hence
they have no Electoral College
Of lies and frauds no underhanded stock,
They slioxv both common sense and knowledge
By buying boots at No. 2 in Rayford’s Block.
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Mr. Durham has large experience in building, and
with his extra facilities, feels confident that he ran
meet the vmblic demand.
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ISLESBORO

Working Shop!

Have taken charge of tin- New .Shop lately built in
connection with the Belfast Shoe Factory, where
they are prepared to do all kinds of

GREAT*

|

Castine,

Revere House.)

Opposite

F. H. Durham and C. B. Mali

msuNCT

pleased with
her there were
engaging
—at the—
some questions to ask.
“Suppose.” said the since.
lady *‘2so\v only suppose” understand
“that you were
Block Shoe Store.
One night we were
carrying a piece of steak
sitting out of doors
liom the kitchen and
by accident should in the moonlight, unusually silent, almost
let it slip irorn the
plate to the door, what sad. Suddenly some one—a hectic-lookBelfast Gas
would you do in such a case?” The
girl ing man, witli a gentle, lovely face—said
looked at the lady
square in the eye for a in a low tone: “Did you ever think of the
nnnual meeting of the Stockholders of the
moment before
asking: “Is it a private beautilul lesson the stars teach me ?" We rpHK
JL above Company will he held at the office, of the
family or are there boarders?” “Hoard- gave a vagu», appreciative murmur, but Treasurer, at Belfast, on Monday, January 15, 1>77,
sit -I o’clock 1'. M., for choice of Corporation officers
ers,” answered the lady. “Pick it
up and some soulless clod said : “No; what is it?” lor the ensuing year, and to transact such other
put it back on theplate,” firmly replied “How to wink,” he answered, in a
may legally come before said meeting.
sad, business asPer
tbe girl, She was
JOHN II. (JIJIMIIY,
Order,
sweet voice.
engaged.
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Belfast.

NEW

dew & fashionable Colors!
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10,1

No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston,
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-IN ALL TilK——
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■

Ai'l« r tliirf date the Steamer KATAIIDIN, ( aptaiu
Wm. II. ll< »l.\, will make but ou«* trip j>er w eek, leaving Belfast for Boston on Monday.-and Boston on
Thursdays, touching at all the landing.'.
<8er*Freight taken at u-iial rate.*.
Belfast Dec. l’.h l*;o.
D. BAM', Agent.

to call and see them at

13 Phenix Row.
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and worth about §:Mu. Well satisfied with
the result of his investigations, Mr. 1-tuber ottered to purchase the box and content--, but to this the stranger would not
agree, saying that he was in the gold-heating business, and did not wish to dispose
ot his dust, but only to obtain some money
on it. with which to meet an
emergency,
hoping soon to be able to redeem it. Tln-\
then returned to Mr. Kurber’s place ot business, the stranger carrying the box in Ids
pocket, where, after a little bargaining,
it was decided that $180 should lie the
sum advanced.
The “gold-beater” again
produced the box, which was weighed,
tied up and sealed, in his presence, with
the understanding that lie was to call and
redeem it in a week. Mr. Kurber placed
the gold in a sale spot and handed over
the §180, after which ho and the stranger
separated, each thinking, no doubt that Inhad made a very good bargain.
After keeking the box the required time,

opened, and lottnd
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Invite their friends and the
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marks, he -it tin same time produced a
box lrom liis coat pocket, which on being
opened was -een to contain a small quatitity ol the precious metal. In order to test
the genuineness at the tilthv lucre, and to
obtain an idea of its value, Mr. Fnrber
suggested that they honld visitsom« jewaller, to which the other readily assented,
and they proceeded together to the store-,
ot lfexter A Haskins and William 1.. kei.
ley, in each of which the contents of tinbox wa- weighed and
thoroughlv ie ted,
the decision in each case being that the
material in question \v;t genuine gold,
'it carat
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About a month ago a stranger entered
the pawnbroker establishment ot Mr. CM,
I-'urber of New lJedfnr.l, ami stated that
f was unexpectedly called upon to make
heavy payment, and being a little short
wished to obtain an advance upon some

gold dust;

Western Markets, are prepared to Soil Goods at
the very
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resembled a grand and tart
change in a spectacular pi.tv. Thne
something ot a hurrah, and the oliiand crew, who had returned born

forcible*

startling so<*.ial lads,

Mrs. R. Sheldon

11. Ill & CO.

Iable-spooiil’u 1
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eene

their lodging place.-' to the beaeli
.-emed
to enjoy the sight as much as ill the re .1

sonic

The Lewiston doimml recommends pulling u
ul .sulphur in Iih- iu>i of each
.setting lieu. Kverv lou>e will be killed, and if
the chickens when hutched are kept from other
hens limy will not be troubled with vermin and
will thrive much better.

Om; 31 an.
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lady MiHVagist>

Las! evening Henrietta Paine Westbrook an- 1
nonneed tliat the farmers of our country eon>nm<‘ on Hie
average two ami a hail' wives
each! Mid, is the proportion of wife iieccs.-a- j
to
make
one
snece-sl'ul farmer. K\ r> pros.
ry
lit ted
peroU' h< mm-hae!, abounding in w
barn.-;, la! turkeys, .ixee.se ami pig-, pumpkin
«
pie>, fre.-li -g.- amt butter, is altaineit at the
expense ol two and a half female funerals. j’>ceau-o the baking and broiling, tlie Monday'.wa-hing amt Tuesdays ironing, the daily dusting and scrubbing, the car* of poultry, tin*
making ol cheese amt butter, the regular Hirer 1
nieai> per day, amt the ornamental fringe to
the farmer's mi.-,:,,, ol eus'ard, cake, pie, and
11
I £:
ill
jetty—ali these, added to the cares and contin- '.a
geneies ol maternity, says Mr-. Slocum, wiio
seconds It. I*. Westbrook. break down tlie farC< Hllcim n,
\ hereby ertit; .ha' i have had (a
mer'' wife long belore tier lime and enable the j tarrh tor ten
years, and for tie- last is years have
husband who thrives through lmr labors to en- ; been a terrible sulferer. 1 was rendered
partially deaf,
joy the luxuiy of ttie second and the fractional j had buzzing in the head, pains across the temple,
proportion of tin third.
dizzy spells, weak and painful eyes, swollen and al
If the indignation of the lady sutlVagists has cerated tonsils, hard and constant cough,severe pain
j
sufficient I v cooled off by reason of giving vent across the chest, and every indication of consumpi he matter acto this assertion, and their brains are now re- i tion. My head ached all the time,
so rapidly in my head and throat that 1
dimed to their normal condition through the ! cumulated
could not keep them five.
at night l
Frequently
diminulion of the pressure consequent on the : would
spring out of bed, it -veined to me, at lbretention for <o long a period of this astounding point of suffocation. 1 would then have recoursi to
truth, it is time to assure them that in nature every means in mv power to di dodge the mectithe great law of compensation is beautifully ex- from my throat and head before being able to sleep
act m it- working.
Any excess ol the female again. For a period ol six years mv tonsils wen
(dement must be used up in some way. The ulcerated and .-o much iutlained that 1 could with
1 finally consulted an eminent
bin mi* provide for this bv suppressing it in in- difficulty wallow.
surgeon in regard to an operat on on them, but al
fancy. ami the l urks amt some other nations bi request postponed it. The constant inliumma!•' adowing the man as large a standing army
tion and ulceration in mv throat caused by the poi(»f wives as he i- tilde to support.
For. say
sonous matter dropping down from my head had -;>
their wise men, “It is better that the woman irritated and inJlamed my lung, that 1 coughed in
b.* fractionally married than not married at cessavit I1-, a deep, hard cough. M< :;n« Idle my >ysall
In our own country the woman enjoys tenv 1 >eyan to show tile etfects ol lib- disease.’so
and show d
«*ry
nip
thi> .. [vantage, that undi r the two and a half that 1 lost flesh, grew pale,
toinol an early death h\ consumption. When ma!
rule the woman s.) long as she docs live lias a tors had reached
this stage, or about six months ago.
whole husband ail to herself. This is the adI began the u-e of Sam t>i:p
I; mu< ai, t ri:r i. i:
vantage enjoyed by her sex among a Christian (.’a Aur.it. After using the lirst. bottle f began t.
;ir-!
dose
The
seemed to clear lm
am! consequent !v a wiser people.
improve rapidly.
lint \v by, de>j- ite the two ami a half principle head as I had not known it to be for year-. It s, mi.
ed
to
arrest
t!u*
gradually
discharge*;. It st
tlum applied to practice, is there so large a promil roue/h in litre.
]5y n.-iugit a-a gargle 1
portion of spiuster>. especially in our own soon reduced the intlammation
and swelling,-.!' rm
<
ountry and L'nglaml; («o to clmrch in any of tonsils, <>) that they soon cen-u d to trouble me. I In
our eastern villages ami you find the bonnets
sorene-s aero.-my che.-t *ii-appeared, tin* buzzing
in the congregation so numerous that the male
noises in my bead e< a sod, my
n u
ol lu aring and
caput stands out in relief here and there like an of -eeing were completeb restored, and every vmp
occasional oasis in a great desert of lemiuine lotn ot di-ease that had ndm d me |.» tin- \erae o!
the grave disappeared by the
.1 >' •. s. ,»,:•••'
iii;-1 c 111 c v, j,, e
In Lnglaml Old .Maidana
I:!
l: r \
M t; 11
II \ 1111 Ml
is
11ope!o>s. lingering' di-ease. and the bight
•
I have been this
I
beeail -e.
a dm;
Xplicil
.on go m Jhe social scale Ihc more of il
ib a' e seen a ;
o t deal ei -uttering trom < 'at at if
•ml
found. If. then, ii is not good for man to Ii\«
hope tnun ineo inane tliat tbi- i a rreal ienm i.
alone, neither i ii good that woman*'earl hl\
lam familiar will: the tieatmeut of Catarrh aexi-tence
hould be a prolonged monotonous ]>rad i-'ed by be be t p I r ieiaus, and ha e eon nil ted
!
he
in' •-1 eminent about my ea >•.
I !m\, it vd e < r\
olo on one strin -.
I ntii i! i posdble. then,
lo provide
ach woman with a husband we fa- find of rei.e. d and apparalu that have appeared
a period of
ix > .--ir
during
],a.-.t,and have, while
vor
'.id the two and a halt rule: indeed we
follow ;nk heir u e, takon
ri ai
uv of no gr-i
thi':*. ii would he advisable io mak<* it live, or. heal I h. but obtained
no r<lii f or me. >u rag on tent li. m
L'r-ir:il eliencl; would
rai-e i:
and ..n ;•!' to ni.
sine, curing n»> self e
l.
.u:ii: m »i. m
go two and a half belter."
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lean-

tin' bulwarks
lie was waving
a handken liief
A boat was sent lor him,
and as he calmly Minuted around the
beach lie said that lie had been below to
liml a bos of paper collar
V\ hen the
nrt hnat reached the -hip |t(. was in
the cabin eating preen.
l iom day
break until dark the beach wa- lin >nged
by liersons who watched the disappearance ot the ship and the hunting oi the
wreck to theshore. The aueiioi
ii.light
ened up the bow until the la !, wlie h e. a
at 1 Me
Then the hip went all
pie. e

ing

and no
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IMPORTANT CAUTION.
None arefgentiine unless the signature of .1. II ay
k, as agent for the United States, surrounds
each box of Tills, and Ointment. A handsome reward will be given to any one rendering such information as may lead to the detection ot any party or
parties counterfeiting the medicines or M inting tinsame, knowing them to he spurious.
***Sold at the manufactory ol Professor llni.i.o
wav & Co., New York, and by all respectable druggists and deah-rs in medicine throughout the civilized world, in boxes at *-‘5 cents, f»j cents and $l.oo
each.
#y*There is considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes.
N. 15. Directions for the guidance of patients in
every disorder are affixed to each box.
IKK
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S. S. SCRANTON & CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

TO

HOUSEKEEPERS.

STETSON & WOOD’S
Standard Fruit Flavors.
Warranted Strictly Pure &. Unadulterated.

I 1M — !• t!.1 1.1 1,1:1 intijin ilit* hif ltc-f standard oi » \
ft llfliff, :i 11 < 1 u till lilt* great can*
given to tlieir umin.
I act 11 r*-, are guaranteed to !>•
il not -up.
tally
li* *r :<t am 11 t In- tiru ki*t. !■ ■ Sale l.v 1 irou.
A.I
dre-s
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OUR YOUNG FOLKS’
MAGAZINE.
.A NTM

li beaut i fully
ITlI.l.t

printed

on

illustrated.

lirst-class paper ami
In every way the im.-t

int'Testing juvenile magazine ever published.
I'or sale by all newsdealers.
I »
a copy.
$1.00 a year, postage included
The trade supplied by tlielfe* Kn-laad *«*%♦•
C’n mpuin
AWESTS WAiTfEI). Address
Onr Youiiff I'otkn' llii-a/me,
Ev‘.‘>
Box
Boston,

Mass.

GOODWIN, Sole Agt., Boston.
tm

GRANITE

Piano for Sale !
excellent piano, of good make

in fine order. Will be
Anand
at the Journal Office.

Apply

-ii* l.'.t
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Iil.u

For Stomachs Out of Order.
-N«> medicine will so ethctually improM- tin- t'.m
of tlu* stomach a* these I i 11
t U*
removn al* a» i.l
ity occasioned either by intemperance <>r impropm
diet. They reach the liv.
ami reduce it t«. a healths
action; they are wonderfully ciiicaciou- in » a en |
spasm—in fact they never fail in curing all di-m del <
of the liver and stomach.
11 Of. Id )\V A ^ \S I’lU.S are t lie he -1 known in tie
world for the following disease': Agm-, A :: i...,
Hilions Complaints, Blotches on the skin, P...\m Is,
Consumption, Debility, Dropsy, Dysentery, l..
;
las, Female Irregularities, Fevers of all kinds, I its,
flout, Headache, Indigestion, lutiammatiou, Jaundice, l.iver Complaint-, Lumbago, Piles, Uhenmatism, lletention of urine, Scrofula or King's Uvil,
Sore Throats, Stone and (iravel. Tie 1 hmlomvu\,
Tumors, Ulcers, Worms of all kinds, \\ iakm-s from
etc.
any

Rent.

portion
dwelling house on Cedar Street.
Hood accommodations. Apply to
MILTON F. FARTER.
Belfast, Dec, 14, l!s7f».— tl*24
of my

Ah

Belfast, Feb. as?, lSTrt,

sold at

tfj-t

a

bargain.

Iron Ware!
FOR SALE AT

A.

D.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

